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THEME

The integration of modern guidance and navigation systems is usually performed with a sub-optimal implcmcntation of
the Kalman filter. The most difficult problem is how to develop that sub-optimal implementation when considering system
modelling, algorithm design and real hardware non-linearities. This Lecture Series brings together a group of speakers with
outstanding practical experience in the design of integrated systems, providing the-audience with the principles, insights and
mechanisms of real, current-day system synthesis approaches and giving the overall background necessary for synthesizing
future practical guidanee and navigation systems. Two of the lectures deal with the synthesis of solutions to tracking
problems. The remainder of the lectures deal with the integration of avionics systems.

This Lecture Series, sponsored by he Guidance and Control Panel of AGARD, has been implemented by the
Consultant and Exchange Programme.

En r~gle g6n~rale, l'int6gration des syst~mes modernes dc guidage et de navigation est r6alis6e avec une utilisation sous-
optimale du filtre de Kalman, Le probl~me le plus d6licat qui se pose au concepteur est de faire dvaluer cette utilisation
sous-optimale pour satisfaire aux besoins de la mod6lisation de syst~mes, de la conception de r'algorithme et des non-
lin~arit6s du matdriel reel. Ce Cycle de Conf6rences rassemble un groupe de confirencier,, :yant une tr~s grandr pratique de
la conception des syst~mes int6gr~s,

Les auditeurs ont done toccasion de se familiariser avec les principes, les m6canismes et les possibilit6s des m6thodes
de synth~se de syst~mes utllis6s aujourd'hui, de prendre connaissance des principes de base de la synth~se de futurs syst~mes
concrets de guidage et de navigation, Deux des communications prtsent6es traitent de la synth~se des solutions apposees aux
probl~mes de poursuite. Les autres communications concernent Iintdgration des syst6mes avioniques,

Ce Cycle do Conftrences est present6 dans ie cadre du programme des consultants et des 6changes, soas l'Ngide du
Panel AGARD du Guidage et du Pilotage.
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
TO KALMAN FILTER INTEGRATION OF MODERN GUIDANCE

AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, AGARD LS 166

George T. Schmidt
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory

Cambridge, MA, USA 02139

SUMMARY

The integration of modem guidance and navigation systems is usually performed with a sub-optimal implementation of the Kalman
filter, The most difficult problem is how to develop that sub-optimal implementation when considering system modeling, algorithm design,
and real hardware non-lInearities, This Lecture Series brings together a group of speakers with outstanding practical experience in the design
of Integrated avionics systems and tracking mechanization.., This will provide the audience with the principles, insights, and mechanisms of
real, current-day system synthesis approaches aird provide the overall background necessary for synthesizing future practical guidance and
navigation systems. This introductory paper will provide a brief overview of the lectures to be presented.

INTRODUCTION

The overall objective of this Lecture Series is to present practical approaches to the integration of complex avionics systems with addi-
lional emphasis on tracking problems, To achieve satisfactory system performance, most practical integration approaches have evolved into
some form of the Kalman filter, hence the particular title of the Lecture Series.

The development of the Kalman filter theory in the early 1960's was immediately followed by application in the Apollo program and
in military systems. 1I, 2,31. The Implementation was in the form ofa recursive computer algorithm that was suited for flight cor. I ,rs of
that era. Since then, the orders of magnitude improvements in flight computer speed and memory capabil'cy have made even larger fI'tct
implementations possible. Yet the practical and nonlinear effects for each application must still be resolved to provide satisfactory yrerfor-
mance. It is hoped that this Lecture Series, which emphasizes practical approaches, will provide insights into actual theocetical nd ad hoc
techniques that have led to successful implementations.

This Lecture Series is also a continuatlion of the AGARD Guidance and Control Panel's Involvement in helping to advance the state of
the art and technical interchange among members of the Guidance and Control community,

OVERVIEW OF TIIlE LECTURES

Lecture 1:

The first lecture is by Dr. 0. Hallingstad of Norway. It is tided "Design of a Kalman -liter for Transfer Alignment." The lecture tie-
scribes the design philosophy used in the development of lhe alignment subsystem of the Inertial midcourse navigation system fur the air
launched l'enguin antiship rvissule adopted for the F-16 fighter aircraft. The desir'd performance was achieved through a Kaimon filter de-
sign. The design process and the effort put into simulations during the development are described. Special stress is laid on the deduction of the
filter model and its validity testing. Next, a description follows of the interaction tvtween siniultillon - and t-e., doi -Iii . cpti% e flight touti1g.
Data from captive flight testing are compared with srinrdltion results,

Lecture 2.

Lecture two is titled "Development of the Integrated All-weather Navigation System for Tornado" and is given by Mr, F. Hupke of
Germany, The lecture will give a detailed presentation on the following topics: primary development approach, problems encountered and ac-
tual solutions implemented, optimlzation techniques used and modifications required as a result of fight tests of the 'lornado navigation sys-
tem. An abundance of detailed design information will be presented,

Lecture 3:

The third lecture is by Mr. David 1. Callendor of the U.K. and discusses a high-performance airborne INS-GPS integrated navigation
system. The system architecture, and the trode-oflu that drive its evolution, are examined for a practical high-accuracy Integrated navigation
system designed for a number of current requirements including long-duration patrol missions. The system incorporates a 4-gimbal inertial nav-
igator of inherently high stand-alone performance, Integrated with a state-of-the-art 5-channel P-code GI'S receiver. The system partitioning
arid Interfacing are configured to optihnize system accuracy during potentially lengthy period& when a full GI'S solution may be unavailable,
while providing satisfactory integrity under reversionary conditions, The main Kalman filter takes range anid range-rate signals from the CPS
and in the primary navigation mode models fourteen INS and two GPS error parameters, while the Kalman filler In the CPS operates Illdepen-
dently, to privide a stand-alone invigation solution for integrated system reversionary modea. The system architecture, both in hardware and
software allows a high degree of inherent flexibility which may be required to tallor It to various specific applctirlons.

Lecture 4:

The fourth lecture is by Dr. D. Liang of Canada anid is titled 'The Development of Mission Specific Advanced hiertially Based Avionics
Systems." The applications described include an airborne iystem configured with an Inertial system, a1 synlhetlc aperture radar, a doppler
radar and other sensors that were .,uccessfully flight tested. Another application described is a helicopter integrated navigation system. The
lecture describes the development of Kalman filters to integrate these avionics configurations Including the design objectives, simulation
analyses, and some test data.
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Lecture 5:

The next lecture is again by Dr. D. Liang of Canada arid is titled "Development of a Marine Integrated Navigation System." The lecture
will describe this microprocessor based system that can work with a variety of navigation sensors such as Omega, Transit, GPS, etc. It has been
successfully tested on both Canadian and U.S. ships. Details of the filter Implementation, technical problems, design objectives and some
design featutres unique to this application will be highlighted. Results of sea trial oevalualions will be compared to simulation results.

Lecture 6:

Lecture 6 is given by Dr. P. Maybeck of the U.S. and is titled "Adaptive tracking of Maneuvering Targets Based on IR Image Data."
Both this lecture and the following lecture are presented at the request of the Guidance and Control Panel to discuss the applicatiQn of filtering
technique3 to tracking problems. Dr. Maybeck will address the problem of accurately tracking the azimuth and elevation of a highly
maneuverable airbo-ne target using the outputs from a forward-looking infrared sensor, Among the topics he will discuss is how adaptive ex-
tended Kalman filters or enhanced correlator/Kalman filter combinations can lead to substantially improved performance over standard corre-
lation trackers. The lecture describes a tracker able to handle "multiple hot-spot" targets.

Lecture 7:

Lecture 7 will be given by Mr. P. Vacher of France. It is titled "Bearings Only Tracking: How to Improve the Estimation Quality." The
lecture describes many of :he difficulties of target tracking problems such as nonlinearities and maneuvers when using bearings-only tracking
whose characteristic feature is poorness of information in terms of observabillty. Because of these aspects, efficient and robust algorithms must
be used. The lecture will describe investigations of recursive and global algorithms as well as leg by leg estimation techniques. Conditioning of
the computations, the implementation of the algorithms, and the accuracy of the estimators will all be presented.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The lecturers participating in this Lecture Series will present the results of many years of practical experience in the design and imple-
mentation of integrated systems. The intended result of this Lecture Series is the transfer of knowledge that can lead to newer and better system
synthesis approacht., and the development of practical guidance and control systems throughout the NATO community.

REFERENCES

1. Leondes, C.T,, (editor), Theory and ApplicabonIagL hma.nFilte1ring, Agardograph 139, February 1970, (AD704306)
2. Schmidt, GT., (editor), Practical A Pe s of Kalman Filtering Ilemmntatlon, AGARD Lecture Series No, 82, May 1976,

(ADA024377)

3. Schmidt, S.F., "The Kalman Filter: Its Recognition and Development for Aerospace Applications," AIAA ourniii of Guidance ar~d.
Control Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 4-7, Jan.-Feb. 1981.
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DESIGN OF A KALMAN FILTER FOR TRANSFER ALIGNMENT

by
7 Dr. Oddvar Hallingstad

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (NDRE)
P.box 25, N-2007 KJeller

NORWAY

SUMMhOARY

SThe Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (NDRE) has been involved in the develop-
ment of several inertially based integrated navigation systems. 'n all of these sys-
tems, the Kalman filter has been the sensor integrator. During the last years one of
the main efforts has been on the development of the navigation system for the air
launched Penguin Mk3 missile.

Low cost inertial navigation systems (INS) are extensively applied in missile midcourse
guidance. The launch platform is generally equipped with a high quality INS, and there
is a need for some means to transfer this performance to the missile INS, This is done
by transfer alignment (TA) before launch.) This alignment may in general be achieved by
angle, position, velocity or acceleration matching (alone or in combination).

"This paper describes the design philosophy used in the development of the alignment
subsystem of the inertial midcourse navigation system for the air launched Penguin
antiship missile adopted for the F-16 fighter aircraft. The desired performance was
achieved through a three level Kalman filter (KF) design process. On the first level
we assume that our system is linear and then we design the KF. On the second level we
deal with the design of the preprocessor which make the linear assumptions on level one
valid. The last level deals with the field testing of the missile navigation system
which is the final test of the validity of the design procedure.

LIST OF SYMBOTS AND ABBREVIATIONS

The notation used in this article is based on reference 101.

g Free tall acceleration T KF update time Interval
IMU Inertial measurement unit (.)o Vector or matrix belonging to the
INS Inertial navigation system system truth model.
WINS Master INS (aircraft) (.) Vector or matrix belonging to the
SINS Slave INS (missile) filter design model.
KF Kalman filter
TA Transfer alignment (.) Vector belonging to the MINS.

x,y,z The three body axes (.)' Vector belonging to the SINS.

X,Y,Z The three navigation frame axes (O) Time 1A

1 INTRODUCTION

The F-16/Penguin is an anti sea invasion weapon system with a high performance missile
designed to take optimum advantage of the confined Norwegian coastal waters. To protect
the aircraft and mJssile and avoid missile impact on land the missile has a high navi-
gation accuracy independent of both aircraft and missile trajectories. The heart of
this system is the missile INS, a relatively low cost semi strapdown INS (the roll axis
is gimballed) based on two two-axes gyroscopes and three accelerometers with a turn-on
to turn-on accuracy of the order of deg/h and mg (milli g), respectively.

The missile has to be able to tly a variety of attack profiles in order both to avoid
and to make use of the mountainous Norwegian coastal terrain. One of several attack
sequences is illustrated in figure 1. The missile will in typical operational scen-
arios experience heavy manoeuvres, both high g turns and linear accelerations in 3
dimensions, both immediately before launch and in free flight. This puts heavy demands
on the inertial midcourse navigation system and the prelaunch Initialisation procedure.
In this paper, the main topic will be the design of this prelaunch Initiallsation pro-
cedure.

The original transfer alignment (TA) problem was to estimate the mechanical misalign-
ment between the case axes of two IMUs. Since our IMUs have been turned into full
fledged inertial navigation systems (INSs), it turns out that the TA problem may be
formulated as an ordinary navigation system update problem. Because the MINS Is order
of magnitudes more accurate than the SINS, the output from the MINS may be considered
error free, Thus the original TA problem has been transformed into the navigation prob-
lem : Estimate the velocities and the misalignments In the SINS using the velocity
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outputs from the MINS as measurements of the true velocities, The Kaimari filler (KF) is
used tio solve this problem. The reason why we u'se velocities instead of positi.rns as
measurements to the KF will be discussed in subsection 3.1.2.

in section 2 we will describe the transfer alignment problem in more detail and discuss
tht, dest.r: objecti'.es and the dkesign 1 rocedi'e fir n Xalman Citer meeting the specifi-
cations. The design procedure consasts of three levels. On the first level we assume
x.hat our system is linear and then we design the KF (sec:tion 3). On. the second level we
will in section 4 discuss the design of the preprocessor which make the linear assump-
tions on level onre valid. The last level discussed !V section 5, deals with field
testing of the missile navigation system. This is the final test of the validity of the
design procedure.

2 TMWln~fR ALI==EN

2.1 System Desoriltion

The alignment is done by matching the outputs from the F-16 INS an the missile INS by
means of a XF. The design objectives and procedure for the KF are given in the next
sections. The KX transfer alignment algorithm is implemented in the software for a
Motorola 68000 based microcomputer in the Penguin/F-16 adapter. The adapter fits
between the ntandard F-16 pylon and the missile.

Figure 2 shows a physical block diagram of the main components in the TA system. The
INS in the F-16 aircraft is a gimballed 3 axes platform while the INS in the missile is
a semistrapdown platform (the roll axis is gimballed). The accuracy of MINS is several
magnitudes better than the SINS implying that the MINS may be considered error free for
TA purposes.

The accelerations and angular velocities sensed by the two platforms differ due to the
spatial separation and the nonrigid body connecting them. This nonrigid body is suscep-
tible to both mechanical deformations and vibrations.

The available navigation data on the F-16 1553B and the missile buses are updated with
50 Hz. This is obviously too much for a KF. So there must be some form of averaging of
the measurements. The time lags for the data from the two sources are also different,

2.2 Design 0bJoatives and Constraints

The most important design criteria was that the missile INS alignment should not impose
heavy restrictions on the normal operation of the aircraft. That is, there should be no
added restrictions on g loads imposed by the alignment subsystem, and of particular
importance, the alignment should not impose restrictions on aircraft manoeuvres during
the launch sequence. In addition, the alignment subsystem should not require any
changes on the aircraft. Some of the design objectives and constraints for the KF are

* The navigation accuracy (position and attitude) should meet the specifications at
the target.
The alignment time must be shorter than the requirements.

* The filter should only utilize the readily available velocity and attitude data on
the F-16 1553B data bus.
The computation load and memory requirements have to fit into the available Motor-
ola 68000 based micro computer in the missile adapter.

* The filter has to be robust, I.e. unexpected large or unknown error sources should
not cause major performance degradation.

* The filter may be turned on at any time and then stay on even during long missions.

2.3 Design Procedura

Designing a KF for TA meeting the design objectives given in the previous section may
be done using the following three level iterative procedure

Level 1 : taI•a filter design

On this level we assume that the system equations have been l~nearised so that the KX
may be applied. This assumption depends on the success of the preprosessor design on
level 2. The design is assisted by a covariance anplyses simulation program,

1. Put the problem into a KF framework.
2. Decide whether an optimal KF may do the job (disregarding computation load and

memory requirements) or not.
3. Eliminate states from the optimal KF arriving at a suboptimal filter.
4. Tune the suboptimal filter.
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b. Perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the robustness of the suboptimal
filter. Repeat from 2 if necessary.

Level 2 : Pzepzoseesor design

The purpose of the preprocessor is to interface the KF designed on level I to the
physical system. The design is made using a Monte Carlo simulation program where the
main nonlinear aspects of the physical system are implemented.

1. Decide how to perform level arm compensation and calculation of the KF measure-
ments.

2. Determine the discretisation algorithm of the timevariant matrices used by the KF
and based on output from the SINS.

3. Determine the KF update frequency.
4. Design a supervisor which detect abnormal situations, i.e. hardware failures, out-

layers and abnormal signal statistics.
5. Perform a Monte Carlo simulation incorporating the KF from level 1.
6. Repeat from i if necessary. If the KF is inadequate repeat level 1.
Level 3 : rield testing

Both level 1 and level 2 designs were based on simulation programs. On level 3 the
algorithms found on the previous two levels are implemented in the alignment unit and
tested in the physical system. The test results are analysed using a post flight simu-
lation program,

1. Implement the algorithms in the alignment unit hardware.
2. Perform captive flight tests.
3. Perform missile test firing
5. Analyse the test results using the post flight simulation program or if necessary

the Monte Carlo simulation program and the covariance simulation program.
6. Repeat the level 1 and 2 design if necessary.

3 KAWAN FILTER DESICU

We will in this section show how to deduce the KF part of the alignment algorithm. The
XF design is based on several assumptions which will be tested in section 4 and 5. The
design objectives and constraints given in subsection 2,2 may for the KF design in this
section be taken care of as follows :

If all the assumptions for a KF are valid it will be optimal, implying that the
navigation accuracy at the target and the alignment time cannot be made better by
any other estimation method. Therefore, test of the optimal KF will tell whether
these requirements are achievable or not.
The optimal KF design will pose unacceptable computation load and memory require-
ments. We have to design a suboptimal XF. The deduction and test of this suboptimal
KF that preserve the optimality is therefore the main concern in this section. The
computation load will be reduced by eliminating states, simplifying the matrix
structure and by updating the KF with a much lower frequency than the measurement
frequency (section 4).

3.1 System Truth Model

We will in this subsection present the system truth model and its properties. The sys-
tem truth model is the best, most complete mathematical model that can be developed,
For our KF design purpose it is linear and serves both as a starting point for the
suboptimal filter design and as a reference for achievable alignment accuracy.

3.1.1 Nonlinear Model

A block diagram of the main components in the physical TA system is shown in figure 2.
A mathematical model of the process part would consist of the following models (as our
Mor~te Carlo simulation program does)

1. A trajectory generator which calculates the linear and angular acceleration inputs
to the MINS and SINS c?,i,? , The generator may be designed in many different
ways. In our Monte Carlo simulation program we first specify a trajectory (curve)
consisting of line and circle segments in the computation frame. Then we specify
the tangential acceleration involved. The model of the aircraft is fairly simple
because we specify that the normal component of the acceleration is always normal
to a plane through the wings of the aircraft. The actual linear (V') ann angular
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(w )accelerations for the MINS may then be calculated. The Input (ac) to the SINS

is calculated by adding the level arm effect (Zxr) and the output from a vibration

model to V' and a.

2. A model of the gyros and accelerometers in the aircraft gimballed inertial platform
and the navigation equations implemented in the MINS. In most of our Monte Carlo
simulations we were only interested in relative navigation errors. Thus, we used
the positions and attitudes given in the trajectory generator directly.

3. A model of the gyros and the accelerometers in the missile semistrapdown inertial
platform and the navigation equations implemented in the SINS. The SINS's naviga-
tion equations used the quaternion algorithm.

The common way to apply the KF to a nonlinear system is by using an extended Kalman
filter (EKF) where one Alas to implement nonlinear models of the dynamics and the sensor
equations in the computer. The transfer alignment problem may also be solved using an
EKF. But the nonlinear dynamic equations mentioned above would be to much for a real
time application. Instead, one makes a linear error model of the difference between the
outputs from the MINS and SINS. This will be done in subsection 3.2. As a matter of
fact also this error modelling proredure may be interpreted as making an EKF, In this
case the SINS is interpreted as the dynamic nonlinear model of the true aircraft
dynamic. That is, the nonlinear aircraft dynamic equations are solved on a combined
analog-digital computer (the SINS) and the SINS is reset by the XF error est.mates. It
is this feedback which makes the filter an EKF ind not a linearised KF in this inter-
pretation.

3.1.2 Linearisation

The KF is an algorithm which is optimal ci, j for linear gaussian systems, but most of
the real world problems are nonlinear (including our TA problem). A main question is
therefore how to linearise the process in figure 2 in order to make the KF algorithm
applicable. We make the following assumptions :

1. The MINS is considered error free because its accuracy is several orders of magni-
tude better than the SINS. The navigation data from the MINS are consequently taken
as true positions, velocities and angles. For filter design purposes only the
relative estimation errors are of interest. The absolute navigation error may be
obtained by calculating the RMS of the relative navigation error and the absolute
navigation error in the F-16 INS.

2. The preprosessor (discussed in the next section) compensates exactly for the spa-
tial separation of the two platforms by compensating for the level arm effect
(Oc)r) and averaging out any vibration differences. Thus, we assume that the two

platforms are sensing the same linear and angular accelerations.
3. We assume that an initial coarse alignment has been done, making the axes misallgn-

ment so small that a linear error model is valid.
4. In order to keep the misalignments small the SINS will be reset by the KF error

estimates, That is, the SINS will be in closed loop during alignmet.;.
These assumptions render the linear TA truth model given in figure 3. The validity of
the assumptions will be tested by Monte Carlo simulations and field tests. Thus, the
difference between the MINS and SINS measurements may be modelled by a linear time
variant stochastic modal of the form (the linear truth model):

j!Q) - F'Q)z'(1) .4.O'()wE(Q)

with a discrete measurement mooel

Table 3-1 shows an example of a system truth model and state variables. The three
position states are not included. But they are needed for evaluation purposes as the
alignment has to be evaluated according to the position and level errors at the target.
Consequently, the position states are included in the simulation programs but not in
the implemented KF.
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No. of Description Abbreviation Initial values (1-a
States

3 Relative velocity error (X,Y,Z) V 0.4 m/s
3 Relative attitude error (X,Y,Z) E 16 mrad
3 Gyro coloured noise (x,y,z) GYCN 2 deg/h (30 s)
3 Gyro bias (x,y,z) GYB 6 deg/h
3 Gyro scale factor (x,y,z) GYSF 0.20 %
4 Gyro mass unbalance (x,z) GYMU 6 deg/h/g
3 Accelerometer bias (x,y,z) ACB 2 mg
3 Accelerometer scale factor (x,y,z) ACSF 0.26 %
6 Accelerometer nonvrthogonality (x,y,z) ACNO 0.4 mrad
1 Relative azimuth measurement bias AMB 16 mrad

Table 3-1 System truth model, state variables

The initial error truth model of inertial platforms are easily set up by using the
accelerometer and gyro models from the producer in addition to information of the
actual mechanisation. But this initial truth model contains up to 100 state variables,
We arrived at the state vector in Table 3-1 by sensitivity simulations. The initial
model was excited by different trajectories and only the states showing the greatest
response was kept in the system truth model in table 3-1.

The readily available measurements to the alignment filter are velocity and azimuth
differences between the MIrS and the SINS. The purpose of the azimuth measurement is to
prevent azimuth unstability during nonmanoeuvering periods. Due to deficiencies in the
down channel (Z-axis) of the F-16 inertial naviigation system the Z-axis velocity dif-
ference is not used for the time being. The system truth measurement model is given in
table 3-2.

No. of Type of measurement noise Abbreviation i-O values
mesa.

3 White velocity meas, noise (X,YZ) VMN 0.4 m/s

1 White azimuth mesa. noise AMN 8 mrad

Table 3-2 System truth measurement model

Table 3-2 shows that we intend to use velocity and not position as measurement. In an
INS the position is only an integration of the velocity. Position may therefore not
contain more information about the errors in the SINS than the velocity does, see ref-
erence (11]. Because the computation load for a KF is proportional to n3 where n is the
no of states itn the KF, we decided not to use position as measurement to the KF.
Further, due to our inaccurate SINS (compared to the MINS) we assume the MINS to be
error free. The position outputs from the MINS are therefore used to update the posi-
tion of the SINS directly.

Using positions as measurements to the KF would have the following advantage : The
errors due to unmodelled kinematical motion of the SINS relative to the MINS would be
more averaged than using velocities, allowing a longer KF update interval. But the
simulations show that altogether we are better off using only velocities.

F' 0' Q' I' R'
.....................

.. " . ....... ... ::

S..... . ..................... . ...
: :: : :: :: ::::: .::::::

Table 3-3 Truth Model Matrix Structure

Table 3-3 shows the truth model matrix structure. A nonzero element Is marked by 'x'
and a zero element by 'o'. The matrices are sparse due to all the bias states. The
nonzero system matrix (P') elements are of three main categories
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1. Elements depending on the specific force measurements (output from the accelerome-
ters). These elements are large and manoeuvre dependant (depending on linear accel-
erations).

2. Elements coupling the component errors into velocity and level error states. These
elements are elements in coordinate transformation matrices from the platform gyro
and accelerometer frames to the navigation frame, These elements are attitude
dependant.

3. The rest of the nonzero elements (like the Coriolis coupling)
Our simulation programs utilises the structure by dividing the matrices into subma-
trices and eliminating multiplication with a zero submatrix.

3.1.3 Optimal KF

The alignment time and navigation accuracy at the target depends on the prelaunch air-
craft manoeuvres. Fortunately, the simulations of a KF based on the system truth model
show that all these requirements are fulfilled if the aircraft make only a minorprelaunch turn. This indicates that normal aircraft manoeuvres will be sufficient, Theoptimal prelaunch manoeuvre would be the free flight trajectory of the missile. Because
then all the error sources of the SINS would have been wxcited also during alignment
and estimated. But also a normal mission shows usually more than sufficient man-
oeuvers, In addition to aligning the reference axes, the alignment procedure will also
to a certain extent calibrate the inertial sensors' bias and scale factors.

In order to calculate the navigation and alignment accuracy the aircraft and missile
trajectories have to be defined. To simplify the problem somewhat, this paper will
consider two stylistic situations of a minimum alignment and a complete alignment,

Minimum alignment time is the time required for the alignment filter to estimate pitch
and roll attitude errors. This does not include warm up, power on test, and initialcoarse alignment, Minimum alignment is defined as an alignment where there has been no
manoeuvres to make the azimuth error observable, This information is available for the
pilot as status information on the F-16 stores control panel.

Complete alignment requires that an aircraft manoeuvre has made the azimuth attitude
error and other manoeuvre dependent accelerometer and gyro errors observable. In addi-tion, the alignment time has to be long enough so that the estimates of attitude and
gyro biases have stabilized.

Figure 6 shows the trajectory used in the generation of the error budget in figure 4,
This trajectory is sufficient for a complete alignment,

Figure 4 shows the errur budget for the position and level error states at the target,In the figure we have combined the effect from all three axes for each kind of error,
This is not done in the original simulation and we are there able to distinguishbetween the axes, The dominating error sources for the position errors (given the tra-
Jectory in figure 6) are the gyro coloured noises (GYCN) and the velocity measurement
noises (VMN), The GYCNs are nonobservable due to a 30 a correlation time, The VMNs are
also dominating because we assume them to be large due to nonmodelled vibration noise,

For the level errors the dominating error sources are the GYCN, the gyro scale factor
(GYSF) and the gyro mass unbalance (GYMU). The GYMU is not observable for nonmanoeuver-
ing cases. For our trajectory we are not able to separate it from the gyro bias.

An analysis of the error equations with respect to observability gives the following
results :

Azimuth error is observable through the velocity measurements given a manoeuvre in
the horizontal plane. The level errors are also observable without manoeuvres due
to the free fall acceleration g.
Because the roll angle is always zero, the y-gyro coloured noise, bias and scale
factor are not observable through the azimuth measurement. But they may be esti-
mated through velocity measurements due to the level error to velocity couplings.
In order to estimate the accelerometer scale factors and nonorthogonality and the
gyro mass unbalance the aircraft must have manoeuvres.

3.2 Filter Dentan Model

The optimal XF tested in the previous section satisfied the accuracy requirements at
the target. But a 32 state KF woulo be too much for the available micro computer.Hence, in this subsection we will try to reduce the computer demand by eliminating
states, simplifying the system matrices and discretisation algorithm.
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3.2.1 State Elimination

The computation load of a KF may be decreased by

* Eliminating state variables in the filter model.
* Replacing coloured noise state variables by bias states (time update of bias states

is not necessary).
* Simplifying the discrete error model used for time update calculations,
The candidates for elimination are nonobservable states and states which give ý, small
contribution to the total navigation error at the target. Nonobservable states may
eventually be replaced by an observable linear combination. The effect of state elimin-
ations and other simplifications should always be checked by a full covariance simula-
tion. Simulations of different trajectories suggested that the following states may be
eliminated from the list in table 3-1 :
0 6 accelerometer nonotthogonality states because their influence on the navigation

accuracy is small for the majority of manoeuvres.
# 3 gyro coloured noise states because their observability is low (30 s correlation

time) and theit main effect of keeping the KF gains up may be replaced by white
process noise on the velocity and angular levels. Elimination of these coloured
noise states is also important because it leads to a significant reduction of KF
time update computation time.
1 1 x-gyro scale factor because the SINS is roll stabilized.

* 4 gyro mass unbalances because their effect on the navigation accuracy is neglect-
able (the effect is manoeuvre dependent).

The number of states in the filter model is now 18 versus 32 in the system truth model
(disregarding the three position state variables which will not be implemented in the
final filter). The last 12 state variables are modelled as biases which will give an
insignificant contribution to the time update computation load. The total computation
load is now acceptable.

The problem with the present filter model is that the XF gains for the bias states will
approach zero. This may imply filter divergence due to all the unmodelled states. Fig-
ure 5 shows the true alignment accuracy for the X-axis in the missile platform as
calculated by the covariance simulation program. The divergence problem will be
addressed in subsection 3.3.

3.2.2 Matrix Simplification

In section 3.1.2 we discussed the structure of the linear truth model. Many of the
couplings shown are of minor importance in an INS like ours because of the large compo-
nent errors. Therefore, we eliminate all the couplings due to Coriolis-accelerations
and error in the calculation of the 9-vector. These simplifications will also speed up
the on line calculation of the elements in the design model matrices. The structure of
the design model is shown in table 3-4. Notice the introduction of white process noise
on the velocity and angular levels.

Fd Gd QJ qd Rd

F'. 0,'emoe. H..S.... l ..................l
.. *H,.................

Table 3-4 Design Model Structure

3.2.3 Discretiaation

The connection between the matrices in the linear, timevariatit, continues stochastic
differential equation

'(g)m F4(1)x'+ 0'w

and the discrete difference equation

is given by

4 -i~, F'•(f)0'Qt,i) 0'(tf,) = I
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r!Q~d(rltT f 01.~ -T)GIQd(Gd) , e(l'Q -))T
#a

We will comment on the calculation of these matrices for long intervals in subsection
4.2. If the interval is short enough, we may calculate the matrices by Taylor series
expansion. As table 3-5 shows, the FP-matrix is nilpotent and the Taylor series for Pd
is

7 I + FIT +1(I)

An approximate solution of the integral for Ql(I')' is easily found by using the for-
mula for the 44-matrix. As table 3-5 shows the structure of these matrices is sparse.

(F')' (F')' lQ(fl)
t. mmw:..

S...... i ...... .................. i i! t i

Mi MI.. i ............ .. .... M :::1. .:I. ......... !........... . :... , :: ........ .:" .

................ .... .......... ... ..... ..... .... !.. 1 . ....! !....

Table 3-, Design Model Discretisation

3.3 riltar Tuning

As shown in figure 5, a simple elimination of state variables gives a divergent Xr. We
have therefore introduced fictitious process noise in order to keep the KF gains at an
acceptable level. The computation burden is kept low by introducing white noise only to
the velocity and error angle equations in the filter design model, In addition we want
to make the filter robust, This is done by making the a priori covariances for the
design mod:l larger than the nominal values. The filter performance degradation due to
these conservative design filter values is small for nominal values In the truth model.

Figure 5 shows the tuned alignment accuracy for the X-axis of the platform. The true
estimation error is now not distinguishable from the optimal, estimation error, A Simi-
1ar comparison of XF gains shows that the tuned filter has almost optimal gains. The
sensitivity of the tuned filter model to changes in the process model was investigated
by the covariance simulation program. The following cases were examined:

* Initial velocity and level errors an order of magnitude greater than nominal.

* Unexpected bias shifts in the y- and z-gyros.
* Many different alignment manneuvres including the extremes :no manoeuvres at all

and very violent manoeuvre.
* Long term stability.

The conclusions from all these simulations were that

1. The tuned KF satisfiet the accuracy requirements with only modest demands on the
alignment manoeuvres

2. The suboptimal KF gives almost the same position and attitude accuracies at the
target as the optimal KF. Also the important KP' gains are almost identical to the
optimal case. This is achieved by introducing fictitious process noise on the atti-
tude rate error level.

3. The filter is robust due to relative large a priori covariances
4. The calculation time for the KF time and measurement updates is fast due to an

UD-algorithm utillsing the matrix structures.
The results of thess simulations, and also evaluation through Monte Carlo simulations
and experience Irom captive flight testing, led to the final tuned filter model in
table 3-6.



No. of Description Abbreviations 2

States

3 Relative velocity error (X,Y,Z) V
3 Relative attitude error (X,Y,Z) E
3 Gyro bias (x,y,z) GYB
2 Gyro scale factor (x,y,z) GYSF
3 Accelerometer bias (x,y,z) ACB
3 Accelerometer scale factor (x,y,z) ABSF
I Relative azimuth measurement bias AMB

Table 3-6 Tuned filter model, state variables

3.4 D-faiotriaation algorithms

The UD-factorisation algorithm (reference 2) was used both in the simulation programs
and the implemented KF. The use of numerical stable algorithms is a necessity in cova-
riance simulation programs due to the high dimension of the augmented state vector, In
the real time implementation the conventional covarianco equations would probably have
been sufficient. But aince the computation burden is almost equal to the UD-algorithms
the latter were chosen.

The UD-algorithms were simplified in order to utilize the special structure of the
equations at hand (this kind of simplifications is much easier to do to covariance
equations). Especially the elimination of the gyro coloured noise states were important
in keeping the computation load small.
Notice, that the UD-algorithm has to use both Ir and Q4 in the update equations, This is

done by Cholesky factorisation algorithm.

4 PRMPflOSESSOR DrSXGN

The XF designed in section 3 satisfied the design requirements. But the KF was designed
making several assumptions about the preprosessor function. The simulations in that
section did not account for those assumptions. In this section, we will show how the
preprosesfor is designed and give some results of the Monte Carlo simulations. This
simulation program accounts both for the most important nonlinear effects and the dif-
ference between the INS output frequencies and the KF update frequency, The preproses-
sor main structure is given in figure 7,

4.1 Kalman Filter Maasuraments

The accelerations and angular velocities sensed by the two platforms differ due to the
spatial separation and the nonrigid body connecting them. The nonrigid body is suscep-
tible to mechanical deformations and vibrations. Thus, the velocity measurements from
the SINS have to be corrected for the level arm effect and the vibrations. Since we
cannot update the KF with 50 Hz, we calculate the average effect of the level arm over
one NF update time interval and correct the average velocity measurements from the SINS
before we form the difference with the averaged velocity measurements from the MINS.
This averaging leads to a reduction in the measurement noise and averages the high
frequency vibrations, But it could lead to stability problems due to the new correla-
tion between process and measurement noise. Fortunately, simulations show that this
added correlation is too small to make any problem for our KF,

4.2 Tim. Variant Matrines

The most correct way to calculate 01 and I14Qt(r4)7 is by using a sub interval, AT given by
the INS measurement frequency. The V1-matrix is then given by

where 04(AT) is calculated by the formula in subsection 3.2.3 and using the most recent
acceleration measurements in the calculations. Because the computation load would be
too great, we first calculate the average F-matrix for the KF time update interval and
then calculate 4# according to the formula given in subsection 3,2.3. SimulaL.iuns ver-
ify that this is satisfactory for our system.
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4.3 Kalman Filter UTdate Freqguecy

In order to check the robustness of the KF for the chosen KF update frequency, T, we
run the Monte Carlo simulation program with update intervals from T/2 to 4T. The simu-
lations showed no significant difference in the estimation errors. The chosen update
frequency, measurement calculation and matrix calculation methods are therefore judged
to be healthy.

4.4 Error Cheeks

In the application of HFs to real systems it is of vital importance to realize that
abnormal situations will arise. Hence, some kind of error detection and status indica-
tion has to be build into the system. The tests to be implemented may be foreseen to a
certain extent, but due to the hardware dependence, field tests have to be done. The
final test limits are determined through a close interplay between simulations and
field tests. This interplay will be discussed in the next section, but the actual tests
will be presented here.

The KF assumes that the measurement statistics are given. Due to hardware deficiencies,
outlayers which violates these statistics have to be expected. Those outlayers are
eliminated be using a 3-0 test on the innovation process.

The azimuth angle is observed through velocity changes in the horizontal plan. During
periods with small velocity changes (manoeuvres) the azimuth angle is nonobservable
through the velocity measurements, but the azimuth angle measurement maintains the
accuracy by relying on the aircraft INS and assuming no relative rotation of the two
body axes, The azimuth measurement is not used when the manoeuvres exceed a given
limit. However, during manoeuvres the missile and aircraft axen may move relatively to
each other creating a new permanent offset, This is modelled by reinitialisation of the
azimuth measurement bias.

Due to hardware failures the [F may diverge. Such divergence may be detected by moni-
toring and checking the calculatod variances in the KF and the mean and standard devO-
ation of the innovation processes.

The component estimates (gyros and accelerometers) are checked and error flags are set
if the estimates exceeds certain limits, thus indicating component failure,

The alignment accuracy depends on the alignment time and manoeuvres. The HF covariances
and the mean and standard deviation of the innovation processes are used to calculate a
performance index. This index tells the pilot if a manoeuvre may enhance the alignment
or not,

4.5 Monte Carlo Simulation

The performance of the navigation system has been evaluated using both covariance and
Monte Carlo simulations. Monte Carlo simulations involve multiple runs of a simulation
including all known noise and error sources to establish accumulated statistical prop-
erties of selected state variables as a function of time. And, as opposed to a cova-
riance analysis, a Monte Carlo simulation has no inherent restrictions to the
implementation of the models involved, E g there is no need for a linearised model for
the generation of the measurements to the suboptimal KF. Computer cost is the major
disadvantage of the Monte Carlo validation technique.

We have done a lot of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in order to verify the KF design
from section 3 and the preprosessor design in this section. All of the simulations show
close agreement with the covariance simulations. The differences are well within the
statistical limits (based on 100 MC runs). In addition to covariance calculations the
MC program may also calculate the mean values. Also these simulations give values
within the statistical limits.

The alignment is close to optimum, It is very robust, and there is little to be gained
by expanding it.

5 £13L TST R3 SULU

5.1 Captive Flight Teats

The flights have not been planned specifically for evaluating the navigation system,
but rather as rehearsals for the actual missile firing. Alignment times have varied.
Most of them have represented complete alignment, and only a few have had minimum
alignment (see subsection 3.1.3 for definition). 43 tests have been evaluated, non of
which have been identical.
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The position error has been calculated by integrating the velocity difference between
the aircraft and the missile INS, with corrections for relative movements. The naviga-
tion error has been well within specifications and in close agreement with predicted
perfozmance from simulations, A few of the 43 tests were close to minimum alignments.

5.2 Misaile Test FLrin"a

A number of missiles has been launched during the engineering development and technical
evaluation phases. It has been difficult to isolate the missile INS error from test
range instrumentation errors, F-16 fire control errors, and F-16 INS errors, however,
the missile firings indicate a close agreement with computer simulations and captive
flight testing.

5.3 Dtfiaienieas and Errors

Initially our most serious problem was tulemetry dropouts. Especially it was difficult
to receive reliable data during aircraft manoeuvres. The situation was gradually

improved during the test period. Among improvements were better aircraft tracking
equipment on the ground and merging of data from more than one telemetry receiver
antenna. On the software side a lot of effort had to be put into program modifications
in order to handle data dropouts and unreliable data. Heavy restrictions on the flight
trajectories were imposed by telemetry coverage and general air safety restrictions in
the test area. In fact, the captive flight testing was an integrated part of the
normal fighter pilot training in southern Norway, Our testing should not interfere with
the normal operation of this airfield. A telemetry pod on the F-16 aircraft itself
would have spared us a lot of problems. This was not available at that time, however,
today this is an integrated part of the tost equipment.

Our next serious problem turned out to be the weather. When finally the aircraft, the
missile, and the telemetry and data reduction system, all, from a technically point of
view, were ready for testing; wind, ice and snow quite a few times turned out to be the
final reason for the cancellation of the take off. After all, oL'r aircraft was not cn
alert, and the pilot had to follow peacetime general air safety precautions. However,
we had to adapt to this situation as well. Through simulations we realised that a lot
could be done by just taxing on the runway. Especially, the identification of quite a
few time tag errors was done by data from F-16 pirouettes on the runway, The fighter
pilots did not actually love the test trajectory when a test engineer again and again
ordered a 720 degrees pirouette Just to have another look at his KF states.

The captive flight test period gave us, as mentioned, new knowledge about system behav-
iour. However, due to concurrent effort in testing, simulation, and new algorithm
development it turned out to be very easy to identify these deficiencies when they
appoared and to make appropriate software changes. Two examples were changes necessary
for the compensation of relative motion on the azimuth measurement and changes to the
use of this measurement, a result of new knowledge about how the pilot operated the
aircraft and how the missile was mounted to the aircraft, respectively. Another
example is the fact that manoeuvres early in the fine alignment period with relatively
low constant g loads introduce delays in the alignment. Minor changes had to be Intro-
duced in the setting of status information on the stores control panel display. And in
general, as expected, several test limits and the initial uncertainties of a few filter
states had to be slightly adjusted. However, our major problems were due to true errors
as listed below.

The time tag and KF prefilter software, or the synchronization of missile and aircraft
data, the major part programmed in assembly and fix point arithmetic, turned out to
include a lot of errors. All of them had to be idontified and removed to achieve a
reliable alignment performance. The most difficult time tag error to identify was one
which caused altitude information to be put into the least significant bits on the F-16
time tag. This error was identified and removed when we realised that the delay caused
by time tag was a function of aircraft altitude.

Incorrect sign on different terms in the missile INS software was another problem. All
of these errors were, except for one, identified and corrected beforv or early in the
captive flight test period. The one left over, due to inconsistencies in the documen-
tation, was an incorrect sign in one of the terms for compensation of the movement over
the Earth. This error was in some instances equivalent to a gyro bias of more than 10
the nominal value, and the alignment filter deuomposed this error as different compo-
nent errors as a function of aircraft manoeuvres. We finally identified this error by
code inspection when telemetry data had told us that the error was a function of
velocity and heading in level flight. On reflection, this particular error, and maybe
some of the time tag problems, may have been sorted out by simulations before the
captive flight testing started. This was, at the time, not possible mainly because the
INS navigat cn software, the alignment software, and the time tag software all were,
with a few exceptions, tested independently by different people. A closer integration
during testing may have been a wiser approach. However, of particular importance is
the fact that the simulation softwara eventually had to be designed by the same people
implementing the necessary real time system software; thus, more effort put into simu-
lation, with the same resources for the total job, may have delayed the captive flight
testing. We had to decide on a priority, We had prepared for open loop testing of the
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alignment filter, testing without actually updatinq the INS with error estimates. How-
ever, open loop testing turned out to be of little practical use as the INS diverged
too fast for the isolation of the relatively small error effects. To sum up; our
experience is that it is easy, through inspection of KF behaviour, :o toll if the
system behaviour is different from expected. However, to isolate the error source is
very difficult and a time consuming iteration between testing and detailed software
code inspection in a lot of different subsystems, When the source finally is identi-
fied the necessary modifications are fast and easily included in the stage of develop-
ment described here.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The alignment subsystem imposes no additional restrictions on the operation of the F-16
fighter aircraft. There is no need for a particular alignment trajectory, and, the
fighter pilot may switch on the alignment at any time, e g when he is checking other
subsystems on the ground before the mission. From the KF design approach a high per-
formance, highly reliable and robust missile midcourse inertial navigation system
emerged. Navigation accuracy is well within specifications. The reasona for the
success were in the first place the effort put into simulations both during alignment
filter development and during the captive flight testing, and secondly the extent of
data collected during testing for performance analyses. If we should have done the job
over again, we would have put even more effort into the simulations, the telemetry
system and the post processing of telemetry data. Finally, the transfer alignment unit
was possible to test and evaluate through relatively inexpensive captive flight test-
ing.
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-Development of the Integrated All-Weather Navigation System for Tornado

by
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Postfach 80 11 60
Do000 MUnchen 80

West Germany

The Integrated navigation system for the Tornado weapon system has now been
in service for almost 10 years. A detailed presentation will be given on the
following topics: primary development approach, problems encountered in de-
velopment and solutions, side developments that were not implemented for va-
rious reasons, methods used for optimization, and modifications of the fil-
ter as revisions of the Tornado navigation system were performed. . ..

Abbreviations

A/C aircraft
BAMS binary angle measurement system
CPU Central Processor Unit
GPS Global Positioning System
INS Inertial Navigation System
KF Kalnan Filter
IM least significant Bit
OPP Operational Flight Program
S/W Software
SWR Software Requirements
TRN Terrain Referenced Navigation

1. Introduction

This paper deals with the development and maintenance of a Navigation Kalman
Filter starting with the time of definition and realisation up to the time
of optimisation and modification. It will present chronologically most of
the problems encountered during the KF lifecycle. Most of the information
concerning the KF development in the time before in-service release was al-
ready subject of an AGARD lecture in 1977 (1) and is partially repeated for
completeness. The Kl development was conducted at various places in the U.K
and F.R.G. ( involved parties: ESO, EASAMS, MBB and with IABO, RAE, and
DFVIR as consultants ). The authors were involved from 1979/1973 onwards re-
spectively.
A specific feature of this navigation KF is its long lifetime which raises
some special problems concerning maintenance. To get an idea of timescales
up to now the main milestones in Tornado navigation KF lifecycle are givern
in table 1.

The Tornado weapon system will be in service well into 2000's thus the na-
vigation KF has not yet passed its mid life point and some major modifica-
tions of V are in sight.

2. Basic Design

The structure of the navigation KF depends very much on the navigation sub-
system architecture and this is essentially determined by the defense tasks
to be performed with the Tornado weapon system.
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For example, a mission must be able to be conducted using the Terrain Fol-
lowing capability. For successful completion accurate preflight planning and
high navigation accuracy are necessary to meet flight path profile. This can
only be fulfilled by simultaneous use of several navigation sensors and an
optimal navigation state estimator, the Kalman Filter.

Major Milestones Year

Time of definition 1971 (Start)

Development Flight test 1974 (Start)
and optimisation

In-service Flight Release 1979

Introduction of Standfix 1981

Modification of KF for >1989
integration of a Terrain
Referenced Navigation ( TRN

Table 1 - Major Milestones in Navigation KF Lifecycle

An Inertial platform and a Doppler radar were selected as the main naviga-
tional sensors to provide input data to a KF implemented in the A/C central
computer. For update of the navigation state by measurement of fixpoints,
the on board ground mapping radar in various modes, radio navigation and
some visual aids are used (On-top overflying, Head Up Display).

The next decision to be made was whether to use the filter in a closed or
open loop. In .i closed loop the filter corrections ( e.g. velocity errors,
tilt angles ) are fed back to the inertial platform. In an open loop the
filter corrections are added to the inertial platform output for further
use in the overall system.
The closed loop mechanisation has some advantages with respect to INS
alignment not only on ground but also inflight. But for reasons of system
integrity really two independent closed loop systems are necessary.
The open loop mechanisation exhibits higher integrity and lower development
risk ( see Table 2 ).
Having just one computer and with offers of fairly well developed integral
INS an open loop mechanisation was selected.

With the determination of the navigation subsystem components the basic
structure of Kalman Filter is defined.
The KF contains eleven states - nine for the Inertial Navigation System and
two for the Doppler. This was a compromise between computing requirements
and specified performance partly based on supplier data, Later it turned out
that a 12-state would have been better although the present system easily
meets specification. The elements of the KF state vector are now:

Inertial Navigation system:

Position errors in latitude and longitude
North/east velocity errors
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Tilt angle around three axes
North/east gyro drift ( augmenting states

Doppler:

Along heading scale factor error ( augmenting state
Azimuth misalignment angle ( augmenting state

The equations governing the error behaviour of the INS follow text books
( Ref.2 ).
Assuming strong exponentially correlated disturbances the Doppler errors
were represented by the output of a first order linear system with large
time constant. This assumption led to workable results.

Additional to the essential KF equations determined by the physics of the
sensors further equations were added reflecting the crew interactions with
the KF. This completed the requirements for the navigation KF software which
was written down in a software requirement paper ( SWR ) as working paper
for the programmers and initiated the S/W development phase.

Item Open loop Closed loop

Redundancy For A/C computer failure Really effective with two
pure IN still available closed loop systems

Development Lower because of better Off Line development and
risk Off Line development optimisation less straight

forward

Computer load Slightly more Smaller because of dropping
time propagation of state
vector

Alignment No advantage Quicker on ground and
better performance when
entering NAV mode,
Possible inflight

Table 2 Closed/open loop - Tradeoffs

3. KF Software Development

This development was carried out in two areas, the generation of the on-
board computer program and a 'Fortran World' ( see also table 3 ). The
'Fortran World' consisted mainly of three items:

- The System Model ( FP

A very detailed system simulation consisting of equipment models, flight
path simulation and a model of the Kalman Filter.

- Software Proving ( F2

Test software used to verify that the onboard computer does the same thing
as the simulation progrwia.
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- Off Line Analysis ( F3

Software using recorded 'real' sensor data together with reference data
from tracking ground radars ) for optimisation and performance ana-

lysis/demonstratlon,

The real KF program was developed for the A/C central computer, i.e the main
processor in the Integrated Avionic System of Tornado. This computer had a
16-bit wordlength for commands and data ( now more than 32 bits ) and a
store which grew up from 16k words at the beginning to 224k words today. To-
gether with the operational flight program ( OFP ) it is the "heart" of the
avionic system. The navigation softwarre package including the KF is only a
part of the operational flight program ( around 2 - 3 k words ). The program
language is a dedicated Assembler.
No really exciting problems were encountered during the Assembler KF deve-
lopment. The calculations with KF relevant matrices (covariance -, gain
matrix etc.) were supported by a 'Software Floating Point Routine'.

The System Model:

The origins are now lost, What was available in 1973 after a change in staff
consisted of:

- A large IN and Doppler simulation with error statistics based on supplier
data but unfortunately not very well documented. A simulation run took
around 5 hours to generate sensor data for approximately two hours flight
time on the available general purpose computer and to write them onto a
tape.

- A KF model which accepted this tape and produced a considerable amount of
paper ( print outs of matrices and graphs of all sorts ). Again, system-
noise figures were based on supplier data.
A large quantity of such outputs indicated that performance would be met
for the first one and a half hours of flight ( most of the graphs had been
cut off at this time ) but for the remaining time performance got worse.

- A two inch paper dealing with IN error modeling and KF theory.

With this state of affairs and dedicated flight trials due to start in less
than a year we decided to stop work on the system model and to concentrate
on the following two items:

- Testing of the MC program fully knowing that modifications would be re-
quired in the future.

- Preparation of S/W to evaluate real sensor data recordings ( Off Line Ana-
lysis, see paragraph 5 )

During the preparation of test cases for the MC some design errors/deficien-
cies were detected:

- As known after linearisation the state transition matrix contains & t
only in 5irst order ( system matrix A * & t ). One might think that drop-
ping 4t in P-Matrix propagation would reduce numerical problems. But
the result was disastrous and this approximation was cancelled.

- The incorporation of Doppler information into the KF with measurement
every 10 sec. requires presmoothing. Initially this was a low pass filter
with a time constant of a few seconds but a straight forward sturming over
a fixed time interval is numerically more accurate and saves computer
tinre.
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Test Data FORTRAN KF ASSFMBLER KF

F1 Al

Simulated Sensor Data: Zero order optimisation Was planned but
pseudorealistic behaviour Performance Prediction time schedule did

Confidence checks not permit, con-
sidered to be
inefficient

FA2

Synthetic data Software proving
step inputs ) Debugging of the Assembler program

Solving numeric difficulties using
the FORTRAN KIF as a test standard

F5 A3

Recorded Flight Data structural and numeric Only necessary if
+ external reference optimisation of the KF step FA2 shows sig-

Assessment of sensors and nificant differences
system performance with between the two pro-
and without position grams, but a good
aiding confidence check.

F4 A4

Inflight Data Not applicable in this Official proving of
+ external reference project, might be possible navigational subsystem

in other applications system performance
Cross check with F3

Table 3 KF Software Development Staes

- An unsuitable choice of measurement plane for some position fixes where
the measurement prediction is no longer a linear combination of the state
variables at short measurement ranges.

- There was a sign error in the equations for the Doppler. Unfortunately
this error was masked by a quite small time constant in the Doppler error
model and the effect of this error became only evident after 1 1/2 hour.

At this development stage the importance of good documentation became very
evident.
The main effort of the development program was now concentrated on the next
two development phases ( Table 3 ) software proving ( development stage 2 )
and off-line analyses ( development stage 3 ) of recorded sensor data which
were available before the filter became airborne.
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POSITION POSITION
Pseudo r.alistic Input
based on supplier data

Step Inputs

TIME TIME

Figure 1 - Synthetic Test Data

4. KF Development Stage 2 - Software Proving

The next task was to prove if the Assembler KF fulfils the KF software re-
quirements i.e. that it performs the required functions with the necessary
accuracy. Hereto, the FORTRAN KF was used as a reference tool. Inputting
identical test data ( step inputs see figure 1 ) into both programs and com-
paring the output data turned out to be an effective test method. Inspite of
previous individual debugging of both programs, differences in the output
were found due to program flow errors, wrong setting of constants ( e.g.
meter/feet, value of ISB, BAMS etc. ) and misinterpretation of the KF WR.
The ratio of errors found clearly indicated the need for I) a higher lan-
guage to be used in the development of avionic systems and ii) a tool sup-
ported design documentation.

One test method was found quite useful in the early test stages:
Setting individual constants in both programs to values quite different from
the design in such a way that they have a pronounced effect when the KF is
driven with a standard set of input data ( with this method the Doppler sign
error, paragraph 3, was detected ).
Further differences between the programs were due to the number represen-
tation in A/C central computer ( floating point with 16 bit mantissa ).
Numerical improvements were achieved with a proper choice of the Doppler
pre-smoothing filter and suitable KF iteration rate ( initially to high ).

Errors Assembler Fortran

Program Flow 30 Y, 50 Y.

Constants 70 % 50 Y.

Assembler 10
Errors found

Fortran

Table 4 Error Statistic Assembler/FORTRAN
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5. KF Development Stage 3 - Off Line Analysis

With the availability of flight data the KF was adapted to meet real world
requirements. Suitable preprocessed flight data were fed together with posi-
tion and velocity reference data ( derived from Tracking Radar Data, Decca
in the first phasc ) into a ground based computer to rerun a flight several
times with different versions of the KF.

There are some important advantages in evaluating flights on a general pur-.
pose computer rather than on the real A/C central computer:

1) After some preprocessing of sensor data it is possible to "rerun" a
flight In a couple of minutes rather than-hours in real time.

2) Modification of program and constants necessary to obtain the desired
performance are performed much quicker and safer.

3) Easy access to peripheral - Printer, plotter, tape units and disks.

This method was applied mainly to adjust the System noise, the initial
oovariance matrix and the measurement monitoring.

Ground based
... ... tracking

sensors

Recorded sensor data
SExternal

reference

with Ground based
flight test jomputer for Plots for i) individual
data bank evaluation/ ,__flights

analysis KF output * ii) overall CEP

Modified
AKP off-line Engineers
program thinking/

, guessing

Figure 2 KF OFF-Line model development Loop

5.1 Measurement Monitoring:

Before a measurement is processed by the KF it is checked if it lies within
tý- area enclosed by an X. ellipsoid made up by system plus measurement un-
certainty.
For the case where it lies outside, the measurement is disregarded ( this
was modified in a later IF version, see below ). This measurement monitoring
prevents 'IU corruption' by 'unreasonable' measurement results.
For example, it may happen that the cre'i updates the A/C position by mea-
surement of ranges to a fixpoint but for some reason the object identified



he this fixpoint i- ': t&- ly wrong and would generate a big measurement
1W :-nce and therefore .,ould probably not be accepted by the measurement
mol ' tv ".

There were no specific theoretical models available for determining the
monitor thresholds and so they were derived empirically.

There are two type6 of measurement monitoring incorporated in the OFP.

- The Doppler-IN velocity monitor is fully computerized ( i.e. not under
crew's control ) using a value much below the 3(' threshold one finds in
many applications. If Doppler data have been continuously rejected for a
certain time a warning is given to the navigator on a synthetic display.

- When a position fix is performed the measurement error and the monitor
check result 'Accept' or 'Reject' is displayed on that synthetic display.
For the development and first production versions of KF the fix data were
only processed if monitor and navigator agreed that results are
reasonable. The navigator could not override the monitor if it rejected
the fix.
In those days, this hard limit against the philosophy that final judgement
should rest with the man not the machine was confirmed by industry flight
test experience,

The quality of a fix and thus its weight depends on the sensors used and the
ranges involved. But also the crew's estimation of fix quality could be con-
sidered when determing the weight factor. It was intended to investigate a
possible KF improvement with respect to this item at a later stage; above
all industry awaited customer's experience which should be taken into consi-
derations ( see paragraph 7.1 ' Position Fix Weight ').

Apart from measurement monitoring, some navigation sensor monitoring ( espe-
cially for the Doppler ) is also useful in preventing the processing of
'unreasonable' sensor data. One of these software monitors detects tran-
sients of Doppler caused by sudden changes in soil reflectivity caused by
ground, calm water and rough water alternating using air data computer in-
formation. Another one detects Doppler malfunction by calculating the va-
riances of the Doppler radar velocities in the direction of the three radar
beams.
These monitors could be used to suppress Doppler data processing by the KF
or to reduce weighting factors.
Today, Doppler data is not used by the KF if the Doppler data status is
bad or certain bank and inclination limits are exceeded.

5.2 Initial Covariance Matrix and Systemnoise:

There were two methods applied to determine the Initial Covariance Matrix
and the system noise. The first was an analytic one and the second was a
rather empiric one which consisted basically in looking at results and
trying modifications with a limited amount of analytic work.
The latter, a "magic number" approach yielded quicker and better results
throughout, Graphical representation plays an important role in such an em-
pirical approach. For detailed investigations we found it better to display
true IN errors ( i.e IN data minus tracking radar data ) and their estimates
( KF output ) versus tbme rather than INS errors and residual errors.

If a large number of flights is evaluated it is convenient to have the net
result in the form of a CEP curve for position and velocity versus time to-
gether with an indication of their statistical significance (Fig.4 and 2).
Flights stored in a data bank may be rerun under different conditions, the
Doppler may be switched off and position fixes of different accuracy may be
simulated.
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To prove the benef'its (f having a Kalnmn Navigation filter and that It is
working properly comparison has to be made with .simpler mechanisations. In
our case a suitably smoothed Doppler/IN Mix ( deterministic model ) with

CEP50 (Pos it i on) EAM4PLE

A A There is a X% probability
that the "true" CEP
is below curve B orRbove

-. •curvo A due to the limited
"Figur number of samples taken

0_ _ Flight Time

Figure 3 -KF Performance Representation

straight resets of position after position fixes. Results showed the signi-
ficant superiority of the KF over such simpler mechanisations.
In the course of optimisation, the system noise was not only numerically
significantly changed from the initial values provided by the suppliers but
also the structure changed and this is summarlzed in table 6 and 7.

INERTIAL NAVIGATOR DOPPLE

Level Gyro Drift Attitude Velocity Position - Scaling
- Misalignment

N hour low pass Only contri- zero zero - N minutes
filter driven by bution for the low pass
white noise vertical tilt filter driven

by white noise

- Nil

Table 6 - System Noise Elements at the beginning of development

At the beginning, system noise elements for position, velocity, level atti-
tude, and Doppler misalignment were set to zero ( Table 6 ).

During develcpment, time dependent terms and contributions after completion
of a turn were introduced to system noise improving KF performance. It was
effective to describe also Doppler misalignment by a first order low pass
and assuming an appropriate non-vanishing system noise component
( Table 7 ). All these corrections seemed to be suitable to compensate
non-linear effects.
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INERTIAL NAVIGATOR DJPPLER

Level
Gyro Drift Attitude Velocities Scale error Misalignment

White noise
driving low 0 0 0
pass

A+B*time 0

After com-
pletion of 0 0 0
a turn

Table 7 - System Noise at the end of development

5.3 A Numerical Problem with Covariance Matrix after Position Fixing

A special numerical problem with KF occured in a development stage when
flight test data were available from a Buccaneer fitted with IN, Doppler,
and the A/C central computer. This A/C was flying in the UK. At the same
time the first Tornado prototype flying in Germany did not show this KF mis-
behavior which was found to occur after a significant flighttime over water
followed by position updates using an oilrig in the North Sea.
Inflight recordings indicated anomalies in the covariance matrix after this
update, although up to this time the filter had performed quite well. The
problem was tackled from two sides, driving the real computer on a ground-
based rig with similar profiles to those encountered in flight and by using
the Fortran reference program.
As numerics were supposed to play a role, the computer used to run the For-
tran program was modified to perform the four basic operations as if it had
a floating point number representation with a 16 bit mantissa.
The greater flexibility of this general purpose computer provided the source
for the problem faster than investigations with the 'real' machine:
A position fix has great influence on the covariance matrix in reducing it.
Flying some time over water, where the Doppler is weighted little, increases
the covariance matrix while building up quite small assymmetries.

As running a complete flight profile in the modified general purpose com-
puter took only a couple of minutes, a solution to the problem by simply
forcing synmnetry could be demonstrated over a number of different flight-
profiles. The synmetry was simply achieved by averaging the P-matrix off
diagonal terms before measurement updating.
Numerical results with 16 bit mantissa plus forced synnetry were practically
identical to 24 bit calculations with or without forced symmetry of the co-
variance matrix.
With the solution to hand it took only a week to continue trials with a
software modification ( this Included flight release paperwork and approval
by responsible offices in Germany ),
Today a possibility exists to enhance numerical stability of the KF by the
use of the floating point processor in the recent A/C central computer
(224K). Today, the 'software floating point' routine ( 16 bit mantissa ) is
still applied to numeric calculations. The use of the floating point pro-
cessor ( 23 bit mantissa ) would require some rearrangements in the A/C com-
puter tasking controler and would also affect slightly other S/W functions

e.g weapon aiming etc. ).
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16 bit 24 bit Mantissa

without
instable stable

forced
symmetry

with
stable stable

Table 5 Stability of Co-variance matrix

The customer is aware of this situation but is avoiding any modification of
the KF at this time. But at least, with the integration of additional navi-
gation sensors ( see paragraph 8 ) the use of the floating point processor
for KF calculations will become necessary.

6. KF Side-Development

During development and also after the first in-service flight release of the
OFP, some questions arose concerning KF structure and real sensor behaviour.
With the access to sensor data and the availibilty of the KF off-line
program, it was possible to find adequate answers. But, nevertheless, the
results of the following investigations were not incorporated in the
production version of the Tornado KF.

6.1 Azimuth Drift Filter

This modification of the Tornado navigation KF replaces the Doppler along
heading scale factor error modelling with an error modelling of the azimuth
gyro drift. The equation for the tilt vertical axis was slightly changed by
adding this IN azimuth gyro drift ( change of system matrix ); minor adap-
tations were also made accordingly for system noise and Initial co-variance
matrix.
Results indicated that such a filter would have an advantage over the
existing one for longer times of flight. However, the activities were
stopped by the customer who was not convinced on effectiviness.
From today's viewpoint a 12-state KiF ( Doppler along heading and azimuth
gyro drift ) is also discussable but during the initial phase this alter-
native was not considered due to core/time implications.

Nevertheless, some provisions are implemented In the S/W today and the op-
tion is still there to introduce this filter if in the future longer mis-
sions than currently planned are necessary and then it would play a more
significant role. The selection of the appropriate filter could be under the
control of the crew.

6.2 On-line Doppler data monitoring to improve navigation over sea

Flight trials ( TORNAID/Buccaieer ) over sea showed a poor performance for
Doppler/IN aided navigation but this might be expected due to the laws of
physics for Doppler radar. On the basis of -these trials the original
weighting factor in the KF measurement noise matrix for sea was modified.
Another attempt to reduce Doppler malfunction was to use wind information
derived from the Air Data romputer and Doppler/IN. When over sea a fraction
of wind could be attributed to water surface motion ( strongly non linear
and compensated ( i.e correction of measured Doppler velocities ). Nothing
has been done in this area but Inspection of some data RAE Farnborough has
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been carried out.

Another problem was in the manually setting of the Doppler into the land or
sea mode, found by industry air crews. Some investigations were made on how
to put up a warning if the setting into the appropriate mode was forgotten.
Industry proposed a warning based on i) stored geography and ii) a "Terrain
roughness" filter. For the first, there are many possible solutions but
these are not relevant here; the latter one uses the "higher frequency
content" of the difference of pressure height and radar altitude. However
the customer did not support these ideas.
We engineers always try to do a perfect job; the navy thoughts might be
little different, ships etc, are moving anyhow, and they might think what is
the benefit of perfect navigation which steers me to a place where the ship
might be. We have the feeling that there is room for further improvements
here.

6.3 Navigation Updates on Straight Lines ( Baseline Fix

Something else that we have investigated in detail is fixing on "straight
lines" - e.g. little bits of motorways, power lines etc. - which can be
easily incorporated in the filter and which would work well as simulations
on a modified KF off-line program demonstrated. A remaining problem is the
user interface to define the 'straight lines', e.g. as two points or one
point and a direction.
However again this did not meet the operators requirement; as it seems that
the Services have built up catalogues of 3D fixpoints covering their poten-
tial operating scenarios.

6.4 IN Gyro Drift Storage

Another way to improve KP performance would seem -to be the storage of the IN
gyro drifts in the A/C central computer at the end of a flight. These stored
data ( or a suitable fraction ) can then be used as start values for KF ini-
tialisation for the next flight provided the same IN equipment is still
fitted. We did not investigate this approach further because we had not
enough recorded data from flights which were tracked and had a sufficient
number of different IN equipments.

7. KF DevelopmentStg5 - Modifications of K? in production 8/W loads

The off-line analysis method applied during the development stages also
turned out to be powerful after in-service release. Some comments from the
customer concerning the navigation performance made us investigate modifi-
cations of the production 1F. In some cases, it was sufficient to rerun the
modified U, model fed with "old" flight test data from earlier flights.
Once, encouraged by results of these simulations, experimental changes of
Assembler KI were defined, coded and tested on rigs and aircraft. The For-
tran KF also provided reference data for the validation of the Assembler KF
( Table 8 ).

Test Data ,ORTRAN KF ASS30BLI KF

1,15 A5

Recorded Flight Data Analysis of modifi- Change due to new
+ external references cations requirements as re-

or from data ban ) Use as reference for sult from F5
S/W validitation

Table 8 KP software development after In-service Release
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7.1 Position Fix Weight ( Double Accept )

Position fix weighting factors were never optimised, this optimisation would
require some task. What we ( industry ) have investigated in this area is
the system accuracy attainable using well defined targets ( offsets ): cor-
ner reflectoors, significantly marked objects etc. We do have some date rela-
ting to fixpoints like bridges, cross roads, etc. but these data too have
no real significance with respect to the real operating scenario as our
testcrews know the areas too well.
When it turned out that the KF with just Doppler/IN ( no Position fix ) was
meeting specification values, for Doppler/IN PIUS Position fixes every
20 min., the customer lost interest in an optimisatlon of Position Fix
weighting values,
The problem on how to take Into account operator's estimation for fix qua-
lity when determing fix weight factor was solved in a simple and radical
way. The navigator was enabled to override a MY' fix reject in which case the
S/W only updates the two IK' state elements containing the position error
while the co-variance matrix remains unaffected.
Thus today, the customer is quite happy with the navigation performance and
resists any changes in this area. On the same line is the requirement to
apply fully target measurement oorrections for weapon aiming calculations
but to leave navigation performance ( i.e. KF ) unchanged,

7.2 Standfix

Crews reported that when making a position fix inmnediately before take-off,
a significant navigation error was present due to IN drifts.
On the ground Doppler is not engaged and position fixes to compensate errors
due to IN drifts can be performed only when the aircraft is positioned at
certain well surveyed points.
Figure 4 shows typical IN velocity/heading behaviour with the A/C moving or
at rest.

IN velocity /heading output

____ _ _ ____ ___ __ _______ ___Time

stationary moving stationary moving

Figure 4. - Typical IN velocity/heading output behaviour on ground

When a human being considers this curve it is evident when the aircraft is
at rest and when it is moving. A piece of S/W is also capable of inter-
pretting whether aircraft is stEitionary or riot. This subroutine - we called
it standdetector - trionitors smoothness ( i.e. gradient ) of IN velocity and
heading output to generate the logical 'aircraft stationary Yes/No'. It is
easy to define adequate measurement matrix and measurement noise matrix for
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the steady aircraft state. Thus as long as the stand detector states steady
aircraft a 'Standfix' is derformed every 10 seconds i.e a 'zero velocity
fix' with measurement noise. This mechanisation leads to a remarkable
Improvement of the navigation system on ground carried over into approxima-
tely one hour of flight, depending on circumstances.
There was only one smail problem with the Stand detector after a rapid IN
aiignment. However an update of the Stand detector parameters cured this
problem.

8. KF Fbture Developnent

Today, the current navigation 12 has an excellent performance which is
confirmed by the national airforces. Nevertheless, the crews still attempt
to achieve the best navigation state with the current system by finding the
optimal ground prcoeduru, when aligning the navigation subsystem.
Looking at the most likely developments of the TORNADO navigation subsystem
some non -trivial impacts on the navigation KF are expected. New navigation
systems under consideratioii for integration into the TORNADO navigation
subsystem are Terrain Referenced Navigation ( among others e.g. LATAN, TER-
PROM etc. ) and the Global Positioning System. None have really been inte-
grated into the KF up to the present.

8.1 Terrain Referenced Navigation ( TR)

The Terrain Referenced Navigation system provides A/C position and velocity
based on stored terrain data and height sensor input. IN position input is
used as the start value for internal calculations. The TRN also provides
proper weighting factors of its output parameters. Two possible integration
stages are in discussion: first, integration of TRN without affecting
existing navigation UF and second, integration of TRN supplying the naviga-
tion KF with TRN position and velocities. The X' part estimating position
fix errors can be used for processing of the TRN inputs with minor modifi-
cations. The problem Is to adjust TRN measurement noise and to determine the
iteration time of TRN input to KF. The Off-Line Analysis method ( Paragraph
4., Figure 2 ) is a suitable tool tn do this job.

8.2 Global Positioning System ( GPS )

GPS is a possible candidat for enhancing the TORNADO integrated navigation
system. Again, determination of measurement noise ( for position and
velocity ) arid the iteration U- Input rate will be the problem. But at this
time no deeper investigations have been made in this area.

9. Conclusions

For the development phage it is reasonable to rmake ample allowance for the
structure of the system noise at the start of all developments involving
Kalman filter.
The central A/C computer program was updated with these system noise changes
before it became airborne. Since then off-line analyris of flight data has
continued and only minor changes have been incorporated in the navigation
filter meanwhile.
Off line analysis has provided useful information on equipment deficiencies
such as the Doppler scaling error, the existence of which the supplier was a
little reluctant to adm.it., IN gyrodrift;s and misalignment. Correlating the
state vector estimateu from flights flown with different equipments is a
great help in the analysis of weakly or non-observable states ( such as
Doppler misalignment and an INS heading output bias ).

The following points of major importance emerge from the experience gained
during the development and optimisation of this navigation filter:
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The need for good documentation to enable the transfer of knowledge to the

follow-on responsible engineers.

- The usefulness of data bank derived from flight test data in connection
with flexible evaluation programs for the evaluation and optimisation of
existing systems and design of new ones.

- A fair dialogue with operators about their experiences in order to satisfy
real operational requirements.

Tight control of the onboard computer software is a fairly complex and
time consuming task, especially with programs written in Assemler.
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ABSTRACT

• The system architecture and the trade-offs that drive its evolution are examined for a
practical high-performance Integrated Navigation System designed for a number of
current requirements. The system inoorporates a 4 gimbal inertial navigator of
inherently high stand-alone performance, integrated with a state-of-the-art 5 channel
P-code OPS receiver. The system partitioning and interfacing are configured to
optimise system accuracy during potentially lengthy periods when a full OPS solution
may be unavailable, while providing satisfactory integrity under reversionary
conditions. The main Kalman Filter takes pseudo-range and range rate measurements from
the OPS rather than position and velocity and in the primary navigation mode models INS
and GPS error parameters. The Kalman Filter in the GPS receiver operates independently
to provide the desired reversionary capability.

The system architecture, both in hardware and software, allows a high degree of
inherent flexibility which is required to tailor the Integrated Navigation Syttum to a
wide variety of specific applications.

INTRODUCTION

There is a growing requirement for modern navigation systems to provide high accuracy
navigation data on a continuous basis. Data of this consistency is not available from
a single navigation system but must be derived from the integration of data from
several sensors. This paper descvibes the design considerations for a high performance
INS/GPS Integrated Navigation System. A hardware configuration is given which forms
the basis of a flexible integration system that can be easily adapted for a wide
variety of applications.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The Integrated Navigation System to be described is required to provide the following
functions throughout long duration flights:-

a) Navigation data of an accuracy and consistency not availeble from a single
navigation system.

b) Effective navigation on the failuM of any single navigation sensor or during the
loss of IPS data due to manoeuvring, jamming or OPS control or space segment failure.

a) High accuracy autonomous Inertial Navigation System performance when no other
sensors are available.

d) Warning that any sensor is failing or has failed, from the detection of degraded
sensor performance to a gross sensor failure.

e) Comprehensive validity checks on all the sensor data. This includes comparison of
the INS data with UPS and the comparison of the pseudo-ranges and range rates between
the satellites bPeing tracked.

f) In-fl'ght calibration of the sensors to eliminate the need for routine ground
calibration.

The primary sensors for the Integrated Navigation System are an Inertial Navigation
System, a OPS receiver and antenna system and an Air Data Computer. Seoondary sensors
which may be used under reversionary conditions are Omega, Radar Altimeter and Gyro
Magnetic Compass. Using these sensors, the Integrated Navigation System provides the
beat possible position, velocity, attitude and heading information to the rest of the
aircraft systems.

Huw do these ruqiuirements affect the characteristics required from the Inertial
Navigation System and the OPS Receiver ? These are the only sensors that are
considered in depth for this system since the Air Data Computer and the secondary
sensors are already part of the aircraft fit in many applications.
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CPS RECEIVER SUP-SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The navigation requirements for most future military aircraft are such that dual
frequency precision code CPS receivers must be used. However, applications range from
transport aircraft to high agility fighters and it might be considered that in low
dynamic oases a simplified 2 channel multiplexed receiver could be used to reduce cost.
Unfortunately multiplexing a receiver channel reduces the signal-to-noise ratio by up
to 6 db since only part of the available signal information is being used. This
results in a reduction in the jamming resistance and the ability to track satellites in
conditions of low signal strength. These are important aspects in many military
applications and effectively eliminate the use of a multiplexed receiver. Thus a
5 channel receiver is used, with the additional advantage that since each satellite in
use is being tracked continuously, such a receiver can withstand higher dynamics in the
absence of rate-aiding data.

The receiver should be capable of using rate-aiding data to compensate for antenna
motion. Depending on the receiver design and the type of jammer, this can give a small
improvement in the anti-jamming performance by allowing the tracking loop bandwidths to
be reduced to reject the jammer without losing look under dynamic conditions.

If the OPS is to be used in a jammi np environment, the use of an Adaptive Antenna and
Antenna Control Unit should be cc .dered. A typical antenna array is capable of
steering multiple nulls independently to reduce antenna sensitivity in the direction of
jamming signals, either from external sources or from other transmitters on the
aircraft operating at frequencies close to Li or L2. The use of an adaptive antenna
system is very application specific and Is not considered further in this paper.

From these considerations, the aPS receiver should be a 5 channel P-code receiver.
Rate-aiding data is required to prevent loss of lock of ths receiver during high
dynamic manoeuvering and to improve its jamming resistance.

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The Integrated System provides very high accuracy position and velocity data at all
times, When OPS is available, the integrated system outputs have the long term
accuracy of the OPS with the superior short term characteristics of the INS. The
accuvaoy is largely independent of the quality of the INS since the Kalman Filter is
continually re-estimating the corrections required by the inertial system. However,
when OPS data is unavailable due to either jamming, non-availability of satellites or a
failure of some part of the CPS sub-system, the Kalman Filter can only propagate the
state estimates existing prior to the loss of the UPS data. The inertial system error
sources must therefore be stable In-run to ensure that these estimates remain valid
when no update measurements are available.

The most extreme case occurs when no OPS data is available at any time during the
flight, in which case the Integrated Navigation System performance will be that of the
Inertial Navigation System. In order to meet the stand-alone accuracy requirement for
the INS, the error sources must be stable from run-to-run so that calibrations obtained
from a previous flight when GPO was available may be used. If they are not
sufficiently stable then some pre-flight calibration procedure must be carried out in
order for the INS to meet the autonomous accuracy requirement. The particular error
sources and their stability and effect on INS performance are discussed later.

Secondi- sensors such as the Omega do riot greatly affect the INS accuracy
require.iirts. Omega typically has an accuracy of 2000 m CEP while the uncalibrated INS
may have an error growth rate of 8004t m CEP where t is the navigate time in hours.
The INS will therefore be the better position sensor for the first 2.5 hours of flight.
The Omega position information is not accurate enough to allow the inertial instrument
errors to be estimated and so a reduced Kalman filter is run which only models the INS
position, velocity and tilt error,.

From these considerations, the tnertial Navigation System must be capable of highly
accurate stand-alone performance and must therefore have stable instrument error
sources, The type of currently available INS that best meets these requirements for
high position and velocity accuracy is a gimballed system using conventional floated
rate integrating gyros or dry tuned gyros.

INERTIAL NAVTGATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Inertial Navigation Unit used in this Integrated Navigation System is a Ferranti
FIN 1041 INS (figure 1) which is a high accuracy derivative of the FIN 1012 system
currently in service on the Nimrod maritime reoonnaisance aircraft. The FIN I04I is a
conventional gimballed inertial system which uses floated rate-integrating gyros. It
consists of two major sub-ammemblies, namely the Inertial Platform and the Electronic
Card Bank.
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FIGURE I FIN 1041 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The Inertial Platform is a 4 gimbal fully acrobatic platform originally designed for
use In a highly dynamic aircraft. It is mounted on stiff anti-vibration mounts which
provide some Isolation from external shocks without significantly degrading the quality
of the attitude outputs. The platform contains 3 Ferranti type 125 floated gyros which
have a high sensitivity and low In-run variability under stable operating conditions.
This is Important in order to maintain the navigation performance when other sensors
are not available.

The accelerometers are Ferranti type FA2Fs which are viscous damped, pendulous force
feed-back instruments. Again they are highly sensitive and have good bias stability.

Roth the gyros and the accelerometers are operated at a constant temperature to obtain
the correot sensitivity and to minimise the in-run variability. The whole platform is
mounted in an environmental system which is controlled so that the instrument cluster
is held at nominally 55 dog C. After the transients due to initial heating of the
platform Prom ambient to operating temperature have settled out, the cluster is
maintained to within 0.1 deg C of the nominal temperature.

The Electronic Card Bank contains the platform electronics, an analogue-to-digital
convertor, a synchro-to..digital convertor, a computer, the input/output interfaces and
the power supply modules.

The platform electronics consist of the gyro spin-motor supply, accelerometer and gyro
analogue Interfaces, the gimbal servos and the accelerometer and gyro interfaces with
the computer.

The computer is a Ferranti F-DISC 2 card computer with a floating point co-processor.
It Is a micro-programmed machine which is orientated towards real-time control
applications.

The FIN 1041 Interfaces with the other units within the Integrated Navigation System
via a MIL-STD-1553B dual redundant data bus. The 1553B interface card is capable of
acting either as a bus controller or a remote terminal. The mode of operation Is
Intended to be selected by a discrete signal but it could equally well be controlled by
the dynamic bus control commands supported by 1553S.

There are also direct interfaces with other systems already fitted on the aircraft such
as di••rete 'INS Ocod' and 'INS Fail' outputs and 3 wire synchro outputs of attitude
and heading.

The piower supply modules generate all the internal supplies required by the INS from
the aircraft 28 V do supply. They are state-of-the-art designs using Integrated
magnetics to reduce the volume and weight and to increase the efficiency. They are
switched mode units operating at a frequency of 250 kHz with an average efficiency of
85%. This contributes towards the low INS power consumption of 150 W compared with
280 W for the older FIN 1012 system from which the FIN 1041 is derived.

Both the card bank and the inertial platform require forced air cooling. The platform
air flow is regulated by the computer as part of the servo loop which controls the
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instrument temperature. The card bank air flows through heat exchangers that remove
heat from the cards by cold-wall cooling. The cards have integral heat planes which
conduct the heat to the cold walls. They also reduce thermal stresses by distributing
the heat evenly across the card.

Many functions that were implemented in hardware in the older FIN 1012 system are now
carried out in software. This results in a reduced card count which in turn gives a
lower power consumption and improved reliability. The increased reliance on software
also makes the system very flexible, allowing major functional changes to be made with
little or no impact on the hardware.

The software is modular and is written in CORAL 66. Functions implemented by the
software include INS mode control, digital alignment algorithms, the wander-angle
navigation solution, 3rd order baro-inertial height loop, instrument error
compensation, calibration routines, 1553B interface control and built-in-teat (BIT).

INS OPERATINO MODES

The Inertial Navigation System has 2 prinoipal modes of operation, which are]-

a) Ali n, which levels the platform and carries out gyrocompassing and driftestimation.

b) Navigate, which provides 3 dimensional outputs of position, velocity and attitude.

Prior to the alignment, the platform is heated up to its operating temperature. At the
same time, Initial position and altitude data may be entered, although it is not
necessary to do this before the start of the alignment.

The alignment is implemented in software and consists of two stages. These are coarse
levelling, during which the gyros are run up and the platform is levelled by driving
the gimbals to null the pitch and roll synchro outputs, and fine levelling and gyro
compassing, where the platform is gyro stabilised and is further levelled by the
dilital alignment process. (oee figure 2).
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FIGURE,2 ý DIGITAL ALIGNMENT BLOCK DIAGRAM

The digital alignment is implemented using two third-order estimators which provide
tilt, velocity and drift estimates in both level axes. These estimates are applied to
the torquing algorithms which drive the gyros until the platform is level. In
addition, the X and Y drift estimates are passed to two third-order filters before
being used to estimate the wander angle. The alignment estimation also produces an
estimate of the north gyro drift error which is then resolved back through the wander
angle and applied to the X and Y gyros to compensate for run-to-run drift errors. If
the alignment time extends beyond 40 minutes, assessment of the azimuth gyro drift is
started. This measures the changes in the wander angle over a period of time and is
completed 90 minutes after the start of the alignment. This allows the gyro drifts to
be calibrated to provide the best autonomous performance if it is known that no other
sen~ors will be available during a flight.
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The navigation equations implement a local vertical wander angle solution which gives
the INS a world-wide navigation capability. The vertical channel is a conventional
thikd-order baro-inertial height loop which requires an external source of heigi~t data
to bound the inertial errors.

INSTRUMENT ERROR COMPENSATION AND CALIBRATION

The instrument error compensation is also carried out by the software. The trim
parameters are held in a PROM associated with the Inertial Platform. At present some
160 parameters are trimmed but there is the capacity available for up to 8000 trim
parameters. The principle instrument trims are listed in table 1 together with those
associated with the synchros and the platform interface. The heading and attitude
dependent trims are stored as look-up tables (LUT).
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TA~h, I • FIN 1041 'PRIM PARAMETERS

In addition to digital error compensation routines, there are also extensive
calibration routines for use during ground test to measure the instrument parameters.
eost of the routines are self-contained and fully automatic but some, such as the

measurement of transient instrument errors, require external equipment and some
operator intervention,

INS/GPS INTEORATION

The primary integration is that between the Inertial Navigation System and the OPS
receiver. The INS produces continuous information with no short term interruptions but
with errors that grow slowly w~th time in ways which can be well modelled. The OPS on
the other hand produces accurate position and velocity information which does not
degrade with time but which can be interrupted. By combining these sensors, a
continuously available integrated solution Is produced with an accuracy comparable to
that of aPS even when the OPS is unavailable for periods up to 15-20 minutes. The
degradation of performance if the UPS is unavailable for longer periods depends on how
well the INS has been calibrated.

The integration is required to be of a very high accuracy and this is best achieved by
calibration of those inertial error sources which vary significantly either on a run-
to-run basis or by long term drifting over a period of munths or years. The OPS cannot
be relied upon to be continuously accurate during every flight due to airframe masking,
jamming or poor satellite geometry. The calibration of the inertial instruments
enables the integrated solution to propagate through such periods with minimum
degradation.

USE OF PSEUDO-RANGE AND RANME RATE DATA

There are several advantages in using GPS pseudo-range and range rate data rather than
position and velocity. Firstly, measurements can still be used when there are too few
satellites visible to allow the UPS receiver to calculate u full navigation solution.
Secondly, data from as many satellites as the receiver is tracking is available to the
Integration filter whereas data from only 4 is used in the aPS position calculation.
Therefore, more information is available to the integration filter during times of good
UPS coverage allowing a better calibration of the INS error sources. Thirdly,
significant UPS position output changes of the order of 40 m can occur after a
satellite constellation change. This is again a result of only using 4 satellites in
the UPS navigation solution. Finally, the use of pseudo-range and range rate data
permits more comprehensive validity checking of the OPS data, It is possible for a
satellite to have a fault but for the fault condition not to be reflected by the SV
health word for several hours. It Is therefore vital that independent consistency
checks are carried out on the UPS data at all times.
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However, the pseudo-ranges are not corrected for OPS user equipment clock errors such
as bias and drift and these states must therefore be estimated by the integration
filter If pseudo-range data is to be used.

USE OF INS AND OPS MEASUREMENTS

The Integrated Navigation System described in this paper uses INS position and velocity
data together with pseudo-range data from the OPS receiver (figure 3). In order to
make use of the OPS data, the position and velocity of each satellite at the time of
the O1PS measurement is also required,
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FIGURE,S :HORIZONTAL INTEGRATION BLOCK DIAGRAM

The dKalman filter uses the difference. between the INS and the OPS measurements as it.
input. However, the INS outputs are in geographic axes while the OPS satellite data Is
in Pipth Centred Earth Fixed t'ECEF) coordinates. The data must therefore be
transformed to a common frame of reference in order to calculate line-of-sightdistanGes and velocities and so the INS data is transformed from geographic axes to

ECEF,

Position errors are derived by first calculating the line-of-sight distance from the
INS to the satellite. This is then corrected for the lever arm distance between the
INS and thu OPS antenna before being subtracted from the pseudo-range measurement to
leave a range error along the LOB to t~he satellite, This process is repeated for eachof the satellites being tracked by the receiver.

The velocity errors are dealt with in the same way by calculating the l1.ne-of-sightvelocity between the INS and the satellite and subtracting it from the range rate
corrected for antenna motion. Again this is repeated for each satellite being tracked.
The beat eatimates of podition and velocity are produced by adding the current
estimates of the position and velocity error's to the latest inertial position andvelocity outputs. SimIlarly, the heading error is added to the inertial heading output
to give the Integrated heading output. Because the dalman filter is modelling
position, velocity and tilt error states which only change slowly with tige, delays in
the corrections caused by data validity checking and filtering do not matter, provided
that they are much less than the Schuler period of the INS. This also means that it is
not necessary for the filter to cycle at a high rate.

DlATA SYNCHRONISATION
The calculation of errors between the INS and ahe T Ps pre-supposes that thr e
measurements rom each of them were made at the same point in tine. This is not
usually the case. The pPS measurements which art the made every second are not
synchronised with the INS date outputs which occur every 20 - w0 iS. The usual method
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of' synchronlsIng the data Is to time tag it using free-running clocks in each unit
which are periodically synchronlsed to keep the time difference between them within
acceptable limits.

What are the acceptable limits ? Some of the INU error sources give rise to velooity
errors of the order of 0.1 ft/s rms. Therefore the errors in the velocity measurment
introduced by correcting for lack of data synahronisation should be less than this
value, for example 0.05 ft/s.

Velocity errors due to lack of clock synchronisation are introduced during periods of
acceleration. In order to keep the errors less then 0.05 ft/s during an acceleration
of 2g, the timing error between the clocks must be less than 0.8 mS. The clook in the
INS is a crystal oscillator which can have a bias of up to 50 ppm with respect to the
nominal frequency. This bias also varies with temperature. The time tag clock in the
OPS receiver may have similar characteristics, depending on the receiver design. Hence
for a difference between the clocks of 100 ppm, they need to be synchronised every 8
seconds to keep the difference to less than 0.8 MS.

RATE AMDING OF THE OPS RMCEIVER

Rate aiding of the OPS receiver can improve its anti-jamming performance by reducing
the bandwidth of the code tracking loop, It also reduces the satellite acquisition
time since the receiver has apricri knowledge of the antenna velocity and therefore the
expected Doppler shift of the carrier frequency.

The antenna must be compensated both for linear motion and for lever arm effects, where
aircraft angular rates result in a velocity at the antenna, The effectiveness of the
corrections is determined both by the accuracy of the data and its latency, To prevent
velocity errors of less than 1 ft/s ocourring during a 2g acceleration, the velocity
latency must be kept below 15 mS. Angular rate data can have a latency of up to 200 mS
for a small lever arm and moderate angular accelerations before the velocity error
reaches 1 ft/s. These requirements are easily achieved by time tagging the data to
allow the OrS receiver to calculate its age and correct it for aircraft accelerations
if necessary.

DATA VALIDATION

Both the INS and OPS data must be rigorously tested to ensure that no spurious
measurements are fed to the Kalman filter. These tests should be independent or the
integrated navigation solution and also of other sensors. A basic check is to test
that successive samples of data do not imply rates of change that exceed the maximum
aircraft dynamics, For example, if two successive velocity measurements implied an
aircraft acceleration of 6g and the INS is fitted to a large transport aircraft then
one of the meamurements is likely to be in error, or flse the aircraft is in a
situation whefre the navigation accuracy is unlikely to be of much ooncern.

The (PS receiver Is able to provide a considerable amount of information to assist with
data integrity checking. The CPS data can be ohecked by monitoring the satellite
health word, the predicted User Range Accuracy (URA) word, cross checking data from one
satellite agairist data from the others and also by comparing successive meaeurementn,
The test Is similar to that usd for the INS but allowance is made for the noisy nature
of the CPS data,

In general, the accept/reject limits should be made too tight rather than too open.
Measuremcnto are tad until proven good and it. is preferable to reject good mea.3uremerts
rather than risk accepting bad ones.

INS HORIZONTAL ERROR STATES

Since the Kalman Filter is required to calibrste the Inertial Navigation System, the
mrrvr state's to be modelled must be determined. The I'iltir, providem position, velooty
and tilt correcti'ns to the TNI outputs, Considering the horizontal axes only, this
r'.quires two positon, two velocity and three tilt stains. The t",o horizontal tilts
are aooelevatlon error terms while thi Z tilt is the heading error.

The instrument paranmeters whi,;i need to biý modelled Include those which have
significant run-to-run variability or long term drift. Further-, the calibration
algorithms themselves are not nerfect and therefore qome error sources, while not
varytnt with tI;me, may have significant calibration arrora which art) worth ,node.liig.

The effect of thesa error sources on the performance of the INS must also be
determined. This has been done by using a simulation program which excites an er.ror
model of the INS with flight profile data and generates the position, velocity and tilt
errors contributed by the different instrument parameters. The typ~cal values for
these parameters are found from the population statistics of the instruments and from a
knowledge of the calibration algorithms and their likely errors. The instrument
variabilities and their effect on INS performance are shown in tables 2 and 3. The
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figures in table 3 are taken from the simulation results of a single typical sortie
profile rather than from a Monte Carlo simulation run and so should be treated with
caution.

RUN.TO-RUN CALIBRATION RESULTANT
ERROR SOURCE VARIABILITY ACCURACY ERROR

Gyro Drift (X, Y) 0.002 ' / hr 0.002 °/ hr 0.003 '/ hr

Gyro Drift (Z) 0.02'/ hr 0.007'/ hr 0,021 /hr

Uyro Scale Faiteor 0.007% 0,015% 0(.017%

Spin Axle MU 0.03 ,/ r/g 0.031/hrlg 0,04'1 hr/g

Input Axis MU 0.0l•/hr/g 0,03'/hr/g 0.03*/hr/g

Miaalignment, None I are min I are min

AccelaromeLor Ifas N/A (Soo Below) N/A (See Below) N/A (See Below)

Acc.Scale Factor 0.0 15% 0.007% 0.015%

TABLE 2 1 INSTRUMENT VARIABILITY (I SIGMA)

SRADIAL VELOCITYERROIR SOURCE AT S Hr.. (Wel)
ii~ ~ A a [fro i W o2 l

X Gyro DrIli 0,42

Y Gyro I)rlf, 0,37

Z Gyro irilt 0.85

X Gyro Seulu Iuetor 0,07

V (1yro Seale Puctdor 0,15

X Spin Axle Mume Unhalhuvo 0,23

"X Input Axle Mooc Unbalance 0,06

Y Spin AxWI Mume Unbalaniu 0.08

Y Input Axle Maws Unbalunce 0.17

X AoeSculo Pactor 0,20

Y . . .. .. 0.08

TAHLE 3' E1tFFCT' OF INSTRUMENT ERRORS ON PERFORMANCE

From the table, it nan be seen that, the gyro drift run-to-run variability contributes
the most to the error in navigation performance and therefore all three gyro drifts are
modelled. Next. are the gyro mass unbalances of which the spin axis unbalance is the
l.xss ntable,, Herm the meablirement unoertainty Is also large which makes both terms
worth modelling. Simulation work is continuing to determine whether the input axis
unbalances should be included, but until the results are available it is only intended
to mode] the spin axis unbalances because of' their greater variability.

Both tho gyro ind aooelerometer scale faotor errors are of the same order of magnitude
and produce similar velocity error contributions. Of the two, the acnelorometer scale
factor err'rs have a larger long term drift than the gyro scale factors and are
therefore the terms th.nt are mode'lod.

Run-to-run aooelerometer bias errora are not modelled because they are effectively
3ancellod out in the navigate mode by tilt orrors in the platfrirm which are introduced
during tbe alignment. The fraction of earth's rate which !.s sensed by the level axis
gyros due to the tilt is modelled out by the gyro drift states, It should be noted
that a strap-down INS is very sensitive to accelerometer bias effects and they need to
be m.odelled 4 f this ty;r. of system is used.

OTHFP FILTER SrATES, NOISE AND COVAIRIANrES

This results In 14 states ';eing modelled, which are -summarised in table 11. In addition
to the INS error states, two UPS clock states are modelled to estimate the clock bian
and drift in the UPS receiver thus giving a totC. of 15 states. This ýs well within
the capabilities of the chosen computer. Indeed, expansion to 30 state-. is possible
but it is not consildered desirable to introduce extra states unless they can be easily
distinguished, have a good phynical meaning and have error, statistics that are well
understood. It Is also undesxrabic to have too many states because the memory
requirements increase with the Mquarc of the number of states while the computation
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time increase with the cube. Therefore a 30 state filter would require approximately
four times the memory and take eight times longer to cycle than a 16 state filter.

INU ERRORS INs'ritUMEN', RRORS 0PS ERRORS

Latuitludc Errr X Gyro Drift Clock iias

ILongitude Error Y Gyro I)rift Clock D)rift

North Velocity Error Z Oyro L)rlrt

Fust Velocity Error X Spin AxiA MU.

X Tilt Error ' Spin Axis MU

Y Tilt Error' X Ace.Sculo luctor

IluH dlin Error Y Aoc,&ulo i'actor

TABLE 4 1 KALMAN FILTER ERROR STATES

The initial covariances used by the filter reflect the maximum likely magnitude of the
specific parameters. In general it is safer to make these values too large, which may
result in a slower settling of the state estimates, rather than too small which can
lead to filter Instability. The initial instrument ocovariances are determined from the
instrument statistics and should be derived from both the instrument variability and
the calibration accuracy.

Initial covarianoes of the other states are dependent on INS characteristics such as
the alignment mechanisation and velocity quantisation. Position covarianoe is
determined by likely accuracy of the initial position data. (with due allowance for
surveying errors, insertion of incorrect data and so on).

The unmodelled instrument errors are treated as torms which modify the process noise.
They may be driven by the aircraft dynamioes for example, an unmodelled mass unbalance
can be driven by the horizontal acceleration to increase the process noise of a tilt
during aircraft manceuvers. Rimilarly, uncompensated external errors, such as gravity
anomaly effects, require the process noise to be set to a higher value than that
calculated from system considerations alone, resulting in redniced state estimation
accuracy.

Measurement noise of such quantities as INA position and velocity depend on the
quantisation of the data, it.s latency and the resolution and jitter of the time tagging
data, since uncorrected delays In the data introduce greater measurement uncertainty.

PEEDBACK OF ERROR 31IATES

This is a loosely coupled syotem in the sense that there is no feed-baok of the state
estimates to the INS to ensure data integrity in the event of filter failure. If bad
data Is used by the filter thus corrupting the state estimates, the INU performance is
unaffected.

However, 'nstrument error satrtes are fed back to the INS post-flight and are applied as
corrections to the trims for the next flight. The amount by whicnh the corrections are
permitted to update the trims is determined by such factors as the length of time for
which good GPS data was available during the flight, the covarianoes associated with
the state estimatos at the end of the flight and the length of time since the last
calibration or update. This allows the INS to track any long term drift of the
Instrument parameters and enoures that the best possible trims are always used.

KALMAN FILTER IMPLEMENTATION

The Kalman filter uses the errors between the INS position and velocity as.d the UPS
pseudo-ranges and range rates as the Inputs for the measurement updates.

Sub-system error models are updated In discrete time. Calculation of the transition
matrix has been carefully optimised to allow for significant periods of propagation
with no measurements. A modified error state vector is used which avoids the use of
vehicle acceleration in the transition matrix +-hum increasing the accuracy for a given
update rate. The relative scalings of the state vector parameters have been carefully
chosen in order to reduce the sensitivity to numerical errors throughout the
elgorithms.

The filter measurement and time updates are carried out using the U,D Covariance
Factorlsation method which provides excellent numerical stability at a relatively low
additional computational cost compared with the conventional Kalman-Buoy algorithms.
This method has been successfully used In many modelling studies and in real-time
Implementations in a variety of systems.
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For time-critical systems, the coding of the U,D time update (Modified Oram-Schmidt
algorithm) has been given the most attention as it is by far the dominant contribution
to the computing time budget. In relation to real-time, this budget is of course
directly proportional to the chosen Iteration rate. Hence in a situation where GPS
measurements are available at a high rate, it may be necessary to use measurement
averaging. To allow for longer time period averaging, the measurement update algorithm
is modified to take account of the dominant transation matrix terms. This is a
conservative approach which provides more flexibility in the choice of update rate and i
allows the reduction of measurement error correlation.

Covariance matrix elements are computed from the U,D factors in order to assess the
filter convergence. Since this is a time-intensive process, It is computed at a lower
rate. Covariance estimates are also used as inputs to the algorithm which carries out
the post-flight update of the inertial error compensations.

FILTER CYCLE RATE CONSIDERATIONS

The filter cycle rate is also Influenced by other factors such as sensor data
correlation times and computational loading. The INS position and velocity errors are
correlated over long periods of time. In contrast, the OPS position and velocity
outputs can have correlation times of several seconds because of the filtering
introduced by the OPS Kalman filter in the navigation processor. However, the
correlation times for the CPS pseudo-range and range rate measurements are leas than 1
second and this is another good reason for considering the use of pseudo-range and
range rate data instead of OPS position and velocity.

Time updates of the state vector do not present a great computational burden and the
update rate is therefore principally determined by the accuracy requirements and the
linearity of the model for the given aircraft dynamics. For high dynamics, the filter
should be updated more frequently than for a low dynamic application.

The covariance matrix should be updated at least once between measurement updates.
Since the computational burden is high, it is updated as infrequently as possible, the
minimum rate again being determined by the accuracy requirements and the aircraft
dynamics.

The measurement update rate depends on the computer loading, which is high, and the
correlation times of the sensor errors and the error covariances. There is little
point in the cycle time being much less than a certain value because updates contain
little new information due to correlation of the sensor data. Conversely if the error
oovariances are large, the filter should be cycled more rapidly to improve the error
estimates. Unless a variable update rate is used, the cycle time will be a compromise
between these requirements.

VERTICAL CHANNEL INTEGRATION

The vertical channel integration is carried out independently of the horizontal
integration. This is because the inertial errors for a local level system separate
naturally into sources affecting the horizontal and vertical channels. Also,
barometric and radar altimeter data only relate to the vertical 'Oannel. Finally, as
has already been mentioned, the memory and computational requirements are reduced by
running two smaller filters rather than a single large one.

The vertical channel integration optimises the outputs of vertical velocity and height
by combining GPS pseudo-range and range rate errors with INS vertical acceleration,
bare height and radar altitude in a seven state filter (figure 4), the states of which
are listed In table 5. The Z accelerometer bias state also absorbs the accelerometer
scale factor error and this needs to be considered when modifying the noise assumptions
during periods of vertical acceleration of the aircraft. This state also absorbs the
vertical component of gravity anomaly which will not be compensated !.n the INS. The
presence of this must be borne in mind when determining the vertioal acceleration
statistics.

INU ERRORS IBAROMETtIC IIRORS at'S ERIRORS

Z Acculeroumotr laiam Haro Blaa Clock Illus
Z Velocity Error BanS l • actor Clock Drift

Baro/Inurtal lI lelght Krror

TABLE 5 t VERTICAL CHANNEL ERROR STATES
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FIGURE,4: VERT1ICAl, INTEGRATION BLOCK DIAGRAM

The barometric bias and scale factor states are intended to determine the atmospheric
corrections of the day. Integrated vertical velocity and height errors are produced by
adding the error estimates to the inertial vertical velocity and baro/inertial height
since these have the beat short term characteristics.

The OPS clock states modelled by the vertical channel filter will not necessarily be
the same as those estimated by the horizcontal integration filter because different
components of the OPS data have been used in each case. The estimates of the two
filters are combined to form single estimates of the clock bias and drift by using
techniques applicable to federated filters (references 1 and 2). The covariances from
the two filters are also combined to give single values for the bias and drift
covarlanoes In a similar manner.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING

The integration process generates data which allows the performance of some of the
sensors to be monitored. For example, the state estimates and covariances )f the
inertial instrument errors can he compared over several flights and if excessive
variability or trending I1r observed, the operator can be informed that the relevant
instrument is producing degraded performance. The INS can therefore be replaced before
a hard instrument failure occurs, thus preventing an In-flight failure of the inertial
navigation function.

Similarly, if, the OPS clock state estimates are outside set limits a possible failure
of the OPS receiver or the use of inaccurate satellite data is indicated.

Excessive errors due to unmodellad error sources can be detected but not necessarily
identified by comparing the sensor outputs with the integrated solution. Any large
differences or high rates of uhange of differences can be flagged up, although they
should be treated with caution sinus the faulty sensor may have contributed to the
Integrated solution against which It and the other sensors are being compared.

The sensors should also be self-monitoring so that although they may not be able to
monitor their own performance, they can monitor environmental conditions or operator
actions that may degrade it. Typical parameters that are monitored are power supply
input voltage, component temperatures and cooling air temperature and flow rate (if
required). If any of theme parameters go outside set limits, the operator is warned
that degraded performance may occur.

Additional data is stored after each flight to assist in the analysis of possible
sensor failures. This includes such quantities as the length of time for which CPS was
available, the satellites u:ied, BIT information and INS alignment time and quality.
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INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM - PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION

Having determined the sensnr and computational requirements of the Integrated
Navigation System, the physical particioning of the functions must be considered.
There are severml options which are feasilAe, ranging from a single box soluticn, where

a single processor carries out the INS navigation functions, the GPS navigation filter
and the horizontal and vertical integration filters (figure 5) to a multiple LRU

solution (see figure 6). In this configuration, each function is ilrnlemented within a

separate box which is 'apable of' operating independently of the other units.
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0 Some factors thlt drive the system configuration are Integrated System redundancy and
reversion, aval atle installation space, spore computing capacity requirements and
total power consjmpdlon.

For example, a single box solution requires the minimum of installation and has the
lowest power nonsumption but it has very poor redundancy or reversionary
oharacterlstics ooause of its reliance on a common computer and common power supplies.
The failure of either of these will cause the loss of all navigation data from the INS,
the "I'S and the integration filters.

At the other ,ixtreme, the multiple LRU solution is more expensive to install and has a
higher power consumption but ýhs redundancy is very good because each of the functions
is capable of cperatiig independently ol' the others. Any one of the INS, the GPS or
the Computation Sub-System, in which the integration filters are implemented, can fail
and navigation data is still available from the remaining sensor or sensors, although
possibly with degraded accuracy.

The Perranti approach to the Integrated Navigation System configuration is a
combination of these solutions. Since the system is remuired to output navigation data
from both the integration filters and from each of the sensors, the INU and the aPS
must be capable of operating independently of each other 2nd of the integration
filters. This dictates that separate LRUa are used. however, the installation costs
S''e reduced by combining two units within • single box (figure 7).

FIGURE 7 EXPLODED VIEW OF THE FIN 1041

Chis is achieved by designing the ?IN 1041l INS as an updated version of the FIN 1012
system. The new cards and power supply modulai, fit into the space previously ooccupied
by the cards. This leaves a large volume in the INS box where the old power supply was
fitted for the Instal.lation of additicral electronics, in this case the Computation
Sub-System (CSS).

The CSS has its own power supply and communicates with the INS via the 1553B data busi,
as it does with the other elements of the system. It, is almo a convenient uniit in
which to fit any aircraft-specific Interfaces such as APINC ~429 links for the Omega and
analogue drives for a Horizontal Situation Indicatur (HSI) or for an autopilot. Spare
computing capacity Is also available to perform such tasks as steering, automatic rouite
flying, flight management and system control functions.

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

The final system configuration Is shown in figure 0. The primary bus control is
implemented in the Computation Sub-Systeui (CSS), with the secondary bus control in the
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INS. This allows other INSs and aPS receivers to be used with the minimum of
modification. Of course, if any INS other than the FIN 1041 is used, the CSS must be
repackaged for separate Installation, resulting in a more expensive system.

Alrorft AIIAI" OMEGA

r---------------------------------------------------------------

I N N COMPUTAT IIH - I OSYSTSM
I AIII)A'IA

81SCONDA1HY PRIMAHY BUS COMIPUTrIR
HUSUONTHOI. CONTROL.

FIG.8 INTIGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The CSS can easily be tailored to interface with a variety of Aircraft systems without
affecting the rest of the integrated navigation system. This makes it attractive for
the retrofit markot where it is required to interface with existing avionics.

The CNS can also Porm the basis of a navigation system update to aircraft already
fitted with an INJ. The only hardware changes required are those for specific
interfaces and so this forms the basis of a low risk system with minimum development
requirements. However, extensive changes may be requiced to the integration filter
software, depending on the type of INS, its mechanisation and its instrument
statistics. For exaplv, a strap-down Ring Laser Gyro system has a different
transition matrix and di'fermnt instrument errors from a gimballed floated gyro INS,
and thlese changes may take a considerable time to develop and prove. Even so, the risk
is reduced because the basic filter and measurement pre-processing And validation
software remains unchanged.

SUMMARY

This paper describes some of the factors affecting the design of a high performance
INS/11PS Integrated Navigation System. The need for high accuracy even in the absence
of mixing aids requires the use of a high quality Inertial Navigation System. In order
to maintain the INS performance and eliminate the need for routine ground calibration,
thu INS is calibrated in flight when OPS data Is available. The choice of the
instrument errors to be modelled depends both on the inertial instrument statistics and
on the effect of' particular error sources on the performance of the INS. This is
determined by simulation of the errov sources, the likely magnitude of which are
calculated from the instrument statistics. From the results the instrument parameters
to be modelled are selected.

In order to Calibrate these errors, GP3 data wLth the mirimum processing delays and the
mtnimum correlation is rerulree. The pseurlo-range and range rate measurements are
•herefore used rather, than the OPS position an•d velocity outputs. The INS position and
velocity errors derived from the IPS data are processed by a Kalman filter to produce
eatimatea of the ENS and instrument erroi

Before the INS and 1ips data can be used to calculate the errors, the 1NS data must bo
correctid 3c that It refers to the OPS mear,,ement time to within less than I mS. This
tight timing synchronisation is required accause the inert.a instrument errors are
being calibrated to provide the best posslble integrated navigation performance when
OPS is unavailable for prolonged periods.

Once the data has been synchronlsed, if. noues then be validated to prevent incorrect
measurements fromi being used by the Kalmar. filter. This prevents the corruption of the
instrument error estimates which would otherwise degrade the Integrated navigation
performance, especlally if the OPM became rnpvailable at the same time. Some posoible
validity oheocks for both the INS and the GPs arm described.
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The Kalman filter is optimised for long periods of propagation without measurement
updates. The measuremant and time updates use the U,D Covariance Factorisation method
for numerical statility.

The instrument error states are not fed back to the IN1 in order to prevent degradation
of thA INS performance in the event of corruption of the state estimates due to the use
of bad measurements.

The state estimates are retained until the next flight when they are used to update the
INS instrument error corrections. This permits the tracking of long-term changes of
the instrument charaoteristios.

the vertical chnnel integration is carried out in a separate filter to reduce the
memory and computational requirements. OPS data Ir combined with INU vertical
acoeleration, barometric altitude and radar altitude to provide correct'ns to the INS
vertical velouity and height and alto estimates of the barometric bias s., ' cale factor
errors.

The outputs of the Kalman filter are alro used to assess some aspects of the sensor
perfo-manoe and allow soft failures to be detected in the INS instruments and the OPS
receiver, Additional data k'eoorded by the integrated system assists in the assessment
of possible sensor failures thus reducing the mean-time-to-repair of the overall
systom.

The hardware configuration is determined largely by the redundancy requirements as well
as the need for each sensor to prod-ce navigation outputs independently of the others.
This results in a multi-1,RU system with very good reversionary oharaoteristLcs. It
uses a 1533B bum for data transfer within the Integrated Navigatlon System and can
interface with a wide variety of other aircraft systems.

The elements developed for this Integrated Navigation System provide the basis for a
flexible system which Is capable of considerable expansion via the 1553B data bus and
which can be tailored to suit a broad range of integration and navigation functions.
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The Development of Mission-Specific Advanced
inertially-Baaed Avionics Systems

SD.F. Lirng, Head, EleCtromagneticl Section
D.J. DiFilippo, Project Scientist

Defence Research Establishment Ottawa

Shirley Bay
Ottawa, Canada MIA 0Z4

The Defence Reseacuh Establishment Ottawa has been involved in the development of several

mission-specific airborne inertially based multi-sensor integrated avionics systems.

More apecifically, DRAO has successfully completed the Phase II development and flight trial

% evaluation of an airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar Notion Compensation System (NARMPS). To achieve

high resolution, high contrast and low geometric distortion in synthetic aperture radar imagery, it is

n ecesary to apply accurate motion compensation to the radar returns. The hardware configuration

consists of a ring laser gyro inertial navigation system, a doppler radar, a baroaltimeter and a

6 specially designed strapped-down Motion Compensation Inertial Measurement Subsystem (MCZMS).

The Department Qf National Defence is also undartaking a program to develop and flight teat a

Helicopter Integrated Navigation System (HINS) which can satisfy the operational requirements of
Canadian New Shipborne Aircraft (NSA). The roles ot this maritime helicopter include search and
rescue, Anti-lurface Burveailance and Targeting (ASST), Anti-Submarine Warfare (ABW), and Anti-Ship
missile Defence (ARM).

This lecture will describe the development of appropriate Kalman filters to integrate the
selected avionics configurations. Design objectives, configuration definition, simulation analysis and
some flight test data are presented.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Modern avionics systems are becoming increasingly sophisticated as the demands for better

mission performanow and the scope of applications continue to escalete. These mission requirements are
being imposed in a cost/wsight/performanCe conscious environment. The Defence Research satablishmeljt
Ottawa (Di3O) has been involved in the development of several mission-specific airborne
inertially-based multi-sensor integrated avionics systems. In this paper, we will specifically
describe how DR00 has applied the Kalman filtering technology to the development of a Helicopter
Integrated Navigation System (HINS)* and an airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar Motion Compensation
System (SARMCe).

Even though these two projects apply essentially the same teohnology and utilize similar
sensors, the mission requirements are drastically different. In the case of the 0AiMCSf there was

initially significant doubt that the mission objectives could ever be satisfied with the
state-of-the-art technology, given the extremely stringent accuracy requirements specified. Therefore,
the Phase I Feasibility Study first focussed on the analysis of performance accuracy requirements and
error budget determination, followed by a system configuration design and simulation. Iven with the
successful nompletion of the Phase I study, it was still uncertain that the extremely encouraging
simulation results could actually be achieved in a realistic flight environment. In order to verify
the feasibility of the design objectives before a muuh larger amount of resources was committed, a

Phase I1 Post Flight Evaluation Analysis Program was carried out in advance of the Phase III Real-time
Prototype System Development. Even though this lengthened the overall development schedule, it was
felt necessary in view of the risk involved.

In the case of the HINS project, there were available various types of off-the-shelf navigation
subsystems, so that a large number of equipment configurations could be designed to possibly meet the
specified mission requirements. In this case, the typical approach ig to use previous experience in

selecting two or three candidate configurations in an ad hoc manner. This has the potential danger ot
eliminating good alternatives early in the project, possibly resulting in a suboptimal configuration.
Thus# DND (Department of National Defence) decided to utilise a significant portion of the navigation
system development time to simulate and study a number of potential configurations with the aim of

identifying, developing and tomting an integrated navigation system which beat satisfied the
requirements established for the project.

The HINO approach to achieve this aim was to have the project divided in two phases. In the

Phase I System Definition and Design, extensive wonk was initially directed towards the collection of
data describing potential navigation equipment for the maritime warfare helicopter. This data base was
used in an Integrated System Evaluation Program (ISEP) to generate a large number of navigation system
sensor configurations. From these, several configurations were selected as candidates for a more
detailed simulation study. Performance assessments of the candidate configurations were conducted
using Monte Carlo and covariance analysis techniques. At the end of Phase I, a preferred configuration

• HZN8 is a registered Trade mark of the Canadian Department of National Defence
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was recommended for subsequent Phase II development. In the Phase I1 ADM Development, which in still
ongoing, the objective in to realize the Phase I recomxended system design by constructing and
developing through ground and flight testing a HINS Advanced Development Model (ADM). The system
software developed in the Phase I study is to be further refined before implementation in a MILSPEC
qualified processor. All the necessary interfaces between the processor, operator and sensors are to
be developed including the operator interface control, area navigation, data display and fault
detection, isolation and reconfiguration functions. The resulting system will be subjected to an
extensive series of ground and flight tests for the validation of its development design.

2.0 SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAX MOTION COMPENSATION REQUIRIMBNTB AND SYSTEM
DUSIGN

To attain high quality airborne imagery for the AN/APS-506 radar, it is essential that very
accurate motion compensation be applied to the radar returns to account for deviation@ of the radar
phase center from a smooth reference path, chosen a priori. The main task of the BARMOS is to
determine spurious high frequency deviations from the desired motion along the reference pathl these
displacements are used by the BAR processor to adjust the relative alignmentland phase of the radar
returns, after which it removes low frequency (quadratic) errors by autofocusing, which amounts to
fitting a quadratic phase adjustment to the radar returns across the synthetic aperture to maximime a
specified measure of image contrast.

2.1 ertion Compensation Reruirements

There are two main modes of BAR operation. In spotlight mode, the antenna in aimed at the
designated target (Figure 1) or specified coordinates, and wide bandwidth radar pulses are emitted. In
the strip-mapping mode, the orientation of the radar boresight is held constant approximately at right
angles (Figure 2) to the nominal flight path, thus illuminating a swath to the side of the aircraft.

For airbcrnu BAR processing, the ideal situation is that the radar antenna, mounted on the
aircraft# moves along a straight line in apace, transmitting and receiving pulses at equally spaced
intervals along this path, which forms the synthetic aperture. However, in ganeral, the actual path of
the antenna will deviate from the nominal path due tm aircraft turbulence, autopilot inaccuracies,
etc. These spurious motions, if uncompensated, can severely degrade the BAR image. The funution of
the motion compensation system is to sense the antenna motion, and compute the deviations between the
actual path and the nominal path. This information in then used to correct the phase of the radar
returns so that, Ultimately, as far as the radar processor is concerned, the pulses look like they were
emitted at these ideal points along the nominal track.

2.2 Performance Accuracy Reauirements

Since this project is in support of thi development of a BAR radar capability, the performance
requirement for motion compensation has been specified in terms of power spectral density (PAD) of the
tolerable error in measurement of the displacement of the antenna phase center along the radar
line-of-sight (LOB) (Figure 3). The displacement error spectrum has been divided into two componnnts.
The Portion of the POD below A Ns lies in the 'Don' t-Care Region*. This contains the components of the
displacement error which have characteriotic times longer thaii the maximum aperture time of T seconds
(A Hs - l/T seconds). Displacement error components having frequencies above A Na must be controlled
by the motion compensation system. An estimate of the 5N1 magnitude of the allowable displacement
error measured over the scene isl

6r - 0.33 mm (5148).

This is the residual displacement a,,ror along the LO to the target not tucluding contributions from
constant and linear components of diesplacement error, which have no effect on image quality, or
quadratic components which are removed by the autofocusing.

The displacement error components above A Ha affect the contrast, of the SAR image while those
below A Hs degrade resolution and produce geometric distortions of the image. Although the lower
frequency components within the KDon't-Care' regiol may affect the BAR image quality, this error
uomponent in to be oontrollad through the autofocusing algorithm. Therefore the SAPMO project only
considers error sources above the A He region. It should be emphasized that during tha early phase of
the design study, it was felt that the performance requirement of the order of a millimeter would not
likely be achieved in a practical situation as there are a large number of practical design variables
which could easily overwhelm this level of accuracy requirement.

2.3 Analysis of Error Sources

In view of the extremely stringent accuracy requirement, primary design consideration was
concentrated on eatimating the magnitude ot the contribution of major system error sources to the
residual LOS displacement error. The following error sources were considered,

uncompenaated phase ceanter motion due to antenna pointing errors
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computational and related errors arising from the imperf•ct
solution of the strapdown motion compensation equations

gyro and accelerometer errors of the strapdown XIFU

* attitude errors of the strapdown navigator

The analysis indicated that the principal sources of error in computing the LOS displacement are
the mislevela of the strapdown navigator, the error in determining the initial depression angle of the
target LOB, computational errors in navigation and targetting algorithms$ error in the measured
relative asimuth of the atrapdown IMU and the radar antenna borenight, and errors in the acoelerometers
and gyros. From the results obtained for the requited aperture under conditions of medium turbulence,
the error budget of Table 1 was drawn up.

. .Table .ERROR BUDGET

Error Source Max. Contribution to

RHO4 (mm)%

1. Sensor errors
-acelerometer 0.02 0
-gyro b09 8

PWS TOTAL (Sensors) 0.09 0

2. Computational errors 0.10 9
3. B/0 heading error 0.02 0
4. 8/0 mimlevels 0.18 30
5. S/D auimuth alignment 0.05 2
6. Asimuth angle encoder 0.05 2
7. Interpolation errors 0.10 9
6. Initial depression angle 0.15 20
9. Contingency 0Z1 20

ASS TOTAL (all) 0.33 100

2.4 SAR. C System Config~uraton

The SARMCB instrumentation that was designed arid installed on Loard the Nmtional Aeronautical
Establishment (NAM) Convair 500 aircraft for Phase 11 is shown in Figure 4. The system configuration
consists oft

a) a ring Uaser gyro inertial navigation system, denoted the master INS, which in located about
three mutres from the aircraft center of gravity,

b) a Doppler radar employing a atrapdown three-beam lambda configuration,

0) a specially designed strapdown inertial measurement unit, denoted as 1CIMB (notion Compennation
Inertial Measuremant Subsystem), which is located about 50 centimetres fcom the BAR antenna
phase centre,

d) air data sensors including a statio a~ir pressure tranduc-ar along with an air temperature probe
to determine barometric altitude.

The simplified block diagram of Figure 5 shows the SARNCU functions. All of the blocks within
the dotted line are software modules which together comprise the motion compensation prooessor. The
primary sensor is the MCZIM which accurately meenures rotational and translational 'notions., This unit
is mounted on the BAR antenna in the nose of the aircraft to provide as direct a measurement as
possible of the antenna motion. The raw measurements from the strapdown unit are processed in a
atrapdown navigator algorithm to yield antenna Position, velocity and attitide. This information is
then umed in a targetting algorithm to generate motion uorrections for the radar returns. Theoe
include, in addition to phase coriections, adjustments to the ridar pulse repetition frequency ,Ind
range gate slewing to account for aircraft motion. The air data is used to computu ba.oaltitude 'which
is needed to stabilise the vertical channel in the strapdown navigator. Outputs from a Dorpler
velocity sensor and a master inertial navigation systam on board the airaýaft are fed into a Kalman
filter algorithm along with outputs from the strapdown navigator. The Kalman filter optimally
integrates this information and estimates the errors in the various sensors. The .et effast iw a
transfer of alignment from a Doppler-damped master IN9 to the sLrapdown navigator. Thn error estimates
for the strapdown navigator are fed back into the ntrapdowr, a.gorithm and used there to correct the
relevant parameters. This error control scheme utilizing the Kalman filter is designed tn prevent a
build-up of long-term levelling errors oommonly referred to as tilts in the strapdown platform which,
as indicated in Table 1. are important contributors tu motion compensation evrors.
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2.5 UARMCS 6imulation Software

The OARMCS simulation software is divided into 3 separate packages:

a. The Data synthesill Packale ganerates realistic synthe•ic data from the system eLoL models which
include

• scrspdown IMU modal
, Master INS model
* Doppler radar model
* Atmospheric pressure and temperature models

b. The Data Processing Package can process both synthetio and real sensor data. It implemenlts the
motion compensation processor of Figure 5, which includes

. strapdown navigation and sansor compensation algorxthmm
h haromttfic altitude algorithm
K Kalman filter

, targetting algorithms

0. The Evaluation PeokAee evaluates the performance of the prooesming package by comparing computed
master and etrapdown navigator positional velocities and attitudes with corresponding accurate
reference data generated by the Synthesis Package.

2,6 Kalman Filter Design

A biseline 35 state Kalman filter was developed to indicate the best level of achievable
performance. The filter in machanisud using Bierman's U-0 factorized formulation [1 . The filter
structure in implemented in such a way that arbitrary subseti of the full error state vector may be
selected for a particular run by specifying values for input parameter tables. Similarly any subset of
measurements may Is selected. This rasults in a very flexible design tool. An error control routine
uses position, velocity and misalignment error state values to correct position, velocity and attitude
estimates of the •hrapdown navigator after each filter update, unless the update occurm during a BAR
window. The corroapond~ng irror states are zeroed after executing error control.

The complete get of error states is specified in Table 2. The measurements used to obtain the
baseline filter simulation results presented in the next section are given in Table 3. Additional
measurements were mechaniszd, namelyj master/strapdown velocity matching, am wall as 2-dimonsional
versions of all Ehe position and velocity matching measurements, constructed in the level componqnt. of
the wander azimuth coordinates.

2,,7 Sub-Oo tmal Kalman Filter Desi•n

For practical implementation, a suboptimal 21 stats Kalmail filter was designed. The error state
vector is described In Table 4.

The evror dynamics of the system states il subvectors xm and x. are modelled in the
Kalman filter using the general propagation equations for a ý angle (true frame) inertial error
formuletion [2] resolved In a wander esimuth frame. The augumentirg states in xmi xd, and xsi,
which represent tiale-correlatid errors in the various instrumenta, are modelldd as first-order Markov
processes.

The modul~ling of rnlative .trapdown {S/D) system errors instead of absolute B/D system errors in
the state vector in a desLiyP decision that in motivated by several considerations. First, from a
Lheoretcal viewpoint, this in an sppropriate choice because meaburementS construCt*d by comparing
information from two system. w'th the same error dynamics only allow "observability of the relative
error between the two systems, A practical motivation fcr modelling relative B/D errors is that for
this came where S/D instrument errors are expected to be much larger than measter INS instrument error.,
it con be shown that the estimation of xa and XsL is essentially decoupled from the estimation of
xm, xmi and xd, In the snent that no rignificant cortelation develops between these two sets of
subveoctorm during Kalman filter operation. This behaviour is mathematically equival.nt to having two
independent Kalman filters, one of which accomplishes transfer-of-alignment from the master to the S/D
platform while the other performs Doppler-damping of master errors. This in a robust configuration in
that the effects of alight mismodelling of the lower quality N/D IMU in the Kalman filter cannot feed
back through the velocity matching measurements to corrupt the estimation of master system errors,

One feature of the BAIU4CS Kalman filter that noticeably distinguishes it from a navigation-type
Kalman filter in the absence of measurements that bound the inertial position error. This is a direct
consequence of tailoring the Kalman filter for the specific task of performing accurate S/D platform
alignment. The presence of B/D position errors have only a relatively weak effect on the buildup of

t



plaform misalignments and velocity errors, so there is no need to accurately estimate them in the

SAIR4CS. In fact, SaD position states are dropped altogetherl the use of the ý angle error formulation

for the Kalman filter inertial error models conveniently allows this to be done without impacting on

the filter's ability to estimate S/P velocity errors and platform mionlignments from the velocity

matching measurements.

zt La worthy to note that the choice of augmenting atates in the SAAMCS Kalman filter is based

primarily on the criterion of obeervability. The states in xmi, xd and xei represent only those

significant instrument error* that are separately observable with the given measurements.

2.7.1 Measurement Modelling

The Kalma,w filter processes a set of four measurementw every 10 seconds to update the state

vector and associated error covariance matrix. Two master-Doppler velocity matching measurements are

formed from the x and y components of the following vector velocity difference, cooldinatiled in the

aircraft body frames

vm - vo - Vd + U XLmd (1)

whert Vm is master indicated velocity, Vd is Doppler indicated velocityp W is aircraft angl~lar rate

and rm is the lever arm from the master INS to the Doppler antenna. The other two measurements are

maoier-S/D velocity matching measurements calculated as the x end y components of the following vector

velocity difference, coordinatised in the wander aximuth frame.

"YMa " vm - VA + Wx aLm (2)

where Vg i B/D indicated velocity, X.me is the lever arm from the master INS to the antenna-mounted
INU and Vm and w are as defined for ( 1 ) . The Kalman filter measurement model is derived by
perturbing ( 1) and (2 ) and expressing the results in terms of the modelled error states.

3.0 BARK BIMULATION AND FLIGHT T88T VIRIFICATION

The mission profile for the Simulation is shown in Figure 6. It ie conaistent with the flight
tolerance limits of the CV 580 research aircraft, It involves an initial climb to an altitude of 1U00
metres, followed by a racetrack manoeuvre after 10 minutes and an a-turn 20 minutes after takeoff.
This AN followed by a period of nominally straight and level flight during which 23 SAR apertures are
simulated. About 1 hour after takeoff, a second s-turn is carried out to control the strapdown
navigator heeding error. This is followed by another Section of straight and leve3 flight during which
9 more SAR apertures ate simulated. All simulation results art obtained using the baseline Kalman

filutr design unless otherwise stated,

3.1 Simulation Aeoulte

Figures 7 to 9 show the north velocity, roll and heading errors of the strapdown navigator,
tugether with R34 values computed from the Kalman filter error covariance. The pitch error has similar
charsaoteristice to those of the roll error. Notice that the I a bound of the roll error conforms well
with the single run error ttace. In Figure O, the heading error RMS is reduced to the level of master
heading error after the second S-turn.

Figures 10 and 11 show the LOS displacement error before a.lli after sutofo.using. The
performance is well within the stated requirements.

Simulation results indicating the performance of the suboptimal 21 state filter are shown in
Figure 12. This plot depicts the roll errors of the strapdown navigator, as well as the filter
predicted 10 value. From comparison of Figure 12 to Figure 8, the performanue of the two filters in
quite similar except for brief Periods during aircraft manoeuvres.

3.2 rlight Testing Philosophy

The philosophy for flight testing the SAR4Cs system involves validating the correct operation of

ubsynt•em configurations which increase in complexity until the complete configuration is attained.
This type of approach provides a Systematic method for detecting end ýeolsting unexpected error sources
in the hardware and/or software functions. There are five sequential mteps in this fJight test plaoe

1) evaluate the performanue of the MaNter/baro subsystem.

2) evaluate the performance of the MCIHS/baro subsystem,
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3) evaluate the performance of the Master/Doppler/baro/ subnystem,

4) evaluate the performance of the Master/Doppler/baro/MC1MS subsystemr

5) eveluate the performance of the full $ARMCS with all SAu•M(S setisors utilized.

In the first four steps, the subsystems are tested to verify that their velocity accuracies are
consistent with expected values predicted by the earlier simulations. A flight reference system (PRS)
in used to provide the "truth" data for eo-aluation of these subaystems. The FRS 0mploya an extended
Kalman filter which optimally integrates precision microwave ranges from a Del Norte Trimponder system
with information from an LTN-91 inertial navigation system. For the FRS, three ground transponders are
positioned at surveyed locations. They provide a rectangular coverage area of width 45 kilometres and
length 130 kilometres within which at least two ranges with good geometry are received by the
aircraft. Under these conditions, the PRS provides continuous aircraft velocity information accurate
to 0.1 metres/second and position information accurate to 10 metres. This accuracy in sufficient for
svaluating these subsystems since velocity errars in the order of 1 metre/second are expected.

After it has been verified that the various subconfigurations are operating properly, the final
step involves testing the full SAmMC' configuration by applying motion corrections computed by the
SARMC8 system to spotlight BAR data. The extent to which the SAR image is enhanced is the ultimate
indication of the performance of the SARMCS

3.3 Flight Test Results

Currently, neither motion compensation nor BAR procea•ing are implemented in real-time.
Instead, the radar ;atsp recorded on high density digital tape, and the raw navigation data, recorded
oki computer compatible tape, ere processed iii a ground-based facility. Am a first step in the
proceraing, motion compensation vectors are generated and applied to the radar data$ and then the
actual BAR processing is done.

Figures 13 to 16 indicate the performance of the SARM4CS using the suboptimal Kalman filter.
Figure 13 shows the motion compensated BAR image of essentially a point scatterer. The target is a
satellite reoeivirg station's 10 motor reflector-type antenna, squippod with a dual grequency S/X-band
feed. The X-band feed was short circuited in order to provide a strong reflection from the antenna.
In this type of display, the vertical scale is signal amplitude, one horizontal scale is distance along
the radar line-of-sight, and the other horizontal scale is distance perpendicular to the radar
line-of-sight. Theoretically, the SAX image for a point target should be one sharp peak, which is
fairly close to what is being achieved in this image.

Figure 14 shows the samo radar data but processed without inotion compensation. Here, it is
apparent that the effect of spurious uncompinsated aircraft motion is to cause energy from the main
peak to spill out into aide lobes. The implination of thim for a more typical image containing many
point targets in that weaker targets in the vicinity of dtrong~r ones might be completely obscured by
this sidelube energyp in optical terms, the resulting image would be described *s having poor contrast.

Fijure 15 shows a motion-componsated BAR strip map image taken of the Sudbury area in northern
Ontario. The strip is about 650 metres wide and 1500 metros long. The area is near the nickel smelter
in Sudbury that refines the ore from the surrounding mines. The dim lines are roads, and the brighter
ones are railway tracks. The very bright lines are pipes that lead into a cluster of five circular
storage tanksy the radar refleotion off the circular edge of one of the tanks can be clearly seen in
the image.

Again, Figure 16 shows the same piece of radar data but processed withuot motion corrections.
The image is initially focused but then starts to smear out as the aircraft deviates from the nominal
straight line track. In this care, the deviation is a result of a 2 dmgree change in aircraft
heading. Th. pipelines can barely be distinguished in this image.

4.0 WINS MISSION MQUIRSMBNTS ANdD SYSTEM4 DFSiGN

The :oles of the military maritime htlicopter inoJude anti-submarino warfare (ABW), anti-murface
ship targeting (ABST} and weapons delivery, ocean su.vsil.ance, and search end roscue. Many of uho
missions must be carried out At ultra-low altitudes under all weether and vimibility conditions.
The increased range, speed and accuracy of modern weapun systems impose stringent accuracy and
reliability requiements upon the aircraft nai.1gation systom. to enhance miision oucomes in a hostile
environment, the flight orew needs to operstu weapon systems, target acquibiti)n and designation
systems, radar detection, night vision oyatsms and, perhaps, dngaga in air-to-air combat. The
traditional manual dead reckoning task can no lnger provide the ,equired performance accuracy end
would unnecessarily distrec'. the flight crew from performing mlolo;i cit!Q4l runctin.J.
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4.1 Mission Requirements

For the ASW mission the helicopter navigation system must maintain stable and accuratu tactical

plots over long periods of time. In the anti-surface ship targetting role, high orders of absolute and

relative navigational accitracy are vital to rapid and successful action. There are further

complicating factors as well. Operations must often take place uneer radio silence and shore-based or

satellite navigation aids May be dostroyed or jasmed during wartime. The small crew of the helicopter

must not be burdened with monitoring the functioning of, or updating# the navigation system.

Consideration of these factors has led to the following minimum operational accuracy requiramentaz

I. Radial Position Error (951)t

- with external aids* 2.0 nautioal miles (nm)**
- without external aids 1.5 nm/hr

II. Radial Velocity Error (95%)t

- with external aids* 3.0 ft/sec**

- without external aids 4.0 ft/sec

Iil. Attitude oreor (95%)l 0.5 deg

IV. Heaoing Errol (95%) l 0.5 dog

*External aide are tnose systems such as Omega, Loran and the r•lobal
PoeitioniVg System (GPS) which rely upon tranamiesers which are
located external to the aircraft and may be unavailable during
wartime. INSs Doppler and Rader are representative of internal or
self-contained aids.

** it in recognised that th-se performance levels can be exceeded hy

a large margin if, as expected, OPS is part Of the HINS.

4.2 M~ismion Profiles

Vor the design of an advanced integrated navigation system# it is
important to define the mission operationel environment$ since integrated
system performance Lo some extent depends on the constraints and requirements
of the navigation sensors in each stage of tha mission.

Two representative mission profiles for the maritime helicopter have
been developed for use during the HINE simulation studies, The first profile
is typical of an ASW sonobuoy mission while the second represents an ASW
Convoy screening mission, The HINS flight test program would seek to fellow
flight profiles similar to the*e,

4.2.1 ASW Sonobuoy Mission (see Figurep 17 and 18)

(1) Mission Alert, (10 minutes)

-aircraft power turned on# heliooptar-destroyer at speed of 18 knots. A
contact is detected by the ship sensors at a range of 90 nm and a beating
At 90 degrees to the ship's course.

(2) Launch and Climbs (10 minutesL

-clims at a raýe of 800-1000 ft/Mill. to a cruise altitude of 5000 ft.

-airspeed during climb 90-100 knots.

-uvurse 235 degrees.

(3) Enroute/Crulsel (45 Minutes)

-course 235 degrees.

-speed 140 knots, sit 5000 ft., distance flown 100-110 nm.

(4) Bonobuoy PatternDrovi ._[25 minutes)

-drop altitude 5000', speed 90 kts.
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-rate 1/2 turns (1.5 deg/aec), 15 deg bank angle.

-eight sonobuoys, 5 nm spacing.

(5) Orbit/Sonobuoy Monitors (40 minutes)

-orbit altitude at 5000 ft., speed 70 kts, circular or racetrack pattern, may alternate direction.

-10 nm long orbits, 15 minute cirouits.

(6) Looalize/Additional Sonobuoy Drops (15 minutes)

-uontaot passes between sonobuoys A and B.
-helicopter descends to 500 ft at 1000 ft/min, flies 7 nm downrange and inserts two additional
sonobuoys at C and D.

- orbit at 500 ft for 10 minutes to monitor sonobuoya A, 3, C and D.

(7) Magnetic Aomaly Detector (MAD) WWun (I1 minutes)

-use MAD to obtain a precise fix on the target by flying 1000 ft diameter oveml at 200 ft alt,
always flying in the same direction.

-speed 90 kts, rate 1 turns (3 deg/sec), 22 degrees of bank.

-straight and level re-fly over high probability area,

(B) Attackt (5 minutes)

-helicopter descends to 150 ft and releasew torpedo.

(9) Transit Seck to Shio_ (50 minutes)

-climb to 5000 ft.
-transit speed 140 k(t.

4.2-.2. Convoy screening Mission (see Figure 19)

The maritime hulioopter provides close-in ASW screening support ho task force operation in open
ocean, Dipping sonar is used to search a moving sector formed by a 60 deg arc some 9-12 miles in front
of the ships.

(1) Mission Alert, (10 minutes)

- aircraft power on.

(2) Launch/Climb/Bnroutel (7 minuter)

-climb tn 150 ft, transit 10 nm to the search seotor and begin first sonar dip at point A.

-craneit speed of 140 knots.

O3A) Sonar DioPing| (15 minute cycle)
-this dipping sequence is repeated continuously for the duration of the 4 hr mission, with sonar

dip pte. at A, 8 and C within the sector.

-cruise velocity between dips is 90 kis.

-cruise altitude between dips is 150 ft.

(3B) Dipping 09ers'4ion,

(a) - 700 to 1000 ft before dip point helicopter turns into wind with rate 1/2 turn. 15 deg

bank, slows to 70 kto and descends to 150 ft altitude

(b) - transition to the hover at 50 ft altitud6 (max power setting, rrax vibrition).

- lower nonar, hover at 50 ft for approximntely 6 minutes.

(c) - retract sonar, move to next dip point at 70 kit and 150 ft altitude.



(4) Repeat Sonar Dipping Cycle 3B(b) and 3B(c) above]

(5) Return to Ship: _(10 minutes)

- velocity 140 kts.

4.3 Candidate Configuration.Selection

A wide variety of types and brands of navigation sensors can contribute to meeting the
mission requirements of maritime helicopter*. The following list of generic navigation subsystems
in considered to have merit in the HINS applicatioa:

Global Positioning System (OPS),
Inertial Navigation system (INS),
Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS),
Doppler Radar,
TACAN,
Omega,
Air Data System,
Strapdown Magnetometer,
Loran,
Radar Altimeter.

In order to make an intelligent selection of a preferred HINS configuration, much information
about candidate subsystems is required for evaluation. Amongst the characteristics for which
information was sought are:

i) Performance (navigation parameterp Occuracy, error characteristics)
ii) Cost
iii) Reliability (mean time between failure)
iv) Weightp volume and power
v) Commonality with in-service equipmcnt
vi) Suitability for helicopter environment

Other characteristics such as maintainability, logistics comnmonality with in-service equipment
and helicopter suitability are being considered on a continuing basis throughout the study.

4.3.1 Evaluations Using Integrated System Evaluation Program (ISEP)

A aomputer-aidud procedure called ISSP was developed during Phase T to systematLolly develop
candidate configurations. ISEP generates a manageable number of configurations, lists the system
characteristics and calculates the predicted performance of the integrated system. The many candidate
configurations can then be quick3y reviewed by the designer and a subset selected for detailed
simulation and analysis, A block diagram representation of ISIP is shown in Figure 20. The simplified
error models for all the sensors considered are described in Table 5. XSEP uses a simplified net of
esnsor error models in a covariance analysis routine to generate performance predictions for the HINS
configurations. For example, initially simplified INS and AHR8 error models wcre used to coarsely
represent the error characteristics of medium accuracy INS and AMIRS type aubsyatams, respectively.

One of the aims of the HINS Phase I project is to determine the optimum sensor configuration
which satisfies the performance requirements. This doom not necessarily mean that the nptimum
configuration will consist of those sensors which provide the higheat level of accuracy. The trade-off
of system accuracy with cost, reliability, weight and size must be considered during the equipment
selection process. For example, in the selection of either an INS or AHRS, the ISUP can be effectively
used to determine whether an AHIM can satisfy the mission requirements or the improved accuracy to be
gaintd from using a more accurate INS is justified in light of the associated cost, reliability and
weight penalty. In addition, due to the lower cost of running the IO0P than that of a detailed
generalised covariance analysis program, it in possible to use ISEP to identify critical design
elements that requira special attention during the detailed simulation and analysis portion of the
project.

Some of the issu•s which can be initially addressed using ISZP are

i) the benefits of doppler aiding,
ii) the effects of initialisation errors,
iii) mission profile sensitivity, and
iv) the benefit of external aiding.

There are five main sets of data which ISEP requires to generate the candidate configurations:

a) Mission requirements - performance spocificationes
b) Sensor characteristics - cost, MTSF, weight., ato.
c) Mission profiles - used to generate trajectories

--- -------
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d) Sencor error models
e) Selection ctiteria - weight or volume limits, etc.

4.3.2. ISEP Evmluation Results

The ISEP output data for a sample candidate configuration is shown in Table 6. The candidate
HINS performance was evaluated by ISEP for both the aided mode of operation (externally referenced
saniorn such as GPS or Omega were contributing to the solution. and the unaided mode. It should be
noted that unaided mode performance was evaluated assuming the availability and use of the Doppler
velocity sensor.

The figurs of merit for the unaided performance is the ! ý,t squares fit of the radial position
error rate in nautical miles per hour (95%). The figures of merit for the aided performance are the
maximum 3nd average radial position error in nautical miles (95%0. In all cases the calculated figures
of merit ore for two dimensional (level axes only) position erLore.

The ISEP simlation results are of course dependent on ýhe types of sensor error models and
mission protieow considered. There was significant uncstainzy eegardin, whow closely the performance
predictions using these simplified models match the true ppvformance of the system under
consideration. Therefore, it was felt necessary to generate pessLmistic *s well as optimistic ISEP
performance results in addition to the nominal results. In this simplified peefurmance evaluation, the
Doppler and Omega errors are represented by three different setn of parameters as shown in Table 7 to
provide us with the envelope of performance results. The pessimistic values were chosen Lo represent
reduced-order suboptimal filter design and the use of poorer quality sensors. The optimistic values
were selected to represent the limit of 4ohievable performance.

In addition, it was found that the performance results of both the unaided and aided
configurations depend very much on the condition of initial aliqnment. Therefore, three sate of
initialization conditions were assumed (Table 8) to represent the ground fine alignment, shipboard fine
aligns,ent and in-air alignment. The initial conditions specified for ahipLoard fine alignment assumed
much poorer initial velocity and position accuracy figures than those specified for ground fins
alignment.

As a whole, the IdEP results indicate thAt all con~igurations considered can fully satisfy the
weight and vut objectives, and it is unlikely thac the Omega subsystem could provide accurate enough
exturital references to meet the maritime warfare helicopter performance requirements. Based on the

-Mp results, a decision was made to proceed with the selection of UPS end totally discard Omega from
further design considoeration.

In reviewing the ISEP results it was clear that the performance results of an integrated system
using AHRS depends heavily on the missiun profiles, initialisation conditions and the extent of OPS
availability. This implies that the filter design of an AHaS/Doppler/MiS integrated system should be
subject to much more stringent performance and sensitivity analyses than the design of the
INS/Doppler/GPS integrated system. In order to have a more complete Phase I study and to ascertain th^
selection of the best integrati.n configuration for HINS, it was felt necessary to proceed with more
detailed covariancm analysis and Monte Carlo simulations on two candidate configurations. They are
iatogorized as medium and high options, roughly b~ised upon their cost and performance as follows:

Medium Option Configuration

AHAS/7)oppler/GYS

High Option ConfiguratLon

INS/Doppler/GPI

5.0 SIMUJLATION ANALYSIS AND ItECOMENDATION

5.1 Simulation and Performance Analysis

To properly analyse the performance of various candidate configurations, a versatile simulation
package waz developeO. Since the fidelity and performance prediction of these configurations are of
prime importance, a substantial portion of this development project was expended generating complete
and accurate error models. Thew* activities are described as follows:

a) Gntnrate the navigation aensor urror i"odis.
b) Develop the integration algorithms to blend the seasor outputs.
c) Generate a set of mission profiles to Le used for trajeutory generatson.
d) Develop control and display soft.are
e) Develop diagnostic software to detect sensor failure.



In the detailed simulation analysis both covariance analysis and Monte Carlo simulation software

were used. CovarLance analysis software is effective for the design of integration filetrs because it

provides ensemble statistical data. Because ensemble statistics are the outputs, covariance analysis

can (in many circumstances) reduc'p the need for computationally intensive Monte Carlo simulations.

This statistical information can be used to assess candidate Kalman filter designs and to project the

performance of a particular navigation system configuration. Coearionoe analysis is very uaeful for
anneasing the effects of mismatch between the filter design model and the "real world" or truth model.
In addition, it can be readily used to establish error contribution tables and error budgets which let
the filter designer focus in on the major error contributors.

However, Monte Carlo simulation also has its place in the design of suboptimal Kalman filters.
Simulation can be particularly effective in assessing the effect of nonlinearitiea which are difficult
to address in the covariance analysis framework. Also, certain types of mismatches between the Kalman
filter model and the truth model are more conveniently addressed with the simulation program than with
the covariance program. An example of this is the sensitivity assessment of the effect of sea current
correlation time mismatch.

Another area in which the Monte Carlo simulation has been of more use than the covariance
analysis program has been in the investigation of the effects of unmodeled manoeuvre-dependent sensor
errors. Specifically, the AMRS based HINS simulation made apparent undesired responses of the filter's
sensor error states to disturbances, caused by unmodelled sensor errors. Finally, covariance analysis
software will never be able to replace the function of simulation software for final checkout of Kalman
filter code.

Detailed simulation and error models for all the relevant navigation equipment and environmental
disturbances (wind, sea currents) have been developed for the performance evaluation and sensitivity
analysis. Table 9 presents a summary of typical error models and performance parameters for several
4iavigation subsystems and sensors.

Figure 21 shows the 95% percentile radial position, velocity and relative velocity errors of the
p3 RLO and LTO AJIS configuration with oPs for the sonobuoy mission. With all sensors/subsystems
fully operational, the performance of the two configurations are essentially the same, both satisfying
all HINS performance goals. This is because GPS dominates the navigatlon solution providing a highly
accurate reference for control of system position, velocity and altitude errors.

Fiqure 2A compares the radial position orrors of the RXG and AHMR configurations without GPS for
the entire sor.obuoy mission. As would be expected, the performance of the RLG based system is clearly
superior to the AHRS configuration, with an 95 percentile error rate limited to 0.9 nm/hr over the
entire miss)on primarily due to the superior performance of the ALO. The difference in performance of
the two configurations is most pronounced in the first hour, in which the helicopter normally flies a
constant heading while transiting to the area to be investigated. Hera, the 95 percentile error rate
of the APAS based system is approximately 5.2 tm/hr. The position error is reduced dramatically, from
4.2 nm to 2.8 nm, after completion of the transit leg following execution of a turn into the search
area.

Figure 23 shows the radial position and relative velocity errors of the .LG and APRS system.
The ,4rformance of the AHRS based configuration is only slightly worse than that of the RLO based HINS,
bect use both syste,*11 obtain substantial calibration during the period in which GPS in avatlable, and
subsequent to the 'outagof doppler velocity data is heavily relied upon to produce the indicated
per:formance,

5.2 Recommended ADM Confi.urationy

Based on the evaluation of many more detailed simulation results, the system configuration of

E'igure 24 is recommended for subsequent Phase II development. The main hardware items in the HINS ADM
erea

Honeywell H 423 p
3 

INS
Rock-ll-Collin& 3A 5-channel p-code receiver
Canadian MArcoAi AN/APN-235 4-beam Doppler Velocity Sensor (DVS)
Pacer Air Data Sensor (IAS)
Uevelco 920e C straleown magnetometer
JET 204 L Vertical Gyro (VG)
DY-4 M68020 Navigation Computer

As shown in Figure 24, the navigation bus interfaces the primary sensors (INS, GPS, DVS) with
Lii navigation computer system (NCS), which contains the Integrated Navigation Software. The ADS and
VG interface directly to the NCS via an AkINC 429 interface, #ind the magnetometer via an analog
interface. The Control Computer System (CCS), which serves as a smart interface between the NCS and
the Qontrol Disiay Unit (CDU) , is connected to the NCS by a second 1553 B data bus. It should be
noted that the back-up VG and magnetometer can be replaced by a low cost AHRS.
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The principbl reasons for recommendationi of tile VNU 84-1 F
3 

I1•L INS over the DTG MRS are its

riliability and it6 performance. Greatex MTBF f,.r the It,G INS in expected to make the life cycle cost

difference between the INS BINS jnd the AHRS hIjS Eaaller than the acquisition cost difference.

Furthermore, the MTHW advantage of the RUG INS will improve the operational readiness of the

HINS-equipped ASW helicopter.

The performance advantage of the PRL INS based 11INB is important only in degraded operational

moden (Figure 25). Hownver, it in considared likely thet the BINS will be required to operate without

Doppler radar under certain conditions. In thfi, .ituation, if GPS becomes unavailable for any reason,

the INS based BINS will provide much better navigation accuracy than the AIIRS based NINO.

Disadvantages of the RLG INS based BINS are its greatcr weight and volume, and its larger

acquisition coat. Should the approximately 2S-30 lbs weight difference of tho two inertial measurement

units be-ioe critical for BINS, then the AHRE based BINS might be the beat choice. A similav comment

applies to the volume difference between the two aubaytlLms.

The coat difference iasue is more complex, in part because of the effect of MTBF on life cycle

coat.. However, another factor to be considered is production quantity. Due to the relatively asmall

number of inertial measurement unite that would be purchased for NINO, there are subtasn~ial cost

advantage.• to be gained using navigation equipment that has other high volkume applications. The 8HU

84-1 RLG INS is expected to achieve very large (compared tu BINS) production quantities, which would be
beneficial in terms of BINS coots.

A Dopplet radar velocity sensor has been recommended for NIO8 rather than a Doppler navigation
system. The Doppler velocity sensor meetm all basic requirements of the BNS8 applf.ation. Although

purchase of the navigation aystem version for HINS would have some benefits # they do not appear to
outweigh the cost and weight penalties.

A 5-channel .-code GP1 receiver for BINS was recommended, which will provide highly accurate
position and velocity data (nominally 50 ft (RMS) and 0.3 ft/s (RHB) respectively). These data are

used by the Kalman filter to aliqn the inertial sensors for enhanced free-inertial operation should GPS
fall or be unavailable at some point in a miesion.

An 18-mtate Kalman filter design has been recommended for the INS-based BINS. A filter of this
site appears to be a good compromise between performance and airborne processing capabilities. The
itate variables ares

xey position errors (wander azimuth)
x,y velocity errors (wander azimuth)
xMy,z platform misalignments (wander aximuth)

x,y accelerometer biases (body)
x,y,s gyro biases (body)
DVS x scale factor error
DVS a boresight error
north, east sea currents
north, east winds

The measurements used in this filter ar*ea

3-D DVS velocity
2-D GPS position
2-D OPS velocity
2-D ADS velocity
2-0 operator entered position
2-0 SINS velocity

The Doppler measurements are corrected for wind blown water motion based on operator entered

aurface wind velocity, by a means similar to that of [3] . The default mode of operation of this filter
is for over-water use. A transition to over-land flight is indicated by an Over Land/Water discrete
and appropriate changes to the filter made.

The measurements Are constructed in a prefilter which runs at I Ha. Every ten prefilter cycles

the averaged measurements are sent to the Kalman filter. The corrections produced by this filter are

suitably modified and used either in correction of the outputs of the INS in open.loop operation, or in

resetting the INS in in-motion alignment or in closed-loop navigation.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

In this lecture, we have presented two distinct mission-specific inertLally-based integrated
navigation system development projects. In the BARNCE, we have shown how a high-risk development

project can be beat handled with careful attention to detailed assessment of key error sources and with
a well-planned sequence of steps in the development and flight teat evaluation plan. In the INS8, we
have dedicated significant development effort in modulling, simulation and trade-off etudies. The
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performance of the candidate configurations ware carefully evaluated through Monte Carlo and covariance
analysis with apecific attention to mission profiles. The future prospect for the SAR14CS looks very
promising. The SAPJMCS development, as well as the entire SAR spotlight mode development project, is on
schedule to be completed in time for the CP-140 lo1 range patrol aircraft radar update in the
mid-1990's. The Ha1s is expected to be installed on all Canadian NSA helicopters. This technology not
only can be used to produce a modern high performance robust navigation system for Military Marine
helicýpters, but also is flexible enough for applicatton to other integrated navigation requirements.
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FIGURE 22
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TABLE 5 - ISEP SIMPLIFIED ERROR MODELS

SENSOP DESCAIPTIIIl PER AXIS RA$ (Inl CORRELATED
TI/OMEISTANC[

GPS 3 Olmonflowll Positloe flx Errors s0 ft
3 0ipostonal Velocity fix Errors 0.3 ft/lse

ON&A 2 Orthogonal Position Error %.0 .I. 0.3 . 4 hr.

KAGNeITOWTER Heldi'o, ""i [PRP 1.

H,4oi1 Random Error 0.1

LORAN 2 Posltlon Error% 0.2 rm

rACAN Corralatod Rang" Error U.1 IU 0.6 hr
Uncorrelatjd Nolso 100 ft
Corr1:,t:d 1iIrln? Error I* U.02 hr
Un• o a0d farn mail@)'

DOPPLER :,-Adli total Vj;*lt/ Erro0 Effects 0.6- -' 0.. 3 hr,

Uncarrolated Errw- 0.5 - 1.66

RADAR ALrIrMrT[ Uncorreliatd Error 2-.t

ARK4S Gyro Drift .6o'ihr 2.5 - 3 hrt
Aiciorolamtor Drift 600 PI 0. - 3 hro

INS Gyro Urlit 0.035"/hr 0.6 - 3 hre
Gyro an•o walk O.OOIS*/0
Accolvro *. -p Drift 35 I4 0.1 - 3 Mrs

WIND Correlated Error So ft/sec I hr
9&4d=m Fluctudt Ion $ ftt,1sC

TABLE 6 - ISEP OUTPUT DATA

HAI4IFACI TINE CO, ! 00T0UK PG0dER 0140001 0 0A3URf 7 0A Si
M1ODEL Nil CANADIAN HTIF WEIGHT ASIS631 VALUE , VALUE k VALUE 3

Litti. i1 0060100LW .702 WH10 wb-d/shr rw-d/shr ach-mig
I t.643 yes 601o 44.040 No .010 OS 46.00

Oarcot ' GP5 6030 ,04, W250 19-ret V-ft/oec
arZCh eaS Cot t 60000 UK 45.00 .3

"Flonpi•oi' A Td.HIs I0000 .062 42r 7lt-S
AON.1'4 Ho 4000 4.400 No 4.00

Me-OoI O04-Rid 00 '.'0 VkiS o.0 02.0 vs-.%
£P1•.2? Yes 2900 30.000 Yes :1;o .170 1 O01

'Aarao,.I Air-Data N/A .402 30 ait-ft k A-o'kot
IN14) UtK 3000 01.200 4/A 26.00 S6.lO

prv Co Hag-Nut 1I0 .005 W4.3 Ott-4eq0.0l4 H~•• o 0 .300 HO a.010

Total LAt -'5112',?0 (6IUS 83)
CT:a1dio Content I 040
total Volume NIS cu-tI
Total 4el.0t 4.0 1 110
Sy"tee ATOP * 698.1 hri
(ittle model)

Million fortoPant. (lit radial positloa error)

(Joaldrd Perfnran•e * .01187 o. lr
4A4d PerfnrN.o e rmael ( 0.01040 n.

Al.d PorformAce (40vi 0.00940 o

TABLE 7 - OMEGA AND DOPPLER SIMPLIFIED ERROR MODELS

PESMSI NOINIOAL optimisti1c
Pr:0 Axls OeLOAR~tjO 010 4071 1rO. TIM1 P1ER £400 CON. TIME

ri-.pia Cur. Moist 0.00 0.20 Hour 1.O0 5,1Ho tT 0.0 Mour

r1uo 1 ler Uncor. Nio. 0.00 0.01 £0L Corw Car. 020 1 .. r . .0 2 orr 0£J nH 4.0 dour

Owt U~~r. Muol, 41.4) H IU0 A A141

TABLE 8 -INITIALIZATION CONDITION

'i I1.Nq t IINT l( At PGAMEN1N AL [GAM1N1
LAS Att riot l.i m0ii 19 wad4

AZIMUTH7 I 0.14 I l 71) ?0r4d

0FLO'AtY 0.0 ft/wK I0. fta'e S fIl/SC

POSITI0N 0.2 -. .54 fa I

0001S ATrlTU10 ['.5 wr4 0.3 -ad 1I U...

Al TiJ7 1 -oned 0 ftad w1L -00d

VELOCITY U.2 ft/.t, 0.5 ft',c )0 pti/te

POSI I 1oN0 1.2 no O.04 n I I
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TABLE 9 - COVARIANCE ANALYSIS TRUTH MODEL

AM Laval Gyro Was s akra 10 Ihr 0.2 dag/hr
vertical Gyro S-- GausMrwrw 0h 03dg

Gy'ro Mllaummnt Cause Marker r. a10 hr sI are me"yr Randm Walk Random Walk 000 pd /%S.
Gyro Sal. FelerGauss Morkov r lm b 10 hrm

Lo'I yr ga-sewtive ag ak'v 0h 0.1 dog/hr/B
Vertica a IoeAltive Cause Markew r n 10bh 0.2 dog brig:Va0a Gyogoasluvo Gaueaa Markoy r 10 hr a'Idog /hr/g'

Vertcal -sesitve AUJa Markov 1. 10I hr 0 I dog/hrig3

Level Acceleometelr Dism Gauss Markev T 0 10 hr 10merg
Verteica AcceoleomtreBtu Gl auss Marker r a 10 hr t00 Mier"g

Aeoloimatr Maelgnout Gaug Harlker lu 10 hr 2 0 an e a
______Accealermeter ocl atr Dauma Markey . u 10 hr 20 r

TINS Laval Gyro Nus Gaust Marker, r = 100 hr 0.008 dog /hr
Vertical Gyro Btu Omua Marks, 7 -10* hr 0.0"1 ig/r

GyoMiluign ouat Gaua. Makrks r a.100 hr I arc Boo
Gyr Seals Factor Caue UiarkeIuow t b0 r a pp=
Gyro Random Walk Random Walk 0.002 dog 0ivEw
Lovel Acceleomeoter Diss Gaues Mark.r in 10 hr 40 microgI
Vortlea Accelerometer Dim U o. Marks, vr a 10 hr 100 micrs-6

- Gauao ark.' Tm10 hr Dre,
OPS iPosition, Gaussllarkow r 1.0hr 30.0 ft

=a002 Position uncorrolatod 0.0 At
aait" 11aeorrulated 40.8 ft/000

DOPPLER Spow Oftot IGause Mark., au 10 hr 0.1 knot
RADAR scale Foater Go GamMark.~ in lotr 0.18 poroeon

Do____ Siha Ckw.ftause U~rkov ra 1.0 hr 10dge

mAn-0KO . a"Gus=o-rt 1.0 hr 1.0 degree

MZ. n yleGu wu Ir 0hr 0.7 degree
Twoii I.Vl Cas ok .ra10 hr 0.7 degree

________ Uncerrelatad 0. 1 deffar
WAAN seiarift so. Tau 1.kwra .1 4 dogro

InerltddsIan t as akv- .r 01
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- IDEVELOPMENT OF A MARINE INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM

by

D.V. Liang, Head, Electromagnetics Sectio.%

J.C. MoMillan, Group Leader, System Design

Defence Research Establishment Ottawa

Ottawa, Ontario

Canada KiA 0Z4

SUMMARY

Startling advances in electronics and computer technologies over the last two decades have
I significantly altered the scope of military operations, weapon systems and some of the required

• supporting services. Th, increased range, speed and accuracy of modern weaspon ystems impose stringent
0 accuracy and reliability requirements upon the navigation systems of military platforms.

Over the last few years, DaRE has been involved in the development of a microprocessor-based
Marine Integrated Navigation System (MINS). The present version of the MINE can work with a variety of
types and brands of navigation ensors such aa Omega, Transit, GPS, Loren C, speedlog and gyrocompaas
as well as operator-entered position or sextant measurements. It has been successfully tented on both
Canadian and US navy vessels and it is due to be installed on almost all of Her Majesty's Canadian
ships in 1988.

This lecture will describe the application of Kalman filter decign to "optimally and
synergistically combJne the diverse types of navigation sensor information. Technical problems, design
objectives and some design features unique to this application are highlighted. Results of sea trial
evaluations are compared to simulation results. Integrated system design guidelines and •road map:A''
derived from the Canadian experience are alan presented.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Canadian Maritime Command has successfully deployed on almost all Canadian Naval Vessele a
Kalman filter based multi-sensor Marine Integrated Navigation System (MINS)*. The MINS concupt and
syatem design were developed at the Defence Research Establishment Ottawa (I J over the period
1980-1988. Extensive e*a trial evaluations were conducted by DORO in 1983, 1984, 1967 and 1988 as well
as by U.S. Naval Air Development Center from 1985 to 1987. The design objectives have bWen verifieds
MIN8 does enhance the navigation accuracy, operational reliability and position reporting efficiency of
marine vessels that are equipped with a variety of types end brands of navigation sensors such on
Omega, Transit, GPS, Loran C, speedlog and gyrocompass as well an operator antered .osition or
asexttot measurements.

2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The current production version of the MIN$ (AN/SYN-501) in shown in Figure I in block diagram
form, along with the sensor input that it can integrate. The MINS processor is a Motorola 68020/68881
with about one half megabyte of memory, Figure 2 shows the plasma display unit, the keypad unit and
the central electronics unit.

3.0 SCOPE OF THIS PR4SENTATION

Thic presentation will describe the design of a Kalman filter to "optimally" and synergistically
coabine the diverse types of navigation sensor information. Results of sea trial evaluations are
compared to simulation results. Design guidelines and a *road map for designers" will daso be
presented.

In the simulation enalysla phase, the integrated navigation system data processing algorithm was
implemented on a general purpose covput.er, with "measuremento data numerically simulated using
statistical error models to represent the navigation sensor earora. This nllows complete control of
the testing conditions and facilitates the rapid and efficient evaluation of the filter performance
characteristics for a large number of different test voyages.

4.*0 RIMU&ATID TRUTH MORELS

In the initiol study phase before any real sea-trial data becomes available, it t* important to
establish detailed mathematical models of the navigation system error behavior. Analytical and
simulation results obtained wilt therefore be relative to the models adopted.

6 M4IN is a Trade Mark of the Canadian Department of National Defence
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In order tc properly analyse the performance of various integrated navigation systems, a

versatile ,.itulation package was Geveloped. B~rieLly, the computer program does the followingi

a) simulates a ship scenniio (true velocity and position).
b% generates sensor mwasurements with appropriate error characteristics.
a) integrates the dead reckoning (DR) measurements to obtain the DR position every 4 seconds.
d) obtains an Omega-based position fix every 30 seconds.
a) obtains a loran-C position fix every 20 seconds.
f) obtains a Transit position fix when available, deed reckoning between fixes.
g) processes these same measurements with the Kalman filter integration algorithms of

different state siio and
h) compares the results of 0) to g) abovw with the true values of a) to evaluate the absolute

and relative performance of the Kalman filters via-a-vis the conventional reset method.

This section briefly presents the simulation algorithms for generation of the ship's true
position and velocity, the computation of navigation information based on the DR measurementas and a
description of indiv~dual subsystem errors.

4.1 Ship's True Position and Velocity

The ship's true north and east velocity components are computed using

"Vkv - S Cose0+ VNC
(1)

Vg - S Sine + V2C

where S and 0 ase the ship's water speed and heading, and VNC, Vg are the north and east ocean
current components.

The ship's true position is determined by integrating this velocity, or in the discrete came by the
update equation,

T + RN t (2)

LL[NG J+At [LON LV/ C Cos(AT) t

where RN and RE are the north and east radii of curvature of the WGS-84 ellipuoid. The accuracy of
this representation will be acceptable if At is sufficiently imall.

4.2 DR Position and Velocity

Simulation of the DR position estimate is based on equations (1) and (2) except that the ocean
current is not known and the measured speed and heading are corrupted with Nerkov errors. The DR
position is simulated by

vN1 r(S +dS) Co. (O+dO)1
"-I Io(3)

LV iJ S[(B + dS) Sin (0 + dG)J

FAT _i + A FVN1/RNA (4)

LONGo+At [rO~aiJt LOLV 5 /R51 Com(LATl t

Comparing equations (1) and (2) to equehions (3) and (4), it can be seen that the dominant
sources of error in the DR position and velocity estimates are the ocoen current components, speed log
error and gyrocompass heading error. With the gyros and speedlogs typically used on major vessels, the
contribution of the heading error is relatively insignificant. Since the heading error is also
nonlinear it was decided that the benefit in Pccounting for this error source explicitly would be
marginal and that it could be absorbed into the ocan current error model.

Ocean current is quite random, correlated both in time and space. Therefore each component can
be modelled as a first order Markov process with outocorreletion time constant To. The speldlog is
assumed to be water tracking rather than bottum tracking. This error is also randomly varying,
normally zero mean and bounded. Therefore it is modelled as a first order Markov process with
euto.c-rrilation tiL& constant To. The spectral densities .qs, go) of the corresponding white
noise processes (Ws, We) are related to their mean-squared values (Re, Rc) of the respective
error state

go " 2R,/T,)
(5)

q - 2Ro/Tc
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Since the ship's latitude and longitude are the primary quantities of interest, 2 states are
used to represent the error of the DR latitude and longitude. The filter estimates of these two error
states can then be used to remove the error from the DR position estimate.

4.3 Omega Errors

Omega is a hyperbolic system that utilises lines of position based on phase difference
measurements from at least three transmitters. It operates in the 10 to 14 KHs band and, sincs each
station has a range of 13,000 Km, only eight stations are sufficient to provide world-wide coverage.

Diurnal chengee in the ionospheric propagation oharacteristics and the inhomogeneity of the
earth's magnetic field and surface conductivity cause anomalous variations in the Omega phase
measurements. These deterministic errors can be partially compensated for by using phase propagation
correction (PlC) tables. However, there remain four major random components of residual error. The
statistical properties of this residual error have been studied in detail by various groups and it is
generally agreed that when PlC tables have been used, the remaining phase error at the Omega receiver
has an autocorrelation function of the form

S(.) A A2 a - '/Tl + B2 -
T/T2 + C

2 e-'T1 cos (•Cr) (6)

waere auto-cortrelation times TI and T2 are respectively 180,000 and 4800 seconds, w is the earth rate
and A,B,C are respectively 1520, 500 and 850 metres. This phase error can therefore be adequately
described by the sum of three stochastic processeat two first order Markov processes and a periodic
process with a period of 24 hours. Since the periodic process is second order, a total of four states
are required to properly model each Omega phase error. Determining three independent Omega lines of
"position (LOPs) requires reception of Omega signals from 4 distinct stations. Therefore a total of 16
Omega error states are required to represent these Omega errors.

4.4. Loran C Errors

The Loran C position fixing system computes lines of position by measuring the difference in
time of arrival of pulse signals from master-slave pairs of transmitters. Rauh Loran C chain consists
of a master and two or more slave stations, transmitting synohronised pulse trains on a oarrier
frequency of 100 IWa with a nominal bandwidth of 10 XI*. Very stable ground wave transmission from the
transmitters can produce lines of position with an accuracy of about 400 m at distances up to
approximately 1600 Km, when all known 4eterministic corrections have been made (secondary and
additional secondary phase factors, SF? and AS?), and there is no geometrc dilution of precision
(GOOP - 1).

Under normal operating conditions the major errors which affect the determination of the time
difference are anomalies in ground conductivity, which in turn affect the propagation velocity# and
similar anomalies in the surface index of refraction. Additional errors are due to receiver noise and
atmospheric perturbations. Of course all of these errors are magnified by the GDOP.

Loran C also has a discontinuous error component known as cycls selection error, which is
handled by the prefilter. Therefore the filter will see a continuous, bounded and zero-mean error,
which is modelled as a first order Markov process,

4.5 Satnav Errors

Satnav, also known as Transit or the Navy Navigation Satellite System# presently consists of 6
satellites in near circular polar orbits at about 1075 Km altitude with 107 minute period. A position
fix can be obtained only when a satellite passes over the horison with a maximum elevation angle
between about 50 and 80o. At mid latitudes this happens on the average about once an hour. The
position fix is obtained by processing the satellite signal received throughout the pass and therefore
the ship's motion during the pass must be known and compensated for. The receiver requires velocity
input not only to compensate for the changing position of the ship, but also because the basic
positioning mear~urament is the Doppler shift in the signal from the sate)lite. The Doppler shift is of
course affected by the ship's velocity and, in fact, it is thr inaccuracy of this velocity estimate
that accounts for the largest part of the Satnav position fix earr.,

The exact relationship between the velocity and height error input and the position error output
is described in Reference [2J . Aside from the known effect of velocity and height input errors, the
Transit errors are largely random, mere mean, and independent of each other, and are treated by the
MIMS filter purely as measurement noise.

Duriv-*1 the long inter'yals between position fixes, the Satnav receiver can only dead reckon, with
the ensuisi .igradatJon of accuracy.
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4.6 GPS Errors

The GPS constellation currently provides about 8 hours per day of useful two dimensiotiel
coverage in the test area used for MINS evaluation. GPS satellites are in much higher orbits than
Transit, broadcasting at higher frequencies, and pseudo ranging rather than Doppler fixing is used.
These and other factors make GPS a much more accurate system. Reference [3) gives a good description
of the GPS system and equipment.

GPS position error, even from a C/A code receiver, is generally significantly smaller than that
from any other sensors used by MINS. These GPS position measurements have sero mean# bounded errors,
which are nominally continuous. Because they are not observable however, these errors are treated by
the filter simply as measurement noise. The expected magnitude of this error depends primarily on
whether the receiver is of P or C/A code, and on the geometric dilution of precision, which is
generally provided by the receiver.

5.0 KALMAN FILTER DESIGN

The dynamics of the error state vector X are mathematically described by the system model

i " (X) + i (7)

where ! is a sero-mean Gaussian white noise process. There are many possible suboptimal filter models
that could be derived from simplified truth models. The major problem in Kalman filter design is to
determine which error states can be ignored or grouped together to reduce the mise of the filter (and
hence the computational burden), without significant performance degradation.

As described in Section 4.3, each of the four Omega errors requires a total of 4 error states,
whereas the Locan-C requires only one state per time difference error and none are required for both
the Satnav and GPS. Therefore reduction of the state size must concentrate on the selection of Omega
error states. The actual MIN8 design can dynamically reconfigure the state vector to model from mero
to five phase errors depending on the number of Omega stations being used. But for this section, we
will first illustrate the filter design based on four Omega stations and three Loran C stations (for 2
time differences) but no Satnev and GPO. This we will call the MINS-A design. The 1MNS-B design
extended the MINS-h to incorporate QPB and satnav through the modification of the measurement equation.

Table 1 shows the 24 states used for the Ntruth" system model, along with several suboptimal
error models that were used in the design analysis and simulation. Here, there are 3 different Omega
error model representations using a states, 12 states and the full 16 states.

5.1 Stochastic Error Models

5.1.1 OR Error Model

Each suboptimal system model neglects the gyrocompass heading error. Partial compensation is
achieved by increasing the expected ocean current error to absorb some of this unmodelled error. These
DR error states, together with the latitude and longitude errors (dA,dL), propagate independently of
the Omega and Loran-C errors, according to the linear state equation,

O0come 10 1 I0

d AL 0 0 ine 01 AL
d

T S o o "•s o0 s 8 YA (8)
VNC 0 0 0 -0 0 0 VNC

VICI 0 0 0 0 -0

where 0 is the ship's heading and

08 l/Ts

ga l/T0

The magnitude of the driving nomai for this sero-mean Gaussian white (ZNGW) noise process is
described by a simple diagonal matrix with elementsa

Q - diag [0 0 qs qc qc]

where q, and q% are already defined in equation (5).
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5.1.2 Omega Error Model

The 4 states required to model each Omega phase errcr propigate according to

FLI[SXAS 1VC -1T 0 S 0 AB~
dI RKUv 0 -l/T2 0 0 ]IAMI.O +OV w

L j OD 0 0 0 PLRZODI +(
dt LP2 J o 2 2/TlJ~ 2

where _ is a zero mean Gaussian white (ZaW) noise process, and P2 is the extra state needed to
model the pm'riodic error. TI and T2 are the Markov process correlation times and a is a constant.
Here the atrongly correlated Markov process is referred to aa a bias to dWitinguish it from the more
weekly correlated one (i.e. Tl>>T2).

The 21-state DR-OMxGA filter models 4 Omega phase errors according to equation (9), for a total
of 16 Omega states.

Since an Omega line of position error is the difference between two independent phase errors,
the statistical properties of the LOP error will be basically the same as that of a phsae error. By
modelling the three LOP errors instead of the four phase errors, the ?7-stato DR-ONEGA filter requires
only 12 states to represent the Omega errors. The four Omega error states for each LOP error propagate
according to equation (9) where the driving noise WD is the difference between two uncorrelatec
zero-mean Gaussian white noise processes# one for each Omega signal used to determine the LOP.

The 13-state DR-ONZGA filter models 4 OMEGA phase errors, as the 21-state filter does, but uses
only two states for each phase error, for a total of 6 Omega error states. This wee accomaplished by
omitting the periodic states and adjusting the parameters of the weakly correlated Markov processes to
maintain the correct mean values and correlation times. The phase error of each Omega signal is
therefore modelled by the following two Markev processes.

d F ,,AS 1 I/Tw (B0)Ldt J -l/T3J L[AOVJ

where TI and T3 are the correlation time constants.

5.1.3 Loran-C Error Model

The Loran-C master-slave time difference errors are each modelled as a single independent Markov
process, and therefore propagate according to

d [LORAN] - (Il/T4S[LORAN) + WL (11)
dt

where T4 is the correlation time and WL is the ZMGW driving noise process.

5.2 Measurement Model

The measurement model describes the relationship between the inputs to the Kalman filter, 2,
called measurements, and the state vector X that is to be determined from these inputs. ror linear
systems this is generally of the form

Z Ct) -"(t)x(W) + Y(t) (12)

where Y is the measucement noise vector and H(t) is the measurement matrix. The same measurement
vector was chosen for each of the filters. It consists of three Omega measurements, two Loran
measurements, two fatnav measurements end four GPB measurements.

5.2.1 Omega Measurements

Bach of the three Omega measurements is the difference between an LOP am measured by the Omega
receiver (with PPCs) and the corresponding LOP as geometrically caloulatod from the DR position
estimate and the known locations of the Omega broadcasting stations. This measurement is related to
the 17-state vector (which models LOP errors rather than station errors) according to

I (Cosql Cosil) (Binu±1 - Xinojl) 000 1110 0000 0000]

12I- (Cos5ii - Cosaja) (Binoi2 - Sinoja) 000 0000 1110 0000 A + V (13)

L'J (c" - CO5J) (8i"*i3 - Binj "3) 00o 0000 0000 110J
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where the ýIp are the bearings from the ship to the Omega stations, and the LOP used in measurement
ZK is definud by the phase difference between the signals from Omega stations ik and jk [4 ]. The
measurement noise V is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian white noise with covariance matrix R.

The measurement equations for the 21-state and 13-state filters (which model station errors

rather than LOP errors) are similar to equation (13) but are more dependent on the choice of Omega
stations for the three LOP's. For example itf LOPi uses stations i and i + 1 then the 13-state
measurement equation is

[ii [(Co02- COW~ ("0l) 2 - Sin~,1 ) 0 00 1 1 -1 -1 0 0 00

ZL - 0043- C0+02 ) (Sinq - Binh) 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 -1 -1 0 A (14)

3 (Cos 4 - CosI 3 ) (Sin'4 - Sin• 3 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 -1 -10

The 21-state measurement equations is basically the same an the 13-state, but with each ( 1 1)
replaced by (1110) and each (-1-1) replaced by (-1-1-1 0).

5.2.2 Loran C Measurements

Having defineo the above OR-Omega filter designo we now want to extend the design to the
DR-Omaega-Loran C filter. As can be seen later in Section 6.0# the selected DR-Omega filter design is
based on the 13-state filter. Therefore with two additional states to account for the Loran-C error,
we have a 15-state design. Each of the two Loran measurements is the difference between a master-slave
time delay as measured by the Loran receiver (with SPI' and AS)P corrections) and the corresponding time
delay as calculated from the DR position estimate and the known Loran station locations and coding
delays. These measurements are independent of the Omega meaurnements, and are related to the 15-state
vectof through the measurement equation

I i4 (Cos°m - Coffi 5l) (Sin' M Sin'jin ) 0.. (.010

Zd L( H -. Dos,2) (SinyM - Sin,)ý2  0 ... 001 +

where ýsi is the beoaing from the ship to the Loran slave station i and ýM is the bearing to the Loran
master station. The measurement noine vector V is ZMGi.

5.2.3 Transit Measurements

The Transit position measurement in related to the 15-state vector byi

i~6  1l0 Fcoso+ G61110 FG 0 00a0 0 00 0 0o
I X + V (16)

[ I1 JcoaC.' Ksien J K 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0

Since Transit provides position directly, the first two columns of the Transit measurement
matrix relating the north and east position errors to the Transit measui:emont errors form an identity
matrix. The columns 3 to 5 relate the state vector estimate of dead reckoning velocity error (speedlog

error, north and asll ocean current) to the Transit fix position error. This sensitivity arises
because a Transit position fix is based on Doppler measurements from a satellite. These Doppler
measurements of course must bo compensated by subtracting the "known* ship's velocity relative to the
earth, and this is dnne using the MINS supplied velocity estimate. An error in MINS velocity therefore
produces an error in the transit position fix. The details of the relationship are derived in
Reference [2) which gives an algorithm for evaluating the coefficients r,G,J and K. Theme are
functions of the receiveL location, the smtelliteas maximum elevation angle, the satellite's direction
of travwl (north-to-south or south-to-north) and the direction to the satellite subpoint at maximum
ele•ation (east or west of the receiver).

Unlike the other radio aids Transit is not a "real time" system, since Doppler date must be
collected over the roughly 20 minutes of an entire ustellite pass, and then batch processed to obtain a
position. Therefore the Transit position must be extrapolated from the time at which the position fix
in voiAdp called the fix mark, (near the centre of the satellite pams), to the and of the pass, when
the data becomes available. When the DR is used to extrapolatel thin also introduces an error

sensitivity to the velocity error states.
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5.2.4 GPS Measurements

The GPS position and velocity measurements are related to the state vector bys[21 Fl 00 00 0000 0000 001
Ze . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00

X + V (17)
0 0 coo 10 0000 0000 001

CZ11 o00 sine 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The (OPS - predicted) measurement errors are position and velocity errors, which are modelled
direotly by the state vector, making the GPS measurement submatrix simply a geometric relationship.
The third column simply resolves the speedlog error into its north and east components, which are added
to the north and east ocean current components respectively.

5.2.5 Operator Position Fix

The operator entered position fix is the simplest of all, being just a latitude and longitude
measurement, so its measurement equation is as followas

I -. 0ooooo 0000 o0oo 0c0II _x+ v (10)

zlAJ3 LO1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0000

5.2.6 Celestial Fix

The celestial fix is the elevation angle of a celestial object. The position error on the
earth's aurface due to an angular error of size o in this measurement in in the direction of the
celestial object's azimuth y, of ma3r,itude equal to the arc length on the earth's surface subtended by
the same angle 0 at the earth's centre. Thus the angular error (in radians) must be multiplied by the
earth's radius R, and the resolved into north and east components by the asimuthy . Thus the celeatial
fix measurement matrix block is as follows

(2L4] .[Rcos Y Rain Y 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] 1 + V (19)

5.3 Discrete Kalman Filter Implementation

Usina, the most efficiunt 15-state Kalman filter design as an example, the continuous
differential forim of the 141NS state propagation model can be explicitly shown san

:" X + W/ (20)
A 0 01

p0 0 Cosa 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 Sir0 0 1 0 -aO 0 0 0 0 0 0
m

A 0 0 0 0 0 0C -0 -b 0 
0  0  

0 0

0 0 0 "0 0 0 0 0  
"0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 -8b 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0• 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b-0

L a 0]0

where A,B, and C are respectively the system dynamic matrices for the DR, Omega and Loran-C errors.

Formulating the Kalman filter$ for implementation on a digital computer requires that the
continuous state space modoi defined by equation (7) be converted to the equivalent discrete model of
the f•rmi
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X(t +At) - f(Lt,t) X(t) + W(Ac) (21)

where the discrete noise vector W(At) is not the same as the cositinuo-j noise process W of uquation

(7). The discrete driving noi:ie covariance matrix Q(At) is

Qat) t ' (At,PT)( 0)T(At,T)dt (22)

it

The transition matri;c 0 is required by the MINS filter to extrapolate both the state vector
estimate and its covariance matrix according to the standard Kalman filter equations. In the
stationary case (where F is independent of tive)# or for small at, in related to the system dynamics
matrix F ea follows$

t(Att) 0 * F(t)&t (23)

The only nondiagonal blocft of the tranaition matrix 4 in for the OR states. Exponentiating the
DR block of Pht can be done exactly, using eigenvectors as in Reference [4], which yields.

1 0 Aonoe B 0

0 1 Ajine 0 B

fR " 0 oo 0 (24)

-At/la

0 0 0 0 0

where

A To G1 To)

(25)

The dependence of this DR matrix on the ship'a heading 0 makes this a non-stationary system.
The variable components of 0 are however striutly bounded, and the only conmequence is that the
propagation periodA t should be kept small enough that sin 0 and coo 0 do not change significantly over
a single propagation period.

The Omega and Loran-C blocks are found by exponentiating the corresponding diagonal blocko of•
which yields simply diagonal elementse

*i - a -At/ti I - b,m,L (26)

6.0 MIN13-A SIMULATION R'SULTS

Extensive simulations were performed, first to give an indication of the expected performance of
an loptimal" filter, and then to find the suboptimal filter with the best accuracy-efficiency
characteristics,

As described in Section 4.3, the Omega errors require 4 7 tates per station for optimal
filtering, whwreas the Loran-C requires only one per LOP and none are required for both the GPS and
Satnav. Therefore reduction of the state siae must concentrate on the Omega errors. Monte Carlo
simulation was used to compare filter performance of 3 different Omega error modniol 8, 12 and full 16
states (for 4 stations). It should be noted that in this phase of design trade-off study, the speed
log e':ror stats was deleted, therefore the simulation study was based on the 12, 16 and 20 state filter
designs rather thaii the 13, 17 and 21 state filters.

6.1 Monte Carlo Simulation ot One-Day Voyages

To obtain a meaningful indication of tbh performance capability of these integration schemes, a
large number of 25 hour voyages were simulated. Measurements were generated using the "real world"
error model, and processed by the 12-state and 16-state filter algorithms and by the conventional reset
algorithm (simply reasting the DR position to the Omega position every few hours). Some of the results
are shown in Table 2 which lists the RMS position errors, in metres, for each voyage, and also listm
the ratio by which the filLer errors are smaller than the reset errors. This table clearly
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demonstrates the ability of both filters to consistently produce a significantly more accurate position
estimate than the conventional method; even though both filters processed exactly the same meeaurement
inputs used by the conventional reset method. The ratio of the RPS radial position errors show that
both filters reduce the position error by a factor of between 2 and 6. The overall improvement ratio
for tho RKS position error is approximately 4 to 1 for both filters.

Another result that was observed but not listed in this table, is that the position errors of
both filters were less than 3 Km at all times during each of theme simulation runs, whereas the error
using the conventional method was at times greeter than 12 Km. This indicates that the "worst case'
position error can also be effectively reduced by a factor of about 4 by implementing one of theme
filters.

Table 3 presents the PAS velocity errors of both the filters and the conventional reset
technique, for simulated voyages indentical to those of Table 2. Here the velocity errors are also
consistently smaller than the conventional reset method. However the range of improvement ratio for
both filters in between 1.3 and 1.6, which is considerably smaller than the improvement achieved for
position errors. This agrees well with theoretical expectation since Omega measurements only provide
additional position information and therefore the synergistic integration of the DR and Omega can
improve the accuracy of the position to a much greater extent than the velocity.

To further illustrate and compare the performance behaviour of the two filters with that of the
conventional reset technique, the RMS radial position obtained from the 12-voyage averages are
presented in Figure 3. From these it is obvious that the position error for the DR is the most severe
and tends to grow with the passing of time; acoumulating a position error of 15 Km for a journey of 28
hours. The position error for the conventional reset technique also has the same tendency to drift in
the time interval between resets. When the raest is performed, the position error is cortected down to
the 3-Km accuracy level of the Omega measurement. On the other hand, both filters consistently display
stable error behaviour. Their position errors are bounded to about 1 Km and they do not display any
time-dependent error growth characteristics after the first few hours of operation.

From Figure 3 it can also be observed that there is no significant difference between the
performance of the 16-state and the 12-ntate filters. This is rather significant# since the 12-state
filter is computationally 1.7 times more efficient than the 16-state filter, yet it can perform almost
as well as the 16-state filter.

6.2 Monte Carlo Simulation of Four-Day Voyages

In order to further investigate the long-term performance capability of these Integration
schemes, 12 simulation tuns of 4-day voyages were performed. We decided to compare the most effivient
algorithm, using 12 states, to the 'most optimal" algorithm, using 20-states. The resulting 914
position errors are listed in Table 4, where we can see that the 12 and 20-state filters .:an be
expected to have RN8 position errors of about 2.1 end 2.0 Km respectively over a 4-day voyage. This i&
an improvement in accuracy over the conventional method by a factor of obout 2 to 1 for both filters,
with the 20-state filter being only slightly better.

The 12-voyage average 'position errors are illustrated in Figure 4, where the stability of the
two filter algorithms can he clearly seen. It should be noticed from Figure 4 that the slight error
growth rate seen in Figure 3 for the 12-state filter pcactically disappears after the first day. The
results of a typical simulation run are illustrated in Figure 5.

6.3 Sensitivity Analysis

In Sections 6.1 and 6.2 all petformance results presented were baesed upon numerical simulations
that assumed perfect a priori xnowledge of subsystem error characteristics and the operational
environment. However, considering the variety of operational environments the navel vessels will
encounter, it is impossible to tme one error model repreaentotion to characterime all the true
operational system error behaviour. Therefore it is important to systematicelly examine the
performance of these filters under abnormal conditions, when there are serious discrepancies between
the prior statistics assumed by the filters and the error characteristics of the true operational
environment. For this, extensive sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate the performance of the
conventional ceset technique and the 12-and 16-state filters under abnormal conditions. Conditions
used were such that each significant error source statistic was either increased or decreased by a
factor of three, while &IL other error Statistics remained unchanged at their normal values. The
20-state filter was not included in these tests because cost considerations and the results of section
6.2 indicate that it is not the best candidate for eventual implementation.

The results of this study ere presented in Table 5, where for brevity each position error
represents the RKB over two simulated runs. It is apparent that both filters respond in a very similar
manner to aeon of the abnormal conditionw. The improvement ratio of the filter position eerors over
those of the conventional reset method is within the range of 3.1 to 6.3 under all of these
conditions. It should be noted that the absolute error of the filter position estimates was most
seriously degroded when the Om&ga phase error was three times larger than the casumed nominal value.
Here the PX4 positior, rrosu of the filters end the conventional reset are 2,930 meters for the
16-state filter, 3,289 meters for the 12-state filter and 10,428 meters fur reset.
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For this worst case under abnormal conditions, the simulation results in terms of position error
versus time are illustrated in Figure 6. Here it should be kept in mind that not only does this
represent the use of Omega measurements three times less accurate than normal, but also that the
filters were designed using nominal error parameters. Furthermore, even though there is such a
discrepancy between the error models used to getierate the abnormal measurements and the nominal error
model used to design the filters, the 12-state and 16-state filters remained amazingly stable and are
consistently superior to the conventional reset method over a very broad range of possible operational
error conditions.

7.0 KINS-B SIMULATIONS

Once the MINS-A filter was selected, extensive Monte Carlo simulations were also performed to
predict the performance characteristics of MINS-B, which is MINS-A with added Satnav and Loran-C.
Simulation analysis for MINS-B with OPS was not performed because the accuracy would be essentially
slaved to the GPS performance. For these tests 15 voyages were simulated, each with a duration of 24
hours. This was repeated for all possible subsets of the selected sensors. The RMS position accuracy
results are summarised in Table 6. Although we expect these results to be slightly optimistic, they
should accurately reflect the improvement achievable when comparing raw sensor performance to MIlS-B
performance.

The most interesting RMS time histories are illustrated in Figures 7 to 11, where each curve
represents the RKM of 15 simulated voyages. Here we can see that M4INS-B can always be expected to give
a significantly more accurate position estimate than would be obtained from any of the raw measurementsthat MINS-B is given.

Of particular interest is the performance of MINS-B with Just Satnav and Omega, seen in Figure
11, because these are both global systems. Individually, Satnav and Omega, with dead reckoning of
course, each have a navigational accuracy of the order of 2 Km. Optimally integrated by INSB-S this
error can be reduced by a factor of about 3, yielding a global navigation capability with accuracy
comparable to Loran-c.

8.0 lEA TRIAL RBBULTS,

In between 1982 and 1988, several sea trials were conducted by DR1O to verify the accuracy and
operability of the system. The U.S. Naval Air Development Centre (MADC) also conducted sea trials
under the Foreign Weapons Xvaluation Program, with the XDM in 1M85-1987 on the US Reasoner in the
Pacific and on the Vanguard in the Atlantic. Table 7 summarises the results of all Canadian sea
trials, The results show general agreement between simulation and sea trials. The apparent exceptions
are due to unusually large Loran cycle selection errors in 1903 and exceptionally poor Omega geometry
in 1984. Each of these trials embody about a week of data, with precise referenoce data provided by
shore based transponders such as Syledis and Mexiran. The exception is the 1987 sea trial (the first
trial to use OPS), for which only about 16 hours of Syledis reference data was available.

out of the large data set of 1987 sea trials, several reruns were conducted in the lab with
various subsystems disabled to evaluate the degraded mode performance. These results are presented in
Table 8 and Figures 12-13.

It is noteworthy to see Figures 14-16, where typical radial time histories are presented
together with the 95% estimated error probability (REP). It is evident that in most cases the MINS EMP
does provide a very good statistical indication of MINS's performance accuracy under diverse
operational conditions. Aside from providing useful information to the navigator this REP also
furnishes strong evidence that the filter error models have been properly fine tuned, which is most
important especially in any suboptimal filter design.

9.0 D_0IGN8R DEWARK

Based on our integrated system design experience, we would like to offer the following tips to
the designers

a. se generous on size of truth model.
b. Minimise filter states.
c. Be precLse on noise level of truth model.
d. So pessimistic on noise level of filter model.
a. Implement easily modifiable computational algorithms (Don't take short cuts too early).
f. Potential causes of divergencyc

Numerical error (negative diag. P)
Programing error
Monlineerity
Unmodellad error
optimistic noise level
Incorrect model.
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10. DESIGNER'S ROAD MAP

For the designer, a simple easy to understand road map is offered for reference:

a. Determine system truth error model.
b. Oetermine true measurement model.
c. Determine filter error model.
d. Determine noise model and statistics.
a. Determine initial conditions, noise and error variance.
f. Simulate truth model and physinal environments.
g. Verify truth model simulation (How realistic?).
h. Verify simulation tooli met all error aeurona to zero to verify that there are no unintended

system errors when system output is compared to the input, or/and significantly increase system
errors, verify that the output errors are reasonable and behave as expected.

i. Implement filter algorithm (could waste lots of time if this is done before Oh).
j. Review filter results.
k. Tuning s good agreement between &tate estimate error and convariance, and between measurement

residual and residual variance (through Monte Carlo and covariance analysis).
1. Determine achievable optimal performance.
m. Robustness test (filter should perform well with increased noise level of truth model).
n. Filteg aub-optimimation (reduction of filter states to improve efficiency while increasing other

noise levels to absorb unmodelled errors),
o. Substitute simulated data by real data whenever possible.
p. Conduct controlled test of partial operation.
q. Redesign or retune the filter if necessary.

11. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the complete design, development and performance testing of a Kalman
filter based integrated nnvigation system. Liesons learned from the development of this and other
integrated systems have also been summarized to assist the integrated system designer so that practical
development work can be completed with minimum risk.
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Table 1. System Error States

ERROR STATES
ERROR SOURCE

THUTH DR AND OMEGA DROMEGA & LORAN
MODEL -- . ..... .

21-STATE 17-STATE 13-STATE 15-STATE 17-STATE*

SPEEDLOG 1 I 1I 1 1 1

GYROCOMPASS 1 I
) 22 1 2 2 2

OCEAN CURRENT 2

OR POSITION 2 2 2 2 2 2

OMEGA PHASE

BIAS 4 4 3 I 4 5

MARKOV 4 4 3

PERIODIC 8 a8 6

LORAN-C 2 2 2

TOTAL NO OF STATES 24 21 17 13" iS 17

* this models one extra omega station



Table 2. INS Radial Position Errors (metres)

RESET 16-STATE FILTER 12-STATE FILTER
vjýAGE
NUMBER RHS RMS IMPROVEMENT EMS IMPROVEMENT

ERROR ERROR RATIO ERROR RATIO

1 3,996 1,107 3.9 985 4.1

2 5,083 1,020 5.0 1,235 4.1

3 4,356 1,148 3.8 1,106 3.9

4 3,842 1,041 3.7 1,180 3.3

5 3,627 1,438 2.5 1,205 3.0

6 4,030 1,307 3.1 1,375 2.9

7 2,841 1,359 2.1 1,290 2.2

B 3,645 1,303 2.8 1,253 2.9

9 5,093 1,404 3.6 1,556 3.3

10 7,152 1,206 5.9 1,342 5.3

11 5,029 860 5.9 1,031 4.9

12 3,607 883 4.1 882 4.4

WORST
CASE 7,152 1,438 1,556

TOTAL 4,489 1,181 3.8 1,213 3.7
RMS

Table 3. EMS Velocity Errors (metres/second)

RESET 16-STATE FILTER 12-STATE FILTER
VOYAGE
NUMBER RMS RMS IMPROVEMENT RMS IMPROVEMENT

ERROR ERROR RATIO ERROR RATIO

1 .6057 .4018 1.62 .3984 1.63

2 .6033 .4062 1.49 .4072 1.48

3 .6077 .4012 1.51 .4021 1.51

4 .5817 .3977 1.46 .3940 1.48

5 .5965 .3912 1.52 .3989 1.50

6 .5631 .4250 1.32 .4166 1.35

7 .5000 .3980 1.26 .3901 1.28

9 .6023 .4237 1.42 .4209 1.43

9 .5332 .3943 1.35 .3921 1.36

10 .5296 .3972 1.33 .3908 1.36

11 .5725 .3989 1.44 .3909 1.46

12 .6102 .4179 1.46 .4160 1.47

WORST
CASE .6507 .4250 .4209

TOTAL .5806 .4046 1.43 .4016 1.45
RMS
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Table 4. EMS Radial Position Errors (metrer)

RESET 20-STATE FILTER 12-STATE FILTER
VOYAGE -
NUMBER RMS RMS IHPROVEMENT RMS IMPROVEMENT

EkROR ERROR RATIO ERROR RATIO

1 3,576 1,574 2.3 1,636 2.2

2 5,053 2,393 2.1 2,534 2.0

3 3,895 1,670 2.3 1,787 2.2

4 3,784 1,612 2.3 1,723 2.2

5 3,695 2,334 1.6 2,286 1.6

6 3,807 1,991 1.9 2,101 1,8

7 3,329 1,853 1.8 1,879 1.8

8 3,234 2,629 1.2 2,627 1.2

9 4,509 1,779 2.5 2,062 2.2

10 6,194 1,969 3,1 2,057 3.0

11 4,645 1,635 2.8 1,766 2.6

12 3,953 2,364 1,7 2,472 1.6

WORST
CASE 6,194 2,629 2,627

TOTAL 4,217 2,014 2.1 2,102 2.0
RMS

Table 5. Abnormal Conditions, IES Position Errors (metres)

RESET 16-STATE FILTER 12-STATE FILTER
ERROR CONDITION -.

MRS EMS IMPROVEMEN'T RMS IMPROVEMENT
ERROR ERROR RATIO ERROR RATIO

NORMAl. CONDITION 4,107 1,096 3.7 1,144 3.6

DR VELOCITY ERROR*
LARGE4  8,309 1,670 5.0 1,319 6.3
SMALL' 3,470 1,016 3.4 1,102 3.1

MEASUREMENT NOISE*
LARGE 4,037 1,253 3.2 1,213 3.3
SMALL+ 4,103 1,063 3.9 1,133 3.6

OMEGA PHASE ERROR,
LARGE 10,428 2,930 3.6 3,289 3.2
SMALL+ 2,762 590 4.7 463 6.0

DR CORA, TINLRGE 4,206 1,224 3.4 1,187 3.5

SMALL+ 3,845 1,037 3,7 1,122 3.4

3 TIMES NORMAL
+ 1/3 TIMES NORMAL
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Table 6. MINS-B RMS Radial Position Errors (metres)

SOURCE ERROR

DR 8,780
OMEGA 2,060
SATNAV 1,700
LORAN-C 770
NINS-B (OMEGA) 1,598
MINS-B (SATNAV) 1,638
NINS-B (LORAN) 632
MINS-S (OM + SAT) 675
NINS-B (OH + LOR) 475
MINS-B (SAT + LOR) 503
MINS-B (OM + SAT + LOR) 368

Table 7. Summary of MIN$ Trial Results

1982 1983 19864 1987 1988
SIMULATED SEA TRIAL SEA TRIAL SEA TRIAL SEA TRIAL

**

681 951 68% 95X 68Z 95% 692 95% 682 95Z

NINS 370 640 254 433 380 1975 138 211 120 248

Loran-C 770 1330 3445* 5428 335 2720 204 325 190 304

Transit/DR 1700 2940 1533 3035 1575 3555 1008 2441 1106 2795

Omega 2060 3560 2209 3501 >50K + >50K 5214 34748 3374 17032

DR 8780 15190 6775 9268 7540 16520 1910 13891 6868 11889

GPS/DR NA NA NA NA 1A NA 668 1973 2666 7297

Samples: 600 1596 19,900 22,391

Duration (hours): 50 133 111 124

Reference system: Maxiran Syledis Loran/Syledis Syledis

NOTES:
* In 1983 Loran-C suffered from cycle selection errors.
+ In 1984 only 2 Omega LOPs were available, and their geometry was poor.
** The 1937 NINS & Loran-C resullts are based on the small set of Syledis

reference data (1,700 samples over 15 hours) 4htle the rest of the 1987
results are based on the full 111 hours of Loran-C data,
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Table 8. 1987 Sea Trial Reruns (vs. Syledis).

68% EMS 95Z SENSORS USED

HINS RERUNS:
66 86 184 GYRO/Log/Loran/GPS/Transit/
71 91 387 GYRO/Log/Loran/GPS/Transit/O

128 120 256 GYRO/Log/Loran/GPS/ /
130 132 252 GYRO/Log/Loran/ /Transit/
144 142 261 GIRO/Log/Loran/ /Transit/9
167 152 323 GYRO/Log/Loran/GPS/ /2
207 204 330 GYRO/Log/Loran/ / /
218 252 506 GYRO/Log/Loran/ / /a
247 356 752 GYRO/Log/ /GPS/Trannit/
371 427 849 GYRO/Log/ /GPS/Transit/2
544 553 1051 GYRO/Log/ / /Transit/
233 619 1712 GYRO/Log/ /GPS/ /
554 621 1257 9YRO/Log/ / /Transit/O

1353 1243 2354 GYRO/Log/ /GPS/ /a
3278 3402 7193 GYRO/Log/ / / /9
5672 4915 6411 GYRO/Log/ / / /

102 303 188 GYRO/ /Loran/GFS/Transit/
120 133 291 GYRO/ /Loran/GPS/Transit/!
180 161 338 GYRO/ /Loran/GPS/ /2
195 192 348 GYRO/ /Loran/ /Transit/2

1250 1324 2897 GYRO/ / /GPS/Transit/0

FINS REALTIMEt
138 125 211 GYRO/Log/Loran/GPS/Tranutt/

BUlSYSTEVSe
5672 4928 6411 DR
8641 70411 flOOK Omega

571 606 1205 Transit/DR
669 1127 1973 GPS/DR
204 198 325 Loran-C
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ADAPTIVE TRACKING OF MWNEUVERING TARGETS

BASED ON IR IMAGE DATA

Peter S. Maybeck

/ Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
S/ Air Force Institute of Technology /E6G

Wright-Patterzon AFB. Ohio, USA 45433

The capability of tracking dynamic targets from forward looking infrared (FLIR)
measurements has been improved substantially by replacing standard correlation trackers
with adaptive extended Kalman filters or enhanced correlptor/Kalman filter combinations.
This research investigates a tracker able to handle "multiple hot-spotl'tEargeto, in
which digital and/or optical signal processing is employed on the FLIR date to identify
the underlying target shape. Furthermore, multiple model adaptive filtering is investi-
gated as a means of changing the field-of-view as well as the tracker bandwidth when
target acceleration can vary over a wide range. Enhancements are developed and
analyzedt (1) allowing some of the elemental filters within the adaptive algorithm to
have rectangular fields-of-view and to be tuned for target dynamics that are harsher in
one direction than others, (2) considering both Gauss-Markor acceleration models and
constant turn-rate models for target dynamics, and (3) devising an initial target ficqui-
sition algorithm to remove important biases in the estimated target template to b's used
within the tracker. The performance potential of such a tracking algorithm in shown to
be substantial,

This paper addresses the problem of accurately tracking the azimuth and elevation
of a highly maneuverable airborne target, using outputs from a forward-looking infrared
(FLIR) sensor as measurements. The shape of the target intensity pattern on the FLIR
image focal plane is not assumod to be well known a priori, and it may involve multiple
"hot spots" and may also change significantly with time. Consequently, the target shape
function must be identified adaptively in real time. Moreover, the target vehicle can
exhibit many different dynamic behaviors, from benign straight-line trajectories to very
harsh, high-g turning and linking maneuvers. It is desired to maintain very precise
tracking during the benign phases while also preventing loss-of-lock during maneuver
initiation and sustained acceleration. Thus, a capacity to change filter gains and
field-of-view rapidly and effectively must be incorporated.

In earlier research, a simple four-state extended Kalman filter (1,21 was developed
to track a point source (distant) target with benign dynamics, based on PLIR measure-
ments assumed to be corrupted by temporally and spatially uncorrelated noises [3,4],
This algorithm consistently exhibited an order of magnitude improvement in rms tracking
errors over currently used correlation trackers, under nominally assumed conditions;
between 0.2 and 0.8 pixel (picture element, 20 arad on a side) rms errors were attained
in various scenarios. This enhanced accuracy was achieved by allowing the filter to
exploit knowledge unused by the usual correlation trackers, size, shape and motion
characteristics of the target, and spectral properties of atmospheric litter.

Robustness studies [5,61 revealed a degradation in performance when the actual
parameters in the tracking problem differed from those assumed by the filter. Varia-
tions in the spread, shape and height of the target intensity pattern in the FLIR image
plane and differing target motion characteristics were significant, while changes in rms
value or the temporal or spatial correlation of the backgr'ound noise were of lesser
importance for the signal-to-noise ratios under consideration. Design modifications and
on-line adaptation were then incorporated to enable this type of filteri to track
maneuvering targets with spatially distributed and changing image Intensity profiles,

against background clutter E5-0]. Alternative target dynamics models were also explored
to enhance tracking capabilities [9-11]. Although adaptive gain changing in the filter
allowed for maintaining track during gradual target acceleration, it was not sufficient
for the case of harsh maneuver initiation. Residual monitoring provided a means of
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detecting harsh maneuver onset and responding appropriately. This included changing the
gain immediately, reprocessing the most recent measurement, and altering the state
estimate in an ad hoc fashion during a period of time following the maneuver detection
[6-8]. As experienced by others [12-17], the appropriate adaptation to a changing set
of target dynamics was a challenging issue, despite successful tracking in some

demanding scenarios, it was still desired to explore alternative adaptation mechanisms.

Up to this point, however, all filter desigrns were based on the assumption that the
target intensity profile in the FLIR image plane would be unimodal and well described by
a bivariate Gaussian function, allowing elliptical constant-intensity contours to
account for target shape effects, Research was then conducted on ways to handle
multiple hot-spot targets, where neither the functional form of the hot spots' intensity
nor their quantity or relative spacing could be provided a priori [18-19). For this
situation, online digital or optical signal processing techniques [20-23] would be used
to derive a target shape function from the available FLIR sensor information. In one
tracker formulation, this shape function is used in the measurement update portion of an
extended Kalman filter that is otherwise identical to the previous designs. In an
alternati~ve tracker, the shape function is used as a template for an enhanced corre-
later, which then provides offset "measurements" to a linear Kalman filter rather than
using an extended Kalman filter to process raw PLIR data directly. This latter design
is considerably less uemanding computationally, and so it is preferable if its perform-
ance is adequate. Initial research efforts [18-191 concentrated on demonstrating the
feasibility of the adaptive shape function construction and considered only benign
target dynamics, Ensuing research (24-25) luated performance potential of the two
tracker formulations in more highly dynaiý close-range scenarios, establishing
comparable rms tracking errors; the extended Kalman filter exhibited larger biases but
smaller standard deviations than the enhanced correlator/linear Kalman filter algorithm.
However, this research also revealed a need for an effective and quickly responding
adaptation to large-scale changes in the target dynamics,

Further research [26, 27) has investigated the use of multiple model adaptive
estimation [2, 10, 14, 28-36) to provide adaptive expansion and contraction of the
effective tracker field-of-view, as well as adaptive selection of an assumed target
dynamics model, in order to increase the dynamic range of precision tracking. For the
initial feasibility study, two independent filters have been used to generate state
estimates from the shared sensor, One is tuned for best performance in the case of
benign dynamics and uses a narrow field-cf-view; the other is tuned for high-g target
maneuvering and uses a wider field-of-view (reduced resolution is accepted in order to
provide considerably lower probability of losing lock), Adaptive expansion and contrac-
tion of the tracker field-of-view is attained by generating the probabilistically
weighted average of the two filter state estimates, or by selacting the -'ne elemental
filter with the highest computed probability of validity (37], with comparable results,
Addition of a third elemental filter to the MMAF bank, based on intermediate levels of
target dynamics, can yield significant improvement in tracker performance [37, 38].

However, rather large bias errors have persisted when the target executes harsh 20-
g turn maneuvers, and an analysis of these error characteristics has suggested the
potential of adding elemental filters to the bank with rectangular (rather than only
square) fields of view, to expand that field only in the critical direction, while
maintaining maximum resolution in the other. Also, since the currently used zero-mean
Gauss-Markov target acceleration model does not accurately describe true dynamics during
such maneuvers, particularly at close range, it has been suggested that a nonlinear
constant turn-rate dynamics model might be embedded in at least some of the elemental
filters in the multiple model bank. The most recent research [39, 40] has pursued thesa
avenues to improved tracking,

11. ZIndividu Ia Filter Desions

The PLIR measurement model developed in [3] and (7], the target dynamics models of
[7] and [9], and the adaptive target shape identification algorithm of (18] can form the
basis for a tracker in the form of a either an extended Kalman filter or a cascade of an
enhanced correlator with a Kalman filter based on a linear measurement model. This
section presents these models &nd the resulting filter designs, In the next section, a
number of such elemental filters will be combined within a multiple model adaptive
estimator.
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We deslre to track the centrold of a spatially distributpd dynamic target based on
FLIR measurements, in order to provide appropriate inputs to a pointing controller so
that the target remains in the center of the field-of-view. This involves determining
the pointing errors in two orthogonal directions of the PLIR image plane (and other

states as well), given measurements of average intensity levels over each of 64 pixels
in an 8-by-8 array ("tracking window") provided as a subset of a larger array by the
PLIR at a 30 lz rate. Letting Xpeak(t) and Ypeak(t) locate the centroid of the apparent
target intensity function relative to the center of the 8-by-8 array, we can describe
that intensity at any point (txty) by the function

Itarget([x'Xpeak(t)], [Yyypeak(t)], t)

as depicted in Fig. 1. In earlier research E3-10], this function was assumed to be well
modeled as bivariate Gaussian, possibly with some uncertain parameters to be identified,
Here the entire Itarget function Is computed adaptively, as discussed later. The
apparent centroid location is actually the sum of contributions due to true target
dynamics and atmospheric jitter (ignoring vibration effects for a ground-based tracker):

Hlpeek(t) ' xd(t) + Ramt) ()1

and similarly for Ypeak(t), The objective of the tracker is to estimate xd and Yd
accurately so that they can be regulated by closed-loop control,

Even for benign dynamics, it is appropriate to estimate velocity (and perhaps
acceleration) as well as position of a close-range target. Letting xd(t) and yd(t) be
arrayed in a position vector p(t), we can write (as an approximation, ignoring the
effects of a rotating tracker coordinate frame),

im) - Vet) I ý(t - 4(t)()

Whereas acceleration a(t) can be modeled as a low-strength white noise for very benign
conditions (straight-line flight trajectories, with white noise used for filter tuning),
experience in this particular application (6-11, 24, 251 has indicated the performance
desirability of two alternatives, First, one can treat acceleration as a first-order

Gauss-Markov process,

1(t) - -[I/T] a(t) + w(t) (3)

where the correlation time T and strength of the white Gaussian noise w(t) are treated
as design tuning parameters to match an assumed level of target dynamics, Secondly, one
can invoke a "constant turn-rate" model, very descriptive of many airborne target

scenarios,

a(t) - -w, v(t) + "(t) Iv(t) (t)l (4)

where v is the turn rate. Unlike Eq. (3), this is a nonlinear dynamics model, so a
tradeoff of performance versus computational loading must bo conducted before its use is
warranted for online implementation,

Atmospheric disturbances cause wavefront phase distortions, resulting in trans-
lational shifts in the FLIR image plane called "Jitter". On the basis of spectral
properties, atmospheric jitter processes ma and Ya (see Eq. (1)) were each modeled ar
outputs of a third order shaping filter [l, described by a transfer function of
K*02 2(gwl) l(#+02)"-2. driven by white Gaussian noise [41,42], Since l < w2 (w1 " 1i
rad/sec, v 2 a 660 red/sec) and the lower frequencies are more important, this was well

approximated in the filter by the reduced-order model KVl(s+Vl)".

Combining theme two states with the six target dynamics states that arise from
augmenting Eq. (2) with either (3) or (4), forms the basis of an eight-state extended
Kalman filter (2] propagation algorithm of the form,

x(t) a fV;(t) u(t) tt (6)

6(t) - r(t) P(t) + eft) r'•(t + Qft) (6)
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where P(t) is the state error covariance matrix and Q(t) is the white noise strength
matrix, If (3) is used, then fE;(t), u(t)] - F;(t) + Bu(t), i.e.. the propagation model
is linear and time invariant, and thus is particularly easy to implement. If Eq. (4) is
used, (5) is nonlinear and F(t) in (6) is the partial of f with respect to the state X,
evaluated at the current best state estimate.

At each sample time ti, measurements of the average intensity over each pixel in
the 8-by-S tracking window become available, Let z k(ti) denote the scalar measurement
corresponding to the J-th row and k-th column of that array, to write:

zkt) L-- I I Itarqet([1V-xxPeak(t)],[r -Ypeak(t)]0t)d~xdty
Zjk~tl) p REGION OF

JK-TH PIXEL

+ bik(ti) + njk(ti) (7)

where Ap is the area of one pixel, Itnrget was described previously, bik(ti) models the
background noise effects on the Ik-th pixel and njk(ti) the internal FLIR noise effects
on that pixel. The 64 scalar measurements of this -orm at sample time ti are arrayed in
a vector:

a(ti) n h[x(ti), ti] + b(ti) + n(ti) (8)

which can be used as the measurement model upon which to base an extended Kalman filter.
Online identification of htx(ti), ti] will be discussed subsequently. The background
and FLIR noises are assumed independent (so that their variances add for a given pixel)
and temporally uncorrelated FULIR noise is assumed spatially uncorrelated and the
background noise has a correlation distance of about two pixels (the corresponding noise
covariance matrix, E(v(tivT(ti)} a R(ti), is thus sparse but not diagonal).

An 8-stote, 64-measurement extended Kalman filter [k] was designed. To avoid
online computation of a 64-by-64 matix inversion, the usual update algorithm was
replaced by the algebraically equivalent:

p'l(ti+) P 1l(ti') + HT(ti)Rl(ti)j(t 1 ) (9)

P(ti+) EP-1 (ti+)]- (10)

K(ti) • P(ti+)jjT(t,)R 'l(ti) ( I

x(ti+) ;(ti ) + I(ti) {s(tI) - h[;(ti' (12)

where ;(ti+) and P(ti+) are the state estimate and error covariance after updating the

values i(tii) and P(ti-) with the measurement vector z(ti). Here H(ti) is the partial
ah/ax evaluated at Wti-), and it is to be identified online along with h[;(ti-),ti1.
This form only requires two 8-by.-8 matrix inversions, V"l(ti) is assumed to be
generated once offline.

Up to this point, the lower (digital and/or optical) signal processing path of Fig,
2 has been described, Based on the FLIP intensity data x(ti) and the identified h and M
functions, the extended Kalman filter produces state estimates x(ti+) and one-step-ahead
Predictions ^N(ti+l). The latter can be used by a control algorithm to point the center
of the field-of-view to where the target in predicted to be located, so that 1(ti+l")
and• art zeroed. The upper path f18] in Fig, 2 identifies h and its partial
derivative fl. It is based on the fact that the actual target .mage will change rather
slowly relative to the aample period of 1/30 sec., while the background noises will
typically change more rapidly, especially if a background is being swept behind a moving
target. Thus, temporal averaging or filtering of iequential data frames should be
exploited in target shape reconstruction, spatial or spatial frequency filtering may
also be useful to discriminate between target and background IR intensity patterns (186]

Consequently, interframe smoothing is used to accentuate the target and attenuate
the inois, First an FFT is performed on the PLIR data frame (for efficient processing
and possible spatial frequency filtering, perhaps optically), and then a negating phase
shift in accordance with the shift properties of discrete Fourier transforms f19-20] is
applied to reconstruct the transform of the target image as though it were centered in
the field-of-view in the original untransformed coordinates. The appropriate phase shift
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for the frame at ti is based on xpeak(ti÷) and Ypeak(ti+) derived from Eq. (1) and
Kti') as produced by the filter.

Conceptually, this result can be averaged with the most recent M such centered and
transfocmed data frames, to accentuate the target and attenuate noise. To implement
this pithout requiring explicit storage of these M data sets, finite-memory averaging is
approximated by exponential smoothing:

1(tt) = (ti) + (1-a) 1(ti-1) (13)

where f(ti) and f(tl.1 ) are the current and previous templates, respectively, and where
I(ti) is the current data frame set of intensity values. Valid a's lie in the range
[0,11, with smaller a's corresponding to longer memoryl sensitivity studies [18,19]
yielded a a 0.1. the output of the "Exponential Smoothing of Centered Data" block in
Fig. 2 in a representation of the FFT of 'a template h associated with a centered target
"Image.

Again through appropriate phase shifting, h(i(tj÷ 1 ),t 1i+l can be evaluated.
assuming that the controller successfully zeroed out the estimated target dynamics
position states in the sample period between ti and ti+,. the spatial derivative
B[4(ti+j'),ti•1j is readily produced by simple multiplication, using the derivative
prorerty of Fourier transforms: if fX and fy are spatial frequencies and . denotes
Fourier transform.

7 ,Sh(xy)/Ix] - J2IRfx - [h(x,y)]
(14)

7 [Gh(x,y)/8y] w 12"fy . 7 [h(x,y)]

Finally, the inverse PT of both results yields ht;(ti+j'),ti+ 1 1 and *ittel-),ti+l1
for use In the Kalman filter at the DSAL sample time, i.e., at te+ 1 .

An alternative tracker was also described in E182. The upper path of Fig. 2 is
left intact except that I no longer requires evaluation. However, h([(ti-).ti,+] is now
used as a template by an enhanced correlator that operates on the raw FLIR data to
generate estimated offsets between the apparent target and flild-of-view center. These
are provided as two scalar measurements to a 1insr Kalman filter (assuming Eq. (3) is
used rather than (4) for the basis of time propagation of estimates). Because the
measurement dimension is now two. Xqs. (9) - (11) are replaced with the more conven-
tional form of update equations C11,

R(ti) P(t1 -)E
T (tj) [E(tt)P(t(-)ET (tj) + R(ti)]" (15)

P(ti+) -P(ti') - R(ti)n(ti)P(ti') (6

The 2-by-2 measurement noise covarlance matrix R for this filter in determined by
statistical analysis of errors produced by the proposed correlator under controlled
conditions. This correlator is enhanced over a conventional correlator in a number of
ways. First, the current FULR data frame is correlated with an estimated target
template rather than merely a previous frame of data. Secondly, thresholding of the
correlation function to suppress low noise-induced peaks and computing centroid
summations are used to approximate correlation function peak detection with lower
computational loading and lower sensitivity to multiple peak problems than other peak
detection methods; a threshold of 30t of the maximum correlation value has been adopted
based on empirical performance evaluations (38,39]. Finally, the FLIR/laser pointing
commands are derived from the filter's propagated state estimate as shown in Pig. 2, and
not just from the correlator offset outputs.

Thus, four possible configurations have been described. Two Involve an extended
Kalman filter that processes the raw FUR data directly (64-dimensional measurements,
nonltnearly modeled); one has a linear propagation cycle based on Eqs. (2) and (3), and
the other has a nonlinear propagation based on (2) and (4). In contrast are the two
"alternative" trackers based on an enhanced correlator feeding two-dimensional offset
"measurements" (modeled linearly) to a Kalman filter; the filter is totally linear if
the propagation cycle is based on Eqs, (2) and (3), and it is an extended Kalman filter
if based on the nonlinear dynamics of (2) and (4).
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Any of these configurations could be *tuned" (1.2] for best performance under
benign target conditions by appropriate choice of noise strength Q in Eq. (6) (and
correlation time ? in Eq. (3) if it is the basis of the filter propagation cycle). If
it is desired to tune for best performance under heavy target maneuvering, not only
would Q and T be changed, but it would also be appropriate to adopt a larger field-of-
view (this in also true for target acquisition).

III. Multinle Model Adantive Filtering

One means of allowing rapid and effective changing of both the bandwidth and field-
of-view of the tracker is multiple model adaptive filtering (2, 14. 26-40). In this
approach, a number of independent filters are processed in parallel, each based upon a
particular model of target dynamics intensity and a corresponding field-of-view. By
optimally combining the estimates of these filters at each sample time. fn adaptive
estimator Is produced that will yield desirable high resolution for benign target
trajectories while also maintaining lock on very dynamic targets.

Let a denote the vector of uncertain parameters in a given modeli here it is

composed of the strength of the white noise driving the target acceleration model (3) or
(4), and the field-of-view size. In order to make identification of a tractable, its
continuous range of values is discretized into K representative values, If we define
the hypothesis conditional probability Pk(ti) as the probability that a assumes the

value ak (for k 1 I, 2...,K), conditioned on the observed measurement history Z(tI) *
•z T (t I.(t,) i.e.,

pk(ti) a prob(auak I si00)21 ) (17)

then it can be shown (21 that pk(ti) can be evaluated recursively for all k in terms of
conditional densities via:

Pk(ti) fxltilla*|ltl-l)lxilak-Zi-1)*Pk(tt-1) (8

fx~ti~lali)K

and that the layesian estimate of the state is the probabilistically weighted average:

K-

;(ti*) E C(X(ti)IZ(ti)MZI) 0 I ;kCti+)ePkCti) (19)
k~l

where .(ti+) is the state estimate generated by a Kalman filter based on the assumption
that the parameter vector equals Ok. Thus, the multiple model filtering algorithm is

composed of a bank of K separate KNlman filters, each based on a particular value

a1, ... , aN of the parameter vector, as depicted in rig, 3. When the measurement zi
becomes available at time ti. the residuals rl(ti), ... , rK(ti) are generated in the K
filters and used to compute Pl(ti). ... , p,(ti) via Eq. (IS). Each numerator density
in (I1) is Oaussian if linear model, are used and approximated as Gaussian it nonlinear
models are employedl i.e..

fV(ti)1a.Z(ti~l)(zilak .Zi-l) - 2 ) / 1 k t ~ l zexp($)
(20)

(0) 0 (-Irk T(ti)Ak-l(t, lrk~ti1)

where m is the measurement dimension and Ak(ti) is calculated in the k-th Kalman filter
ast

Ak(ti) - Hk(ti)Pk(ti-1HkT(ti) + Rk(ti) (21)

The denominator in Eq. (18) is simply the sum of all the computed numerator terms and

thus is the scale factor required to ensure thAt the Pk(ti)'s sum to one.

One expects that the residuals of the Ralman filter based upon the "bast" model
will have mean squared values nost in consonance with its own computed Ak"li. while
"mnismatched" filters will have larger residuals than anticipated through this matrim.

Therefore. tqs. (19)-(21) will most heavily weight the filter based upon the most
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Table 1 - Description of Elemental Filters in the
Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator

Assumed Assumed
Filter 0 FOV (pixels) x-Dynamics y-Dynamics

(Azimuth) (Elevation)

1 8-by-8 benign benign

2 24-by-24 20 g 20 g

3 8-by- 10g , 10 g

4 24-by-8 20 g benign

5 6-by-24 benign 20 g

correct assumed parameter value. However, the performance of the algorithm depends on
there being significant differences in the characteristics of residuals in the "correct"
and "mismatched" filters. Therefore, each filter should be tuned for beat performance
when the true value, of the uncertain parametera are identical to its asIumed values of
these parameters, One should specifically avoid the often-used "conservative" philos-
ophy of adding considerable dynamics pseudonolig to open the filter bandwidth, since

this tends to mask the difference between good and bad models. In this study, K has
been chosen as 2, 3, or 5, and the elemental filters are the first 2, first 3, or all 5
of the filters as described in Table 1. The first filter in the bank has a narrow
field-of-view and has been tuned for best performance for constant-velocity trajectories
in inertial space, and the wider field-of-view second filter has been tuned for beet
performance on a 20-g pull-up maneuver. The third filter is tuned for intermediate
dynamics and uses a small field-of-view. The last two filters assume different levels
of severity of target dynamics in the two FLIR plans directions, and they use rectan-
gular fields-of-view with the longer dimension along the direction of higher assumed
severity, The tuning parameters (Q and possibly T) for these various assumed levels of
maneuvering harshness for both the first-order Gauss-Markov acceleration model of Eq.
(3) and the constant turn-rate model of Eq. (4) were determined empirically r27, 38-401O
filter #1 was always based upon a Oauss-Markov model.

To allow the algorithm to adapt to a changing parameter value, computed k" were
artificially bounded below by a small value, 0.01 [2,25-28,37-40]. (Other means are
also available, as in r2,14,32].) Without such bounding, the Ok for a "mismatched"
filter could converge to (ussentially) zero, precluding appropriate response of the
recursion in Eq. (18) to subsequent parameter changes. After lower bounding, the
resultant probabilities are rescaled so that their sum remains equal to one.

For very severe target maneuvers, the estimates of one or more of the smaller
field-of-view filters may diverges due to the lower bounding on the Pk's, this can
eventually cause the entire algorithm to diverge. To preclude this, any time the target
image centering shift magnitude for a filter exceeds 3 pixels, the states of that
divergent filter are set equal to the weighted average of the nondiverging filters'
estimates, and its error covariance is reset correspondingly,

IV. Performnce Analvsis

Monte Carlo analyses involving ten runs each have been used to test the previously
described trackers against realistic scenarios. Sample means ± 1 standard deviation are
plotted versus time to demonstrate transient characteristics, or temporally averaged
over an interval of interest to allow compact comparisons. A three-hot-spot target of
dimensions appropriate for a single-place, two-engine aircraft was simulated in 3-space
and then projected onto the FLIR image plane, using an trajectories,

(1) straight-and-level flight at I km/sec for 5 sec, starting at about 20.5 km range and
reaching minimum range of 20 km (with the trajectory in the plane orthogonal to the
line of sight) at 5 seci

(2) same as (1) for 2 sec., then conducting a pull-up maneuver (at 2g, log, or 20g
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levels), using an unrealistically harsh step change in pitch rate to tax the
algorithm severely;

(3) same as (2) for 3,5 sec of simulation time, but then returning to straight-line
flight, again using a step change in pitch rate;

(4) same as (3) except that, at 3.5 sec, the target turns in toward the tracker, causing
more dramatic changes in the target shape in the FLIR image plane,

The ratio of target spot maximum intensity to background and FLIR noise rms value is 20,
and the hot spots have squared glint dispersions (spreads) of 2,0 pixel'. Atmospheric
Jitter is modeled with mean squared value of 0.2 pixel' and correlation time of 0,07
Sec.

Initial performance rosults are presented for the algorithm based upon only the
first two filters of Table 1 being used in the bank, Table 2 presents the sample mean ±
one standard deviation of the errors committed in estimating the target dynamics eleva,-
tion position state yd, averaged over 1,5 seconds of time after initial •La1sients have
died out. These are presented for the correlator/linear Kalman filter, the extended
Kalman filter based on a Gauss-Markov acceleration model, and the extonded Kalman filter
based on a constant turn-rate dynamics model, Errors in %d(ti-) are tabulated, followed
by errors in yd(ti ), the former indicates the accuracy of the command sent to the
pointing controller and the latter porttays the best precision in state estimation, so
these are the most pertinent statistics, The azimuth position statistics are not
included because they provide no additional insight into performance and because the
maneuvers being performed are predominantly in the y direction.

First consider the table entries fox the straight-and-level trajectory 1; the
corresponding time histories of statisticr for the three forms of multiple model
adaptive filter can be viewed in the first 2 seconds of results in Figs, 4-6. (As
indicated by the initial transient in the plots, the filters were started with arti-
ficial knowledge of the true states ,  initial acquisition was investigated separately
and did not cause difficulties,) From the table, it can be seen that the multiple model

Table 2 - Performance Analysis, Mean ± Standard Doviation
of Errors in ^d(ti) and ^d(ti+)

CORRELATOR/ RXTENOIDD KF EXTaNDrO KF
LINEAR KF GAUSS-MARKOV ACC CONST TUfN-RATE

STRAIGHT
TRAJECTORY

-. 001 ± .063 -. 241 ± .114 -. 208 ± .121
MULTIPLE MODEL -. 005 j .157 -. 246 t .102 -. 210 .109

-.015 j .170 -. 266 j .118 -. 209 ± .123
NARtOW FOY -. 020 ± .152 -. 270 ± .106 -. 210 ± .112

-.017 ± .289 .015 j .162 .013 t .16C
-. 020 ± .246 .013 t .128 .012 ± .129

PULL-UP
TRAJECTORY 2

-.157 ± .225 -. 802 ± .129 -. 435 ± .145.118 ± .209 -.737 ± .119 -. 432 ± .134

-. 089 ± .747 -. 232 ± .171 -. 203 t .167
lOg .084 ± .740 -.107 t .138 -. 221 ± .139

-. 243 ± .450 -. 923 ± .181 -. 265 ± .160
20g -. 026 ± .436 -. 710 ± .155 -. 300 + .129

20g WITH -,264 ± .250 -. 884 ± .204 -,117 ± .194
WInE FOY .036 ± .214 -. 674 ± .181 -. 123 ± .162



filters have performance very similar to the narrow field-of-view single filters that

are specifically tuned for this benign trajectory, indicating that the adaptation is

appropriately weighting the narrow field-of-view filter very heavily. In the first

column, as anticipated, the larger field-of-view filter has poorer performance on the

benign trajectory, For the extended Kalman filters, the standard deviations are worse

but the biases are reduced for the wide field-of-view case, This is due to tuning of

the narrow fiell-of-view filters; larger assumed dynamics noise strength would reduce

these biases, but this was not incorporated in order to retain very distinguishing
characteristics in the residuals of the different filters of the multiple model tracker.

The bottom of Table 2 pertains to performance achieved by the multiple model filter
against pull-up maneuvers at 2g, log, and 20g levelsi the 2g case time histories are

plotted in Figs. 4-6, while lOg case characteristics are exhibited in the first 3.5 sec

of Figs. 7 and 8. The correlator/linear filter generally has smaller biases but larger

standard deviations than the extended Kalman filters. Its rms errors are smaller for

low-g maneuvers (again due to tuning of the narrow field-of-view extended filters), but

the superiority of the extended Kalman filter based on constant turn-rate dynamics is

clearly evident for harsher maneuvers. There the extended Kalman filters have much

smaller rms errors and shorter transients, and the bias is considerably smaller when the

filter is based on constant turn--rate dynamics rather than a Gauss-Narkov acceleration

model. At low g9', the adaptive filter performance resembles that of the narrow field-

of-view filter, but quickly converges to that of the wide field-of-view filter after

maneuver initiation. Note that the performance of the correlator/filter is actually

worse at 10 g's than at 20 g'si there is no filter in the adaptive filter's bank that is

expressly tuned for best performance at these conditions. As seen in the last two rows

of Table 2, the performance of the adaptive filter is somewhat isorse than that of the

large field-of-view filter, due to the lower bounding of the conditional probabilities

as discussed previously. The bound of 0.01 is the result of a tradeoffi higher values

allow quicker reaction to maneuver initiation, but at the expense of an inappropriately

heavy weight on a "wrong" model in the steady-state pull-up. No entry is made in the

table for the narrow field-of-view filter, since it was unable to maintain lock on log

or 20g targets.

As displayed in Figs, 7 and 8, the response to the straightening maneuver of

trajectory 3 at 3,5 see, is similar to that of the pull-up initiation at t a 2 sec.
(Fig. 8 pertains to the Gauss-Markov acceleration model, but the constant turn-rate

model yields very similar results.) Returning desirably heavy weight to the narrow

field-of-view is not as rapid or effective as the response to maneuver onset, and this

characteristic will be discussed more fully later.

Trajectory 4 evaluations were very similar to those of trajectory 2, demonstrating
the ability to maintain good estimates nf a shape function undergoing large changes in
time. and thereby to maintain desirable tracking performance. Robustness to 3ignal-to-

noise ratio was tested by leaving the filter-assumed SNR at 20 while the real world was
simulated with SNR of )U. resulting in about 35t larger rms errors for a 2g pull-up.

equivalent rms errors at lOg, and St smaller rms errors at 20g, reduction of real world
SNR to unity caused divergence in all cases, as noted previously (5-71. Finally, as a

performance bound, the adaptive filter was artificially told when the pull-up maneuver
occurred and appropriate weightings were applied immediately. There was no change in

steady state behavior and an imperceptible change in the time for the transients to die

outs the only substantial difference was the peak value of the mean error excursion,

which was reduced between 10 and 45 percent for the different filters and test

trajectories.

Having evaluated the algorithm that uses only the first two elemental filters listed

in Table 1, consider the tracker based on all five table entries and using the corre-

lator/linear-measurement-model-filter structure. The original motivation for the

addition of elemental filters with rectangular fields-of-view to the multiple model
adaptive estimation (H14AE) algorithm came from biases observed in the operation of the

earlier algorithm that incorporated three elemental filters, each with a square field-

of-view (i.e., the first three filters listed in Table 1, all based on a Gauss-Markov

model for acceleration). Fig. 9 illustrates a representative performance result of that

previous algorithmt the mean ± one standard deviation tracking error asaociated with the

(ti+) estimate in the FLIR azimuth direction when a 20-9 maneuver is being performed by

the target at a range of about 20 km., predominantly in the FLIR elevation direction

0381. The apparent ramping in the plot is, in fact, an error transient that begins at a
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point 2 sec. into the simulation (at which time the high-g simulated maneuver was
initiated); it continues for about 5 sec., after which an error bias persists it, the

estimation of the target position. This bias is induced by the maneuver, as is clear
from the time of onset of the error transient and also from the fact that no such bias

occurs in simulations that do not include such a high-g target maneuver, The mechanism
largely responsible for this effect is the MMAE adaptation being based upon only
elemental filters with square fields-of-view. When the maneuver begins at t - 2 sec.,

the large changes in the FLIR elevation channel cause the MMAE to place high weighting
on the wide field-of-view elemental filter, This is appropriate to maintain lock on the
maneuvering target. However, during this time, the variations in true target azimuth
characteristics are rather benign, and so the MMAE is extremely mistuned for the azimuth
channel state estimation, The validity of this interpretation was demonstrated by
simulating a target with the same horizontal inertial-coordinate dynamics, but with

vertical dynamics corresponding to a straight-and-level path. Under these conditions,
azimuth error magnitudes were reduced by more than 50t. Since the MMAC was relieved of
the task of tracking a highly dynamic elevation channel, weighting emphasis was appro-
priately placed on the small field-of-view filter,

Fig. 10 displays the elevation tracking performance of the MMAE based on the five
elemental filters of Table 1, each assuming a Gauss-Markev model for acceleration, when
the actual target undergoes a 10-g vertical pullup maneuver starting at 2 sec. into the

simulation [39,401, Table 3 divides the 5 second, 150-sample-period simulation into
five intervals, Indicating the elemental filters that are dominant during each of these
intervals, About 6 sample periods after the (artificially harsh) step change in
vertical acceleration it simulated, the probability weights shift to emphasize the

filters appropriate to such a maneuver, At frames 74 and 75, all filters but filter I a

are declared to have lost lock, and so the estimates in the other four filterb are reset

to match its state estimate and covariance, as explained at the end of Section III.

Thereafter until frame 120, the filter tuned to harsh maneuvers in the FLIR x-direction

(azimuth) receives substantial weight, even though the actual target maneuver takes

place mostly in the y direction, To understand this, consider the acceleration profiles

of the actual target maneuver, as shown in Fig, 11, Over time interval A. there is no
acceleration in either direction, since the trajectory is straight-and-level. Time

interval S provides a step change in the y-acceleration, from which a cosine function

commences, Over time interval C, during which filter # 4 becomes a dominant filter,
there is very little change in the y-acceleration, while the x-acceleration begins to

increase az a sine function. When the resetting of the four divergent filters occurs at

frames 74 and 75, a good estimate of target y-direction dynamics is transferred to these

filters. Since most of the changes in the target's acceleration now occur in the x-

direction, it is not surprising that filter * 4 receives a significant portion of the

hypothesis conditional probability,

To assess how well this adaptive filter performs, it was compared to an artificial

benchmark composed of a single filter that was tuned for benign conditions for the first

Table 3 - Profile of the Dominant Elemental Filters&
Simulation as in Fig. 10

Interval Dominant
(Frames) Filter(s) Comments

1 - 65 #1 Adequate tracking of benign
tra jectoryj target maneuver
beg ins at frame 60

66 - 73 #2, #5 Y-directional target maneuver
is recognized

74 - 75 #2 Filters #1, #3, #4, #5 "lose
lock"

76 - 120 42, #4 Wide FOV trackirg

121 - 150 #3 10-g maneuver recognized
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55 sample periods of simulation time, and then tuned specifically as the single
elemental filter # 3 for a 10-g maneuver. Thus, the benchmark filter was artificially
informed of the target maneuver five sample perioda before the actual maneuver occurred.
so that the bandwidth of the filter would be appropriately widened by the time the

pullup was actually initiated. Tables 4 ari( 5 show a comparison of the 4hWE and this
benchmark filter, based on peak value of the mean error in target y-position (elevation)

estimates at times ti- and ti+, recovery time (time to recover from a maneuverl time to

reach post-maneuver steady state error characteristics), and error mean and standard
deviation temporally averaged over steady state periods before and after maneuver
initiation for x- and y- target position and centroid estimates (see Eq. (1)). The NMAE
can outperform t"hbenchmark because the MMAE has in its bank filters which are tuned

for maneuvers harsher than 10 g's, and thus are better able to handle the initial onset
of the step change in simulated target acceleration. The adaptive mechanism within the
MMAE is thus seen to be exceptionally fast and effective In its ability to adapt to even

unrealistically harsh changes in target behavior.

Repeated performance evaluations for 20-g pullups and both l0-g and 20-g pullups

Table 4 - Error Statistics for NMAE When Target Initiates
a lO-g Vertical Pullup at t a 2 Sec.

9peak-mean error (ti-) a -1.6 pixels

Speak-moan error (ti) s -0.7 pixels

Recovery time a 0.40 seconds

Temporally Averaged Time Interval
Error Parameter
(mean / 1 sigma) [0.5 D 2.0] [3.5 , 5.0]

Aerr(ti') -0.0456 / 0.4262 0.2348 / 0.5335
9 err(tj-) -0.0105 / 0.3577 -0.0174 / 0.6655

Aerr(ti#) -0.0354 / 0.3707 0.1908 / 0.4265
9 err(ti+) -0.0137 / 0.3173 0.1203 / 0.5814

x-cent. error (t 1 ) -0.0006 / 0.0948 0.0874 / 0.1405

y-cent. error (ti+) -0.0015 / 0.0536 0.3260 / 0.3139

Table 5 - Error Statistics for Single Filter Bound of Performance,
l0-g Pullup at t - 2 Sec., "1011 Increased at Frame 55

Speak-mean error (ti-) = -2.0 pixels
9peak-mean error (t÷+) a -1.3 pixela

Recovery time w 0.80 seconds

Temporally Averaged Time Interval
Error Parameter
(mean / 1 sigma) [0.5 , 2.0] [3.5 , 5.0]

Aerr(tit) -0.0408 / 0.4095 0.1933 / 0.4943

Perr(ti") -0,0099 / 0.3547 -0.2608 / 0.4425
Aerr(tj+) -0.0310 / 0.3658 0.1333 / 0.4100
9err(ti+) -0.0127 / 0.3138 -0.1035 / 0.3743

x-cent. error (ti+) 0.0082 / 0.0900 -0.0006 / 0.1022

y-cent. error (ti+) 0.0015 / 0.0614 0.0769 / 0.0804
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followed by a resumption of staight inertial trajectories provided consistent results.
The MMAE no longer o~itperformed the benchmark for the 20-g maneuvers, since the actual
target accelerAtion matched the tuning of the widest bandwidth elemental filter.
However, it still did nearly equal the. perf~rmance of that benchmark. Also. the MMAE
was somewhat more hositant to reduce the bandwidth to an appropriate benign level when
the target comes out of a turn, compared to the speed with which it opens the bandwidth
at the onset of a pullup, This trait has been observed before in MMAE algorithms
t26,27,301, and can be understood by considering Eqs, (18) and (20), Basically, small
probabilities are assigned to filters with large ratios of [actual squared residual' to
[filter-computed residual variancel, At pullup initiation, the actual squared residuals
become much larger than anticipated through the filter-computed variance in the filters
based on benign dynamics models, This ratio is not as large in the filters based on
harsh assumed dynamics when the actual target trajectory straightens out,

The MMAE algorithm with all elemental filters based upon a GausE-Markov model for
acceleration clearly outperformed the MMAE with all but the most benign elemental filter
based upon a nonlinear constant turn-rate model. Peak position estimate errors were
greater in the latter by as much as a factor of four, while recovery times were greater
by a factor of two, This was at least partially due to the tuning strategy that was
necessary for the elemental filters in this MMAE. Unlike the case of the individual
filters based on a Oauss-Markov acceleration model, the constant turn-rate filters had
to be tuned such that the filter-computed rms position errors werq consistently larger
than the actual rms position errors by a considerable amount, Otherwise, the resulting
MMAE would lose lock on harshly jinking targets, These elemental filters were then not
particularly well suited for multiple model adaptation, which requires each elemental
filter to be well tuned for its assumed parameter conditions, Distinguishin2 between
"good" and "bad" models became more difficult in this case, This was evident from
probability weightings that were very inconsistent from one sample time to the next, as
well as from the degradation in performance as compared to the MMAE based totally on
Gauss-tarkov acceleration models,

Unfortunately, the tracking algorithm described to this point exhibits a consistent
bias in state estimates if there are any initial pointing errors (ie., in all realistic
scenarios) Because of the manner in which the template generation algorithm of Fig. 2
operates, any original biases cause a corresponding bias in the reconstructed template,
Therefore, once an adequate template shape has been constructed (ten frames of data were
used for this "adequate" construction, in consonance with the use of a equal to 0.1 in
Eq. (13)), the centroid of that template is calculated. Then a shift in the transformed
domain is performed to correspond to placing that centroid at the center of the template
array. The algorithm is repeatedly performed until the required centering shift is less
than a criterion distance (chosen to be 0.5 pixels here), at which time the target is
deemed "acquired" and normal tracking is resumed, In actual implementation, testing for
the need to "reacquire" could be repeated at some frequency much lower than the sampling
rate, but in the simulated tests, the routine was not executed after the target was
first declared to be acquired.

Figs, 12 and 13 display the error mean ± one standard deviation arsociated with
yd(ti") and ypeak(tt), respectively, for the case of iitial biases of 3 pixels in the
x direction and 4 pixels in the y direction. The acquisition routine was performed only
twice, at the tenth and eleventh sample instants, since the second "shift" was less than
0,5 pixels, This procedure results in a substantial offset between the tamplate and the
following frame of FLIR measurement data, Due to the relative strengths of the dynamics
vs, atmospheric jitter driving noises, the majority of this offset is interpreted
(correctly) by the filter as being a result of target dynamics, and the target is
acquired in the center of the field-of-view during the subsequent filter cyc7e. The
final position bias in Fig, 13 in typically 0.1 pixel in the cases studied, the
precision with which the location of the target's center of intensity is calculated and
centered is an order of magnitude beyond the sensor resolution power, The errors
associated with id(ti+) are about five times the ifeak(ti+) errors, bince the centroid
errors reflect direct measurements while thie ilter has the additional task of
separating the measured quantities into the components due to target dynamics,
atmospheric Jitter, and noise, These trends are borne out more completely in Table 6,
which presents the results of temporally averaging such statistics over the interval
from 3.5 sec. to 5,0 sec. into the simulation, Moreover, the x- and y- filter induced
errors are identical to three significant figures for other cases studied, using
different amounts ot :nitial acquisition biases.
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Table 6 - Performance of Acquisition Algorithm: Steady State
Characteristics for Straight Target Trajectory
Initial Biases 3 Pixels (Az.), 4 Pixels (El.)

Error Mean 1 1 Std. Deviation

;d(til) 0,123 ± 0.33e Xpeak(ti ) 0.112 j 0,074

Yd(ti') 0.023 ± 0.324 Ypeak(ti ) 0.112 • 0.069

V. Sui.5i

Algorithms hdve been developed for tracking dynamic targets in infrared image data,
where the target pattern is uncertain a priori and may be composed of multiple hot

spots. Digital and/or optical signal processing is used to identify this target shape

adaptively in real time. Multiple model filtering has been shown to provide an
effective means of changing the field-of-view and bandwidth of the tracker against a
wide dynamic range of targets, In the initial version of this multiple model algorithm,
one elemental filter is tuned to benign dynamics and uses a narrow field-of-view and
another is tuned to harsher maneuvering and correspondingly uses a wider field-of-view,
There are significant computational loading advantages to using a correlator / linear
Kalman filter combination for each of these filters, but extended Kalman filters
processing the raw FLIR data and based upon a constant turn-rate dynamics model may
provide superior tracking capability, particularly for highly dynamic close-range
targets.

Effective enhancements to such a multiple model adaptive estimator have been
proposed and evaluated, Basing some of the elemental filters in the algorithm upon
models for target dynamics that are harsher in one direction than in others, and
allowing for rectangular fields-of-view with the longer dimension along that harsher
direction, is shown to provide significant pertormance advantages, This feasibility
study provided for the "harsh dynamics" direction to be aligned predominantly in the
azimuth or elevation directions, but it would also be reasonable to align it oith the
estimated target acceleration direction. The online adaptation in this study was so
effective that the adaptive algorithm outperformed what had been thought to be a severe

benchmark, a single filter that is artificially told of a target maneuver enough before
it occurs, that the filter bandwidth can be appropriately increased by the time the
target actually maneuvers, Oauss-Markov acceleration models proved to yield better
performance than constant turn-rate target dynamics models, In part due to necessary

differences in filter tuning strategies, An initial acquisition algorithm wee devised
to remove the persistent tracking biases that had plagued earlier versions of this
adaptive estimator.

Future research areas include investigation of a multiple model adaptive estimator
with one elemental filter based on a rotatable rectangular field of view, ard an
enhanced acquisition algorithm able to handle target maneuvers during the initialization
phase. Research is also continuing, to enhance performance in a number of waysi (1)

evaluation of performance as a function of sample period, filter tuning / probability
lower bounding combinations, and other pertinent parameters; (2) 'Investigation of

robustness to variation in target shape function, dynamic trajectories, atmospheric

jitter, and background noise at low SNRI and (3) establishing performance sensitivity

to combinations of sensor resolution and noise attributes, controller/ actuator

dynamics, vibration effects, and other tracking environment characteristics.
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T1R&JICTOGRAPHIIE PASSNES PAR AIU
AMELIORATIION DE LA QUALIITE D'ESTIIMATION

Ptni V)ACJ(ER Mich( GAV9.RJ

0rJ'rAfCAc

REUBOutre tea 4ff icuttij wauff des probCima do poursuito do, cibltu (non.Cinioariti, modifisation doe (ivoduion), f4 tra)#ctqjrnphi*
pwstiva par "inutsi a casaceirise par Ca grand; pauvrotd on information des mesusres 'En effet, daas certainu, situations, ra poursruits ut
maulimatiqusmens inob6,cwabCe.

Afin daniaifor Ca quafitJ do (estimation, deu~x possibiltis ont idi envisacqoes

"* La rooidrella d'uus tochniquo dutimasion 4ppropride
La nature non-tlnauro do co pro~lms nows a conduit Al itdiedr ptualeurs ajystimu dte coordounnks (coordonnies casrtijinnu et pofaima
"odfies) alaul qua ptwiswrs mit" idestduimation niturtitw s tptobatu, Do pfia, (afjal6e okservabititi induit awssi une grands setuihditd
namitique dos nisutats.

" LaHgmentation dus nituas dolisersuidt par t'apeimisaslon ds (a trajoctoWr doe CoboSrwstour
Igiljot, tout d'akrd, doe difinir wi indae scatal,, dobseavabilit qui cowulituora to critire doptimiiation, Lasnayse du mattiwo 4informaeoft
doe co pmalinsafournsit uortains prius giniraux concensant CIts ivtutosfavorabies, CUs risuttat tfldotiqUe ant PsrM0 doptW$im0Kton ateC
ti~octoint da Carasur tout opt tenant compte dc; contrainees ph~jsiquo d atea pourtuite.

LA nrjectoiraphit passive par sailmut (TPA) consiste & estdmer les dldments cindmatiquem d'une cible ou source sonore (S) It
partir des scules meaures duazimut bruitdes effethides depuis une plateforme mobile dlobsorvation (L) ddnommde observateur, porteur
ou lanceur. L'dtde prsentdc concerne It cas d'une poursuito bi-dlimensionnolle on milieu sous-maMn. Cependlant, Its rdsultats obtenus
sont, dtns une certain. mesure, g~ndralisables & d'autrem probl~mes de poursulte et notamment Its poursuites tri-dimensionnelles par
mesures angulaires [13, 23, 24].

La principale caracidriatlque do Is, TPA ear Is, grand. pauvretd en information des mesures, En effet, certains scinarios mont
inobservables c'emt-1-dlr lea El6ments clndmatiques do S ne peuvent 6tre diterminds & partir des scules meaures d'aziniut, Cetto
panicularitd couplE. I la non-iindaritd des Equations va Wte diterminante sur lea performances des algorlthmes classiques d'estimation.
D'autre part, dana It cadre d~une poursuite rdelle, la qualitd des mesurem obtenues de fagon passive en onvlronnement perturbd est

a souvent maiwaise, Cos deux aspects expliquent I& n~cessitd d'aigorlthmes approprids et robustes.

Aprbs Ia prdsentation du probibme, notre exposE me subdiviso en deux parties. La premi~re concerne l'analyse ot ]a
S cornparaison do diffdrentes m~thodeB d'estlmation. La seconde est diddide It ltude de I'observabilitd do Ia poursuito et notamnment k Ia

gdneation do trajectoire. lanceur favorables It la quulitd de l'estimation.

Colic Etudo fut men~e do 1984 h 1988 alu CERT dana It cadre duane convention DCAN/CAPCA [ 10, 11, 25, 26, 28, 291.

PRESENTATION DU PROBLEMS

Un observateur mobile L dont lea Eldments cindmatiques mont supposds connus effectue ]a trajectographie d'un navire S k
partir do mesures dazimuta 1(1k) (FIgure 1). Le modble d~volution adoptd pour Ia cible eat un modile a) vecteur-vitesse consrant. Dans
I& suite, cc modble sra tourau mu post pazfalternent respectd. Loa rdsultats prdsentds mont dcanc lasus do donndea simuldes. Toutefois

I& plupart des techniques ddvelopp~es ant aussi dti testtes sur mesures rdelles.

S

z(t)

EST

FIGULRE I - Description du probltrme



Les propridtis d'observabilit6 spdcifiques A cc probI~me vont guider Ie choix du syst~me de coordonndes ainsi que celui de
l'algorithme d'estimation. Ces propridtds ;eront aborddes de fayjn intuitive. Nous introduirons ensuite lea coordonntes et les
algorithines qui seront analysds au cours de cctte conf~rence.

IProprift6s d'observabilitO de )A TPA

L'observabilitd des poursultes par mesures angulairos n'a dtd dtablie do fagon rigoureuse quo ricemnment (9). Nous en
donnons ici une interprdtation g~tom~trique dana It cas dc Idvolution h vltcsse constante.

Lorsque lea deux antagonistos sent amimds d'une vitesse constante, Is trajectoire relative de S dans It repore lid A L est aussl
A vitesso constanto, Pour cc cas, Its niesures d'azimuts no permettent pas de discerner la vdritable trajectoire relative de S de l'ensemble
des trajectaires de m-kme cap relatif (figure 2). LA distance D pout 6tre chaisle comm parambtre Inobservable car sa connaissanco permot
It calql des autros El6ments cindniatlques do S, Dana It cia extreme oiý lea mesures d'azimut sent constantes, la vitesse radiale relative
do S, Dest aussi inobsorvable. Une tollo situation aera dinommde doubilemern inobservable.

L

FIGURE 2 - Illustration1 de l'inobservabilitd do la pourauite

Uno manoeuvre du lanceur oat done ndcossairo pour rendro It syst~mo observable, Toutefola certainca manoouvres sent
inapproprides, En effot pour des Evolutions tello. quo lea nmesures d'azimut aux instants d'Cchantillonnage sont Identiquos h cellos qui
auralent dtd obtenuos si It lanceur avait suivi une trajectoire A vitesso constanto, I& pursuite roste inobservable. Cotte trojectoiro fictive k
vitease constanto pout etre cello obtenue k partir des El6ments clndmatiques in'itiaux do L (figure 3a) ou uno trajootoiro rootilignt
quolconque (figure 3b).

S 

S

iit~t 3 )L(tO)

(a '3 (b) L

FIGURE 3 - Manoeuvres du lanceur non favorablca A l'observabilitd

Co met lancour proc~do on pratquc par segments roctilignos parcourus h vitesno conatante, le premier cas cat It soul
reonontrd. Si =i~t eIt levectour des diviations 2e L par rapport A Is inrajectoire nominale (figure 3a), I& poursulte sera alors observable
s'il ex'iste un instant do mosuro t tel quo AL(t) et la direction z(t) no sont pas colindaires ou di fagon dquivalento milIa projection do al(t)
sur l'orthogonalo k z(t) est non nulle.

Cosn rdsultats obtenus dana un cadre thdorique (mesures non bruitdes, trojectoires parfaitement rectilignes) vont so traduire en
pratique par Ia faible qualitd do Ioastlmatlon do cousains parambtres. Notons aussi que touto poursuite comporto une phase initlale
inobscrvable o6 do plus Ia variation d'azimut z oat gdniralement foible A cause do distances initiales Importantes.

* Sytimes do coordonnhes

Parmi lta nombreuses :nanl~res do fortnulor ce probl~nie do poursuito, nous nous limiterans aux deux syst~mes los plus
COuMMt:

"* Les coordonnies cart~ulennes absolues dont les avantages sont l'interpritation physique nimiddiate des coniposantes et In simplicitt
des Olquations,

"* Les coordonnies polaires modilges qui sont bien adaptdcs A Ia TPA,

Pour les coordonndes cartdsiennca, ta position et Is vitessc de Ia cible mont exprimdes dons un rep~re fixe dont laxe Y est
orientd vers It Nord. ILe vecteur d'Etat eat alora donnd par



-X(t) = (X.s(t).ys(t),vSxVSY)T()

L'volution de X(t) avec lo temps est lindaire. Par r..ontre, lNquation do mesure est non lindaire ct 6gale A

z(t) - Arcgxstg I X 1+vt
ly)wYLo "M (2)

oý It bruit v(t) sora supposE blanc gaussien et centrE de variance az2.

Pour lea coordonndcs polaires modiflies, Is vecteur d'6tat oat conatitud do I'azimut z(t), do sa ddrivde i(t), du rapport
k(t - b(t/D(t) et do l'invorso do Ia distance s(t) = l/D(t). Ainsi A Ilinstant t,

Le premier avantsgo de ce systbme oct do faire apparaltre les grandoura Eventuellemfent inobservables (ý et a) on tont quo composantes do
lUtat, Lomplol do s(t) SOre JUStfid AU paragraphs 1,2.

Avant toute Evolution du lancour, lazimut z(t) pout donc so calculor avoc les trois soules vaiiabios z, i, ý. exprimdos i
l'instant to (figure 4a): L

ZW ZO + rctgrD-(4)

Ln- z' +(to)(5

Lorsquo Is lanceur effectue une manoeuvre, 11sdquence des azirnuts oat didpondantu des diviations A~l(t). Dans le reptre lid A
Lcellea-ci so traduistnt par does d~viations relatives -A(t) do Ia ciblo. Le diplacement rolatif total do S ontre to ot t eat do, c dgal h

V'R(;ft-t)i~) (Figur 4b). Si Wc ot WD, reprisentent lei projections orthogonalo (Cross-range) at radialo (Down-range) do - (t), z(t)
sexprm aors par:

Avec )u;Lc+A tg (7)

(a)12(o) 
l (b -t)

FIGURE 4 - Coordonndos polaires modifl~cs

Ainsi, los grandours WC ct Wt), par Is modification quoelles apportent sur lUvolution do z(t) itndont I& variable a
observable, Elles devront coepndant vWrifier In condition LC WD * LrD WC Ofn do no pas obtenir t'ne situation inobsorvablo similaire It

Ra fiur naLction do WC ot WD sera d'autant plus gando quo Ia distance d'observatlon sera faible. Do plus, pour do potites
vaitos angulaires, l'action do Wc sur z(t) eat directs Alors quoT WD intervient quaiu second ordro puisquoallo entrains surtout uno

modification do In distance, Ces romarques soront utile. pour In rechorceh d'une trojectoire lanceur favorable & l'esdn-ation,

Le calcul des Equations d'dvolution do co systbime pout s'obtonir do fagon gdomdtrique par projecton dons Ie rep~to lid A z(t)
et ellba sont donndes dans Is rdfdrenco [2],

AlgorIthano. di'eatimation

LhIypoth~se d'une trajoc.tolro parfaltement rectiligno do In cible autorise Iludhisation do plusiours algorlthmcs pour lea
syst~mes do coordonndos prdc~dents.

Le filtre do Kalman Etondu oit d'une utilisation courante on trajoctographIceOtt on l'absence do bruit d'dvolutlon, iI pout
foumir soit I'estlmaO'ni Xk do lUtat courant A linstant tk do Is mesurt, soit lestimation RO/lc do Ildtat initial on to, Si, pour un systtme
lindaire, cot; deux- p~tions donnont des rdsultats Equivalents, des diffdrences apparalssont avec des Equations non lindaires du fait do
processus do lndarisatlon distincts.

Commo l4volution des coordonndca cartdslennes oat lindaire, l'instent d'estimation do I'tat imports pou, Us algorlthmea
prdsentds rdaliseront lostimatlon do lUtat courant Xk. Pour Its coordonndcs polaires modifidea Evolutivos, los doux options ont dtd
testdos. Lcstlmatlon do l'dtat pridsont Xk sora. ddnommnde polaires modifiies Ovoltulves ct cello do lUtat Initial scma appoldc palaires
mod(Nles fixes.

La faible obsorvabillid do Is poursulte pout ndanmoins entratner, pour les deux systbmos do coordonndeN, des erreurs do
lindarloatlon affec tont Ia qualitE des rdaultats. Cccl nous conduit A l'utlisation d'une mndthodo d'estimation globale telle Ie maximum do
vrolsemblanco qul, sous los hypoilhbses formuldes, cat In valour de Xk qui minimise :I
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J(Xk) r~j- H(Xu~t~]
(8)

Notong .v~. interprdtation statistique du filtne de Kahninn 'ronsiste A minimiser It crtt~re J(Xk) additionnd d'un erine

rortarn stir l'tat initial 1 14). La inchnique de base quo nous utilisfr'ois, est I'aigorhhbme do Gauss-Newton ala It minimum Cs: obtenti

X k uXk.AX AVoc AX -W 0(9)
oii G est; It gradient do J1 en Xij et W I'approximation du hession

.2 kaH iaH i

~ x ax (10)

Lavantage do cetto procddure zdside dons )a lindarisation des Equations de mesuro qui est effectude &chaque itdration.

Plain do la oonfresenc

Pour I'amdiioration do Is, qualitd do l'estlmation, doux objectit's ont dtE envisagds:

*La mise au point d'une technique d'esdmration performante tout on assurant tine charge do calcul raisonnablo
*L'augmentation du niveau intrinskque do i'observabilltE par l1optimisation de Is trojectoiro du lanceur,

Dana la preml~re partle, lea probitmes do lindarlsation du filtre do Kalman seront 6tudids pour lea doux systtmes de
coordonndes retenuos. Le falbile nivoau d~observabilitd induit aussi des probitmes do stabililtd numdrique qul seront analysds dans te
second paragraph.. Ensulte nous montrerons comment une mdthode globale put etre appllquie a cc problinie de poursuite. Cello-cl
offre en outro ]a possibilitd do prendre en compte tine connaissanco a priori sur re module do Is vitesse do In ciblo,

Dana It deuxitnie partle, nous Etablirons comment, dana It cadre gdndral des syst~mes dynamiques, pout 8tre ddflni tin
indict scalaire dlobsorvabifitO qul consituean It orl:&ro d'optimlsation do Ia trojectoire du lancour. L'analyse des matrices d'informAtiora
do la IPA mottra onsuito en Evideoce certalna princlpos g~ndraux concernant Its Evolutions du lancour favorables. Enfin l'objectif
principal do cotte partle rdside dans l'optimiston do la trajectoire do L qul dolt tonir compte des contraintes physiquos du prvbl~me.

16re PARTIB - ANALYSZ DES ALOORMITHMS D'ESIT11ATION

1 - PROBLEM=S DIN LINARIGATION

Uno technique frdquemnunt utlillsde pour les problemes destimation non lindaires consist. It utililser tin il~tre lindaire traltant
des pseudo-moatirs. Concernant Ia 77A, on pout transformer l'dquation 2 potur utlllser cotte nidthodo, Cependant les rdsuitats fournls
sont trbs bialads cc qui proscrit I'utisatlon do conte technique dans Ia plupart des scinarIos rencontrds (1],

Nous sommos donc contraints d'utlisor des procidures d'estlmation adapties I la nature non lndairo des dquations,
Copondant du belt de Is fisible observabllltd, Its algotlthmes rdcurslfs (Filtro do Kalman)'so rdvblent farfois insuffisents. Litude do cas
simplIfIds monnorer commient uno procddure globale amdliore Is prdcision des rdsultatsaet quo Ie oat liInfluence du syst~me do
coordonndos. Dane It cadre do I& VA, Ios performances des coordonn~es cartdsiennos et polalres modiftEcs stront ensuito analysdos.

1.1 - Intlumnce do lis mn6thode d'eestimatlon

Considron. lostlmnatlon d'un vecteur d'Etat constant (coordonndos polaires modifldes fixes par example), A chaque Instant,
It filluo do Kalmran no comnport. qu'une EtApo d'estmmtion qul pout s'dcriro sots lIa forme

Rk- k.I + PkH~kjzk-H (kk.1)]

T T
Pk'I P* iiHjHk .~ p- H, Hi

avec 
(2

H1  xiJ.. J (13)

Ainsi, par comparalson avec: lta dquationj 9 et 10, on en ddduit quo It filtre do Kalman dtendut constitue la promitre It~ratIon d'un
algorithm. do Gauss-Newton intidalfsE par Xk.1 e t opdrant sur It crittre

JW1 X) (- kx- Pk.-I)T ~t(X-.k]) +O [(. c14)
Le filtre do Kalnman qul, comma signald en Intiroduction, pout Wtr onvlsagd comnic Ia minimisation du crlt~re 8 sur los

mesuros addidonnE do la connalssane a priori stir l'dtat Initial, eat on fait une procddure do minimisation componeant trols restrictions:
11 WIest proc~dE h chaque instant qu'k tine seule Itdration.

*L'informiation des mesuros passdes eat condeonsde sous la forme lingaire quadratique (Xkk. I. I.)
*Chaque mosure ost lin~aris~e une motile fois autour de I'Ezat prddIt RX1.i ---------------



Pour do fortt.s non Iindaii:Es Cu une Lstimation Xk.l erronde A cause de la faible observabiliti, Its lin~arisations Hk sont
imprdcises. Ceci va entrinnr, par Vliquaticn 12, I'acoumiilation d'une information inexacte durant la phase inobservable qui va affecter
la convergence du filtre pour Its phases ult~iXzwucs plus obsmrables.

L'rlgorithme de Gauss-Newton qui proc~de i la rclindaiisation des mesures paskecs, pertnot do limiter les effets de rcc
erreurs, Aflo do conserver uncoefficacitd suffisante pour 1t traltement an temps rdel tout en palliant ces problkmes do lindarisatlon, tine
version slrnpllfido at r~cursive dc cat algorithme est utilisdo. Son adaptation aux phases initiales peu observable. do la poursulc sera
exposis dans la section 3. A Ilmage du filtro do Kalman, unc souls itdraflon initiallsdo par Xk.1 est offectude I chaque instant pour
nilnimiser It critbre 8 stir lts niesuro.. A finstant tk, nous avons It traitonient sulvant:

Xk02kI-1AX avee AX-aW' 0 (15)

T aH
WN 0 Hi Hi ob Him-

Alnsi dans l'dquation 16, los mesuros sent toutes lindarisdos autour do Ia dern fhre pridicsion Xj. I. Los erreurs do
lindarisation diminueront done aui fur at h meaure do lamradioration des rdsultats.

Cos conclusions sedtondent aladmont aux systCmos comportant uno Evolution ddtorministe, des probl~mes suppldmentaires
apparaissant slors aui nivoati do is Ilndarisatlon des Equations d'Evolution. Cane m~thode globale simpliflde exige copendant des temps do
calcul beaucoup plus grands quo It filtre do Kulman.

1.2 - Munclaae du syst6aue do coordonnifts

Le choix du systbem do coordonndos pout aussi altdrer I& nature des non-lindarlits et done l'importance des orrours do
lindArisation, Afin d'illustrer cc phdnomtne, nous allons considdror Itc as do Ia d~termination do Ia position d'un point immobile par

mosures d'azlnut. Le vecteur dett est do dimension daux ct, par analogie avoc la TPA, plusleurs systtrmeg do coordonndes sont
envlsageables :

, Les coordonndes cartslenne, X -Xy)

o Les coordonn~es polaimes: X *(zrDr)T

* Los cooslornneos polaires modifides: X -(zr,sr)"

Pour lox deux systtmes polairos, tin point do rdfdrence Pr dolt 6tre choisi pour colculer la position relative do S. zr, Dr. of
reprdsontent slors respoctivement l'szmut, Ia distance ct son inverse par rapport & Pr.

D'aprts lea dquations do l'algorithmo do Gauss-Newton (9, 10), nous constatons quo, pour tin point d'inltlallsation X0, Is
crltkro stir los mesuras ost approximEd perla forme quadratique

JdX) _ J(^) + (XR)TW*'(X2 (7

R uX a.-W, (18)
at Wesat lindarisE en Xo.

Afln d'dtudior lea trtos systemes do cocidornneos pric~dents, nous avons rialisE, pour Is scdnario do Ia figure 5, It tracE do
certains isocrltires do J(X) et 15(X). Cos dorniers sont done des ellipses danm le repbre correspondant. A des fins do comparalsons, cci
isocritbres ant 6%E uumenh donts It plan carttslon,

Pour ]a figure 5, Is point X0 coincide rkwec It minimum do J(X), Pour lts coordonnEos carthsennos ot polaires, lea
lsocritbres lindarisis difternt notabloment do coux do 1(X) alors quo l'approximatlon est quasimont parfaite pour les polaires modifidos.
Dans ]c cadre d~uno formulation probabiliste, lea isocritteses do J(X) bmitent des domalnes do conflance et ectix obtenus par lindarsaijaon
autour do Ia valour ~vraie do X sent lts ellipsofdos d'incortitude Issues do I& borne do Cramer-Rao. Pour cc problbme oft le
condiltionnesnent Wesst pourtant pax Important, In borne dr. Cranner-Rago des doux premiers systbmes no sor& donc pas tras repr~sentative
des vdritables erreurs d'estinationi,

SI It point do dipmr Xo out enonE on distance (variable Ia moins observable), It minimum calculd par IA preml~ro Itiration do
Glauss-Newton pour les systheos cautdslons rit polaires oait ire distant du vral minimum. Pour ios polaires sodlfdeos, il est presque
confondu. Ainsi, pour tine etreur d'lntidalisation on distanec, IA convergence do l'allorithme de minimisation sota beaucoup rapido avet;
co dernier systbems D'autre part, lots do l'utlisation du filtre do Kalmun, lUtat etlla varance rsftbteront plus fld&Ilement Vinformation
contenue dan. les mesures, mimew pour utin estimation impr~ciso do Ia distance.

Lanalyse do lUquation do mosure do cc dernier systbato do coordonndes r~vle que, sous ]eas deux conditions (dIff~rence
angularo faible entre z(t) or r4 0t diplacemnents fitibles du lanceur par rapport k Pr sulvant l'axo us.), elle pout itre approxitrie par:

2(t) - Z' + W~(Zr 1, (19)
ob% Wcoat Is composante orthogonal. do 'opposd du cd~placomont do L par rapport It Pr, Ainsi l'dquatlott do mestire oat presquo lindaire
p ar rapport &i Is variable Is moins observabl a s, On montre alors qtoe, dan. tine r~gion rotativemont large autour du minimum, lts,:isorcris do jamX sont trts proches do cows do J(X) pourvu quo lia lintarlsation solt offectueo autour d'un point Xo d'azlmut exact.

Lapproximation 19 vs cependmat ddpendre du point do rdfdronco Pr at, pour Ie scdnario do Ia figure 5,It point rotenti
constitue un choix iddal. Ce point do rdffrence pout 6tre, on outro. consid~rE comme tin facteur do rdglage afln d'atMlio~mr ]a
lindarisation, Dam. lexemplo traltE, Ie barycontro des points do mesure do L semble 8tre on g~niral bien adaptd.

Dans tin cadre plug g~ndral, la condition quo dulvent v~rifier lts systbmes do coordonndes pour assurer do bonnes propridtds
do llndarisation, est ine fitble ditpendancc du pradient des iquaiivns de mesrure par rapport aux variable~s peu ob~servables. Pour It filtre
do Kalman, des erreur3 do findarisation interviennent aussi ati niveati do l'dtape do pr~diction .11 E'voiutIon du sysibem est non lindaire.
On pout aussi monitrr do faqon intuitive qu'll-faut Eviter It propagation do variables mal d~tonnin~ts par de. fonctions non lindaires.
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Ces notions quoique qualitatives et intultives permettent ndanmoins d'expliquer les causes des orraurs de lindarisation at do
cosnpaxor plusicurs syst~mcs do coordonndes. Pour certaines situations, capendant une analyse exp~rimnentale cat aussi n~cessaire.

1.3 - Analyse des systAnies do coordonn~as do Ist TPA

CoordonnA.. cartbisiwnno

L'Evoludon Etant lindaire, les effots de la lindarisatlon intorviennent donc dans le traitermont dea mnesures. Le gradient do
lMquation do mosure eat Egal A

Hkw.-[c oa'ZMl., -sin zf.j 0 0]120

qui aitappuulro a d~andnceparraporth Iadisanc prdit 5 l pea observable durmnt IA phase initimle do la poursuite. Ceoi
explique asormancesmoyernnemdu flitre en coordonners"cartdsiennes ainsi quo ma sensibiliti I l'initialisation do Ia distance, 11 eat
donc prdfirable Ido no pans utiliser do radthodes r*ursives pour ces coordonndos. Quant Aux rdsultals J'une mdthode glabalo, ils no
swont exploitables quo alI&. distance cst suffisamment observable.

*Coordiounni p.1gb'. mnodifi6es fixes

Sous des hypotliwss similsires It l'obieondon do lapproximation 19, l'quation 6 pout 6tre approchdo par

Z(t) - ZOO) + i(to0 -t-:) + S(tC) WC (21)

Camettxpressions rivle I& d~pendance favorable do z(t) par rapport aux trols coniposantos z, iot a. Cependant ý eat alors pou
observable at lappzroximtstion 21 ddpend do lit valour estimde do cotta grandeur. Do plus, I& ddpendtusce do 2(t) par rapport A cotte seule
variable ý no paraft pas aussi favorable.

Au niveau du gradient do ]a mosure, cc syst~mo prdsento une propridtd remarquabloen offet, avant I& premitre manoeuvre
do L (WC w WD w 0), 11 So r~dult k:

Ainmi durant catto promi~re phase ob s oat inobservable. Hjk oat complbtement inddpondant do cotte grandeur at les orreurs do
lindarisation par rapport A a mont Inoxistantos, Ceopndant des problemom peuvent thdoriquament iurvonir loraquelIspoursuite nest
encore quo falbloment obsorvable. Expiulmentalement, cam coordonndes me rdvlen: beaucoup plus robustom h l'inidalisation deoD mime
si cotta grandeur oat mal d~torminde pendant uno longue phase do Ia poursuite.

Lorsque ý eat aussi inobservable, Ia lindarisation va, dana CC OAm, d~pondro do 1Iestimation do z, Pour uno estimation parfaito
z w 0, Hk i'dorit

Hkml kt o 0
I l+(:to ]0 (23)

qui fait apparaltre ]a variable ý at qui suigbro uno sensibilitd potentialle, CependAnt, cos etfcts restent Egalment faibles en pratique,

*Coordiondes poltaires modifi~es 6voluttives

Pau cc typ do coordonndes, Ia lindarisation eat effectude It ldtaep do prddiction du filtre do Kalman, Avant toute dvolution
du lanceur, Ia lindarisation Ok~k.1 des Equations d'Evolution eat de Ia forma:[I XXol

o 49X (24)
ob Xsont des tormes non nulsaet O des termes ddpandants de a. Cctto ddpcndance est proportion nellts A a ot ces tormes seront d'autant
plus faibles quo lit distance estimode sera grande, Capendant des offets d'accumulation peuvent so produire car ces calcula sont rtalisds A
chaquc instant d'EchantillonnAgO. Par rapport, au cis prdc~dent ob l'inddpandance par rapport It s Etait parfaito, on pout a priori prdvoir
une dEgradation des rdaultats,

Si 0 eat inobmervabla at mW nous supposons *0, la lindarisation ftkk- I d~pend des estimations; des deux variables saot .
Dana cotto situation, I& jacobienne des Equations d'dvolution paratt moins performanto quo ]a lindarisation des polaires modifldes fixes,

En pratique, leoffot do ces probl~mes de lindarisation apparatt limitE ct des rdsultata supdrieurs au filtre caul~sien sont
obtenus. Une Etude statistique plus approfondie serait n~cessaire pour confirnier las remarquaa formuldes sur las deux options des
coordonndes polaires modifites.

1.4 - Conclusion

Cette Etude nous a penmis d'dvaluer l'aptitude des diffdrentes coordonnies pour los allorithmes d'estimatlon rdcursifs.

*Coordionndes polairem modifl~os fixes.
ElleA apparaimment lea plus robustes du fait do l'ind~pendance do ]a masure par rapport A s avant la premi~re Evolution du

lau iceur. Do plus, dem Etudes axpdrimentales [ 121 confirm. cortta insensibilit6. Lempiol d'une in-tode globale ne se justifle qua pour des
sctn'isros tr~s pea observablas.



*Coordonndes polaires modifides dvolutivea
Les tquations semblent a priori plus sensibles aux probl~nies de liniaristition bien que lea tests rialisds naient pas, h

premiere vue, rdvEIC cot 6tat do fait, La rfdfrence [ 15] signale quo l'estimation dc ý,a at est biaisdc, Ces biais nous ont paru cependant
faibles,

*Coordonndos cartdslennes
Ellas se sont avdrdes lea plus fragilos car Ic gradient ddpend do Ia distance pridite. Les rdsultats obtenus sent toutetois tres

exploitablos at Ia poursuito deviaent auffisamment observable.

2 - OBNOEUXIBII NEUBRX9UE DU FILTRE DID KALMAN

La littdrature expose divers cas d'lnstabllltd numdriquo du filtre do Kalman. Des erreurs do calcul pouvent, en effet,
apparattre lonique l'information des mesuros eat trbs hitdrogbrne suivant lea dlffdrentes directions do l'ospace d'itat. La WPA conatitue
done un example privildgid pour ce type cd~tude,

Ces problbmea pouvont Wte contourrods par l'utilisatlon d'une pricision de calcul plus grando. Ceapndant, pour l'analyse do
l'efficacild d'Un algorithmoC au niveau du temps doexicutioon, it conviont d'examiner en d~tail lea diverses Implantations possibles.

Nous analyserona tout d'abord Ic filtre do Kalmian en coordionndes cartdsiennes qui eat trba ddmonstratif des problbmes
numdriques, Dana un second paragraphe, Ia aensibilitt des coordonnidos polaires modiflies sera ensuito tEtudide.

ddtrmiero. qel.1 -s llfio rean cdoolrdlntonn sr carmorgence espobmanmdqeatsulu rpgti.Enndet

Dana un premier temps, nous allons examiner comment so manifostent ot apparalassnt ces erreurs do calcul, Pula nous
procdlurea vitant h dimintuer Is aenslbiliti du filtre soront analysdes,

2.1.,1 - Apparition des errours nusm~riques

it eat souvent adnils que lea problemes do calcul sont lids au conditlonnemnent de Ia variance du filtre, En fait, cette grandeur
refitte trs imptufaitement lea possibilitis d'apparition d'erreura numdriques,

Un~~~~ ~ pited amno impl prdcision (6 chiffros signiflcatifs) a, I cet effet, dtd comparE au m8me programme en double
prdcision (15 chiffres significatifs). Sur Ia figure 6a, on constate des diffdrences apprdciables ontro los doux vetrionsaet lea orreura
numdriques affoctent aussi lea rdsultats en phase observable pttlsqu'll subalale un Idgor blais final do In version en simple prdcision. LA
valour du conditionnement do ce sc~nario no ddpasse pas 2,0 1010, Pour Is figure 6b, aucune diffdrence napparatt entire les deux
versions du flitro alors quo I* scdnarlo oat doublomont inobsorvablo durant Ia longue phase Initiate at Ic conditlonnement supdrleur I
1014,

Pour illuatror cc phidnombno, considdruna une matrice do variance P do dimension 2 qui a pour valcurs propros X1 et X2, Solt
e IA valour relative des erreurs provenanit do larrondl ot du calcul en reprdsentadion flottante do chauoe coefficient do P, Dana It repbre oib
cetle mnatrice eat diagonal., lea orreurs relatives seront donc diltels, ao maximum, k e. Dans le repl re ot lea vecteurs propres sont k 450,
P a pokir expression:I

%I-X %+2 (25)

Pour un rapport %2% do m6mo ordre do grandeur quo a, lea orrours sur lea coefficients do P seront do Ia laille do X2
expliquant Ia modification Eventuellemerit impoannte do cello valteur propre qul pout, k Ia limite, devontir ndgative.

Lea tonmes do couplage (extra-diagonaux) do Ia matrice de covariance sont donc responsflbles do Ia sensibilitd numdrique,

Pour Ia figure 6b, los mesures d'azimut sont sensiblement aligndes avec l'axo Nord-Sud assurant on ddcouplago p'artiel entro
lea axes do coordonndes et oxpliquant Ilinsensibllltd des rdsultata h Ia prdcision do calcul, Cooi nest apparemment pas Ic cas de Ia
figure 6a. Una simulation aimilaire dont l'azimut mayen eat parallbel A on axe do coordonnidrs (figure Zc so riv~lo inseiisible & Ia
prdvision do calcul. A l'inverse, Ic filtre do Kaitnan on simp~le prdcision diverge pour Io scdnario do Ia figure 6d ott lazimut moyen oat It
450 des axes. Cella dernibre situation trba sdv~roe sra utillade pour tester Ia robustease des algorithmes et sera ddnommde simulation
TESr.

Afln do pouvoir analyser Ia robustesse do diffdrents syst~mes do coorlonnies ou Implantations, ii importe do ddfinir one
meauro do Il sensiblliti!de Ia variance P.

Lorreur au 1er aidre sur In valour propre X(k) de Ia variance, do fait d'etrrurs 'ApU aur lea coefficients de P oat 6gale A

11 al~ (26)

Si des orroura relatives t sont commises sur lea coefficients, lerrour relative au ler ordre sur V(k) eat donnte par:

s (k(k)) (27)

Cette formula cat une majoration de 1lerreur poasihle sun Adk) car elle suppose des errours inaximtales sur tous los
coefficients ot do aigne tel quo leurs actions so ctnulcnt, Ccpendant elie ficat compte do Ia structure do P. Notamiment si Poest diagonalo,
lea erreurs relatives aunt toltes dgales k e. Ldquationi 27 fait appuraflte on facteur d'atpliflcation des orrours s(~k)) quo nious
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.ppelicrons sensibilirA de la va/mur propre 34k). La sensibillid globule S(P) do ? potew iw ddfinio comme Ia plus grande des valeurs

Pour l'exemple de dimension 2, nous trouvuis:
I(mu 1 ct 5(Xmjý =0C sii 2 20 + CosB2 2028

Alors quo kflfl eat insensible aux orreurs do calcul, Xmln le sera dautant plus quo Ie caondltionnement C sore grand ot quo launglo do
couplerý e so rapprochora do w/4.

Uno autre mesure do Ia sonslbilitO do P' est l'errour relative maxiMAlo sur toutes les directions do lospaco ot leonsomble des
reprdsentadons floctantes "admlsslblos' do Ia variance (6] :

ii. UPu (29)

Cone grandeur pout &ro oncadrde par los intgalitts:
1I 5Ap: n 04 ij.-wPt'

Xm A rin(P) .4plj (30)

Pair raport k S(P), cotta sonsibilltd A(P) pitnd aussi en compte Its variations Evontuellos des vocteurs propr.-s de P pulsquo,
dans l'duadion 29 Itl maximum oat calculd sur wiouts los directions u do lespaeo 01 non sur Its soules diroctions propres. Nous vorronscependant quo Ia diffdronco ontoe cos doux rnosuros oat minimo on pretlquo. Lea Indgalit6a 30 ir, liquent eussi tine cons,,quonco tria
delpwiePWwacn nlec u e vnul rbiw de esbidndiu.

Lsfigures 7a tbrprisnt roapectivomont Isdivorses sensibilitda des scdnarios des figuros 6b ot 6d. Slmllairoment au
cas do dimension 2, Ia aensibillid do %ma oat sonsiblomont igale k I et Xmjn ist souvont peu robuste, Four lts sonsibilltda globalos, Jo
cogiditlonnomont donno toujours dos valoura tits possimistos par rapport & S(P) et A(P). Enfin S(P) oat toujours comnpriso dana
loancadiroment do A(P) prouvant quo los perturbations sur los aeults directions propros reflttonc bien 18 sonsiblllitd do Is variance, Cos
velours confirtuont do plus lts Sdsultats obtonus pour lostlmatlon.

Pour la simulation TEST, la fIgure 8 illuatre Ia dE radation des vaelurs propros du filin on simple pricision. Los plus
affectdos (spool chahutd dcs courbos) sont IA premitre ot Ia trofsitmo qu4 son offoczivornenz, d'apits Ia figure 7b, Its plus sonsiblos:ý
tuinjf devion dailloeurs n~gative. La ddgradation do ]a plus grando valour propre qui nintorviont quo dans un socond tomps proviont sans

doto,, vu laspec: rdgulior do Ia courbe, d'errours do lindarisation qul rdsultont do la d~gradation do lostimation ongendido par
l'altdrationti X1 M t X3.

Cos modifications stir lts velours peopros vent ontralnor des orrours suir l'dtat ostimd qul proviont du calcul ddfoctuoux du
gain K du filtro do Kalman. Pour analyser plus facilomont Ia liaison ontoe Ia d~gradation des velours propta eat collo de P'dtte,
considdrons lia rotation ontro Isarmsuro corrigdo i4 n H ). ot Is niosuro prddite f.u HX

z+ -& ;- iH K (z - ;..) (31)

Le coefficient HK do correction 051t compula ontoe 0 et I at ost Egral k:

Il-HPH T

HIPH +a1 (32)

Los d~gradations do Is matrico P vont affecter Ia velour do Iloxprossion HpUjT et donc cello do hK. Les orrours sur cc coI'ifclent vent
donc ddpader Ia correction 31. Si HR resto compris ontoe C ot lIe filtre garde son aptitude & gdndror des rdsulkats cohdrents.
Ndanmomns ses podformancos sont ddgradde-s par rapport au cas optimal sans orrour do calcul. Si co coefficient est odgatif, It sons do Ia
correction HlK ost orront. Uno valour HK nigative pondant plusiours ittrations ou importarto en valour abaoluo pout ontratner Ia
dlverhonco do r'algodithme. comnic It monnoe la figure 9dans ]a simulation TEST, Cos rdsultats obtenus at niveau des mesures oscimdes
ot prdditos vent, bion afir, so roflttcr stir Io sous-espaco vorrospondant par H do l'espaco dVEta.

On pout done rdsumer los conditions d'apparition at Its effoza des orreurs numa'lfquos dens It flitre do Kalman:

* Uno valour importanto du conditionnomont do I& matric;! do covarianco ost une condition ndcesscvire mais non suffisante pour
l'appasiiion do probl~mos iumddques. Les tormes do couplage entro lo3 diffdrentos composantes du v.ccour d'Eat sent en tffet
responsabice do Ia sonsibifitd do conte maulico.

- Les errours numd~riquos so nianifoatent parfwis par des digradations non divergentes des rdsultets memo lorsquo Ia variance du filtro do
Kalman nest plus positive. 11 conviont ctonc d'etre vigilant bora do loemplol d'uno prdclson dt calcul ltimlteo mime si los grandeurs
estimidos paraissent cohdroinos.

4 La normiallisation do Ia variance ou Its changemonts d'unhzds dui voctour- d'Etat nont peas d'influence sur les dvontuels prabl~rmes
numdrlq'uos.

2.1.2 - Influence do Ilimplantation

L'aizdredon des velours propres do Ia wariance vii fortomorit dopcndnt do Ia fagon dont vont 8tro conduits los caictils. En
offet on constate dijA 6ds diff~rences suivant Ia vorsion optimisde ou non do Ik compilation d'une mimne programme. On congoit donc
que l'imlzlantation rst ddcisivo sut Ia qualitd des risultats.

Pour l'algorithme. do Kalma, il oxisto deux procdJures classiques pour Ia muse A jour do In variaihc3:
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--- conditionnement
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...... S(P) (eq. 27)
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La forme conventionnelle do Kalman
P,= (l-KH) P. (33)

LA forme stabilisde do Joseph, rdputde plus stable
P, (-KH P (IKHT + KT (4

Pour Ia formie conventlonnello, Ia rdtdrence (31] r~vlo qu'lI ost primordial do prdserver Is symdnrie do la variance s1
l'voLution du systbime ost Instable. Un niod~le d'dvolution k vitosso constanto dtant a Ia limits de stabilitd, iI convient donc do girder It
caract~re symdtrique do P an no calculant, par example quo ma moitid supdrlouro.

Pour Ia formo do )osaph, Is raisc on jour e81 exacte pour toute valour de K alors que Ia forme coinventlonnelle Weost valable
?quavec Is valour op ,tmale du SAIn. D'autro part [7], lea orrours sur Ia variance no d~pendent qu'au deuxltme os~rd des errours sur K.
Pour programmer I tguadon 34, plumlours solutions mont pommibles. LA plus imm~ddato ast d'utiliser des produits matricelo symituiquos

dty o A C AB ol t B sont my rqum Cpndan cot d de dinand bo ucu do calcuim, D'au re part,, cle moest

rapidos Tt plum stbe a42] lasomn ~~ s d xaerb'ustose 1c sduitts addponda dam simulations traltdem, et alottfflment
mom sensible. quo Ia solution avec 1cm produts iynrl a CUepondarti, edies n .apportont, on g n ral, aucunec anidlIoraton tux
Msultats do a fmew on ontlnnllo qui mOnt quciquofols plus exacts.

Do toute fagon lei deux formes 33 at 34 no sont pams mufflmamment insonsiblos pour des cas nial conditlonnds connie Is
simulation TEST pour lesquclm on obtiont des variancom non positives volre m6tue des toines dh~gonaux nigatifa.

Lam tdsultats oxpirimontaux obtenus pour Is TPA conitfrment ceux do Ia rdfdrence (5J en vc qul cuncorne 1'instabliti
numirique do la forme do Joseph, Si le, probl~rne traltd no prdsonte pas do dlffleultds num~riques partleull~res, l'algor~thme
convontionnol do Kalman olt cst assurde Ia symdtrie do Ia variance, sera done pr~fdrable car plum rapide, Dans le cas contraire, 11
conviendra dlutilimor uno procdduro adaptdc quo nous allons prisenter dans Is paragraphesmuivant,

2.1.8 - Implaxitatlonh num6irkquomont stableis

La sonalbllltd do Ia reprdsentatIon naturolle do Is variance oit reaponstble des probIbmes nunidriquas Intervefiant dans le filtre
do Kalman, II s'agit donc do trouver une roprisentatlon dqulvalente d'un point do vue mathdntatquo mats rnoios sensiblo sux pmobl~os
numdriques toot en prdsentant des temps do calcul asccsptabless

Nous avons analysE doux typos do mdthodes :un filtro hybrId. (6], at los proaddurom factorisdos notan:'nont cello .ýe
Biorman et Thornton [4 ,3,16,27].

*Filtre hybrde

Dana le cas des coordonndes cortdslonnam, Ia sensibililtd do Ia variance ast fortomont ddpendanto do lonlo'itatlon du rep~ro
choimi. L'iddo do bass du filtre hyrids conmiste A roprisontor Ia variance dana It repbre lid i I& :uosure prddte atmn dr, diminuor au niolng
partelollment les tenms. do couplage.

L'algorithma comiporte denc k chaque dtape uno rotation do lia variance poor rdaligner Ia reprdsentAtIon do P avec Ia nouvelle
pridiction do Ia masure alnsi qu'une rotation pour It ealeul du gain dana le reptre d'origine, Bien quo quaiques priluautions solent h
prondre au niveau do la prograrnmatlon dos rotations, cot algorithme on simple prdcisloit supporta parfatoemnt des situations connie Is
simulation TEST.

Lat figure 7c rdvtle on eftot dos sonslbllltdm tirts foibles durant Is phase inobservable ot compaob i cello. do Ia figure 7u.
Cepondant, lors do Ia mnanoeuvre du lanceur, l'augmontation des senjibillitd montre quo le ropbrc lid k Is8=ur pradte nelt pam Ito plus
adaptd, En eftot, durmnt I& longue phase Initilao do ce ao~nario (figure 6d). Its directions propres do P vont s'onionter suivant l'axe do Is
mesure constante ot son orthao~nal. La promlibrc dvolutlon du lanceur ontratne uno Evolution do lu niomure prddite, Toutofols,
l'intormation requolllie par los prcwm~res mosuros de catta seonde phase ost insuffisanite pour modifimr lei dirertions propres do P. CwA
oxplique l'appaditon do tornes de couplage dans Is reprisentation do P lide k Ia memuro prdrlite at aussi Ia fa'blo sensilrlitd do Ia poursuito

d ifgure 6b

* iltre fhetorWs

Cos techniques ont fonddes sur Is racino do Cholesky dv P. En effot, tcute restrict sym~trique positive pout so dicomposer
sous Is frnne :

P-R TR (35)
oý R est urn mnatrice trlangulalre supdrlouro ou lnfdrleure, Lavantage do cotte factorisat'on est doubko car tile assure d'une part Is
positivitd do PR D'autro part, Ie conditlonnoment do R est 6gal k lIt memon carrie do colul do P rdvdlant ainsi une senslbllit6 a priori plus
foible do cetto reprdscnitadon, tne autrne factorisation possible est Is suilvante

PMUT DiU (36)
ob D est uno niatrice diagonaleot U unc matrice triangulaire. tupdrieure ou inidnieure compotant des I sur ma dlagona'se, Cotte formie est
obtonue do fagon idontiquc & Is id~composItion 35 ma m los pivots sonit nissembld. dans Ia matrice D, L'utilljotlon do eotte factorisation
dvite ainsi Ie ralcul do raoines caridos qul sont gritdralement coUtouse % eci charge do calcul,

Les proc~dures do kalnian factorisees consistent alarm h moutre k jour d~rectemnent les ddcompositlons 35 ou 36 do Ia
variance. 11 ost possible, do figon smimlaire It l'quatlon 27, do ddfinir Ia sonslhilltd au icr ordre des valotirs propros dc P pour ios doux
reprisentations prdoddentos.

Pour un example do dimension 2, l'expresmlon do coin senslbilltdi; rdvbIent notammenrt quolles sont bomndes par rapport au
condltlonnement par lts valeurs respectlve3 6 at 3. 13n outre, lea d&compositions seroit moi~s sensiblos ml e~lcw mont cffectu w, par ordre
dldcroissant dos pivots,
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Concernant In TPA. les d~compositions avec R on U triangulaires suop fteurcs qui correspondent approximativement A
factoriser P par o,,dre ddrroissant des pivots, donnent des sensibilitis nettement plus faibles que Ies ddcompositions avec R on U
JLnfOrieures (figure 10), Contrairement, au cas de dimecnsion 2 ceepndant, les sensibilit6s ne somblent pas borndes par rapport au
conditionnement. Toutefois les valeurs ohtenucs sont, dans tons es cas , beaucoup plus petites que celics de Is reprdsentation
conventionnelle de la variance et suffisantes pour la pricision g~n~mlraleon utilisdo sur les calculateurs actoels. D'autros considdrations
telles quo It rapiditd Jos calculs scront alors prises on compte pour le choix d'une ddcompaotidon.

Notons aussi quo, I la diffdrenc-i do In, zerdsontation naturelle do P, Is normalination ou It choix des unitis do lUtat influent
sur 1a seoissbifitd des fac-toyisations (dcs termes do mme ordre do grandeur n'dtant pas forcdrnent to gage d'une plus grande robustessa).

Un filtro f4CtorisE A EtE testd pour Is formo UD (Equation 36) avec: U bliangulaire Infirieure (sittiation " a mains favorable")
car alle so rd6vle plus rapide pour le calcul do In pr~ddction de Ia variance over, un mod~le A vitosse contante, La forme triangulaire
supdrioura seralt plus adaptcA. It 'utape do rltise A jour du filtre. Pour toutes les simulations traltds, cetto Implantation s'est avirde
complttement insensible auit probl~max numdrirjues. D'autre part, ce filtre do Kalman facto~risE soest rdvdld plus rapido quo I'algorithme
con-entlonnol do wmS'e pr~cision,

Beln quo It filiro hybride pormotto una diminution do It sonsibllltd, son utilisation at sa wtucture sont tris Ildes au probltme
traiti. Los Implantations factoristies sont donc pr~fdrablts car allas affront una stabilitd numdriqtia beaucoup plus grande an toutos
circonstances sans pour autani ddgrader let temps do calcul,

2.2 - SenulblMt rnwamhzque des coootdonniets polutirst sodifltom

Le choix do cos coordonnias pormet do s'abstralre do I'orlcntailon des mosures dons It repbra do base. En outre, le failt que
beun composintes raprisontont les grandours inobservablos va engendrer des propridtis de d~coupiage bWndfiquen qul vont coepndant
ddpendre do Is configuration retonue pour It filtt'e.

*CocodonAkes polares waodi~es fizca
11 est pssible d'assurer un ddcouplage, parfait do In variablesa Inobsorvable avant toute manoeuvre du lanceur [2]. En affet,

si 3a varance du fitedo Kalman a ftE initiallsde aveo ono matrice do In forme:

0I0(5) J (37)
In matrice do variance conservers cotte forme durant toute It phase pr~cddant It rermlare Evolution du Isncour carla& ddrivde do In mostire
gar rapport A a ost alors~nullo (Equation 22,', Si It poursuitoesot douhloment lno~servable, Isadriv~e do l'dquation do mesure par rapport
&ýnesora nullo quo al a CaL nuL. ans cccas, Is qualit du ddcouplago va dpanidre do Is qualitid doestimation doel.

Sur Is figure I I qui concarno Ia simulation TEST initialement doubloment inobservable, on constate d'abord 110o cen
coordonu~cs impliquont des valaurs du conditionnomont beaucoup plus faiblos quo let cartdslennes. Durant la, phase in alea, It
sonsibilitd assori~c k a (2bine valour ropro) out Egale A I du fait du d~couplage parfait do oatto gadour, Cello assocido It p (3Ame valour
propro) cat aussi figible at to rapprochd 1 aAu fur at A meture quo Is d~term nation do I s'amilior. Lans do In. premi~ro manoeuvre do

LE. litermes do couplage qui apparsissent produlsont ont augmentation des sonsibllit~s qui rsew toutefois tibs litnitde,

133pirimentslement, on constato uno grando ikisonsibilitE do co filtro aux errours numdniquos mime en prdsence d'une
Implantadane pou favorable HI est cepondant important do ramarquer quo cetto insensiblitfd provient du fait quo Ia plupart des sc~narios
corn itont Misc phise' Inobservable relauivemeint lon gue suivia per une Evolution du lancour pormohtant do lover assez rapidament
Ilinobservsbiliti, Copendant, potu? uno poursuite qui eat linvorso temporal do In simulation TEST, cast-1-dire qui comparto uno phase
uiitlalo tits cour to puis uno Whlit marnoetivre du lanceur suivie d'unr longue phase ractiligzno, Is sensibilit6 sun orreurs numdriqucs oat
importante,

*Coordoznouff Volsde sngdi~Wis 6valutivus

Pour cc typo do coonionn~cs, It ddcou lage neat asi aussi net. En effet, mime sl Is varionce du filtre a dtd initialls~a suivant
Is formula 37, l'cxprossion do Is jacobienno do I' quudon d~volution on labsonce do manoeuvre du lancour (Equation 24) mnantra quo
des tarmes do coupling. vossi apparatreoantic soat lea suborn variables,

vcus Pour Is simulation TEST (figure 12), cern couplagos se traduisont par une ivolution plus prononicde qua le cas pric~dent des
viluspropres assooldes I a at ý durnnt I& phase inobservable, Cooi angendre des sensibilitis diffirentes do I MAlN cependan: trts

faibles.Comme leai cocrdonndes polaires dvoluttvos sont orientdes suivant l'azimkit pr~dit kt on instant donn6, il so produit, lors do In
promitre manoeuvire dio L, un phidnorrine similsire k celui rencontrd avec It filure hybrido (figura 7c), La rotation des coorianndos
r~sultant do I'dvolution da lancaur fait spparattre des valeurs momentandment importantos; dt sensihllds, Sur cetta simulation, nourn
ii avons ndanmoins pans observE do& d~gradations numiriques visibles.

2.9 - C~ocluaion
Los errours nudn;iqjas qui proviesanent do let sansibilitd do In ropridsontadion de Ia variance du flltre do Kalman peuvent 6tre

ElimndEo par lutilisadion do pro Edtre factoriseos.

Les diffdrents sysi~mes do coordonndes de In TPA ant Etd analys~s. La sansibiliti do Is variaw~e des coordannies
candisienne's rend Indlipentuble leamplul d'implantations stables numdriquement. Los coordonndes polaires modofucs fixes iont au
contralke tits robustts pour It plupart deq scinarios. Quant aux coordonnvex polaires modifies ivolutives, olias constituent un
Intorm dlaire entre loin deux syattimrw pr~cddents,

Ainsi, tant du point do vue des orreurs do lindarisation quo do It stabilitte. nunrdrique, lei coordonndos polaires modifides
P xts apparaissent los p Is adaptdes. rependant le choix dun sysitme docoordonnies pour une poursuite rdelle devraauusi prandre on
compte d'autres considiratlons comma lia aensihilitd par rapport k dos incortitud "s non moddlisdes :nature du bruit densosuro,
incertitudes sur los paraniftres lanceur, perturbations sur l'dvolution do Is ciblo,
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3 - ESTIMATION PAR bMTHODE GLODALE

Lutilisatlon d'une mithode globalo so )ustifie tout d'abord par ses mecilleures propridts de liniarisation, notamment lots; des
phases trbs pou observables. En outre, elle autonse Ia prise en compte de Ia connaissance a priori du module do Is vitesse dc S qui
permit parfois do lever ri'nobservabilltd avant Is p emi~re manoeuvre du lancour.

L'algorithmne utiliW dana cc paragraphe ant Ia version ricursive do Valgorlthme de Gauss-Newton (Equations 15 ct 16). Les
rdsultots pr~dc~dntslncllncnt &l'emplol dcs coordonndes polairos modiflies car alies sont plus approprides aux as~'ccts do non-lindarird
at deo foile~ observabilltd de cc probl6mo. L'option Evolutive a Wt utilisde puisquc Io problbano do Idvolution nion linialrc do In, variance
ne se pose p.n avse one mdthodo globale dlestimation.

Nows ddvelopperons deox points concornant It tralteniont des phases peu observables:

V adaptation da Is mdthodo globale.
Du fuit do Ia falbice observabilitd at des bruits dc mesuro, It minimum do crittre quadratlque 8 ast soovent aberrant. 11 s'agit

done d'Eviter Is convergence vets des dwtit ernnds sans pour autant bloqoor l'cstlimation d~s quo rdapparaft l'observabllltt,

*LA print en compto dc la connalssance do In. vitosso dolIe cible.
Si l'lnmformnation apportde mnBoire In qusiltd des r~sultats, clie entrafne souvont l'apparition de faux minimums qul perturbent

is convorgence m~nie lots des phaset observables,

3.1 - Adaptation sau pham~ pots observables

En ddcomposat It homtien appmochd (Equation 10) en ses Eldments propros, lia correction &X (Equation 9) s'dcrit:

(38)

Sulvant lei dfrcutlons p~o observablos (X~(l) foible), Ia cowrectlon 6X sets donc Importante, Du fait do ]a non-lindaritd do
critbre unitE, on pout aboutir en un point o(1 Ia vlalur do Jeast supdrieure k colic du point do dipart. En outre, de part leficet combinE do Ia
foible observabiliti at tios bruits do mesitto, 1'tat rdalisant It minimum de J(X) pami navoir aucune signification physique.

Poor maitrimer I& convergence do l'algorlthme durait con phases p~o observables, on pout agir soit sun It gradient 03, soit sur
Ic hessien jpprochd W, Pour Ie filtrc do Kalman, In divergence durant ces phases cit dvitde par Ia connaissance a priori sur ildtat et Is

vaiaCe FOP,~). Cccl cit Equivalent I modifier k la fohs Oct W dans Ia mithod. globale, Toutefois les variations sot los param~btrs
estinds par cotta mdthodo son: plus rapidos k cause do Is reliniarination do lensomble des mesures, Cotta connaissance initiale sur X ot
P devrAit 6tro alors plus settde at pourrait altdnor Ia convergence Iots des phases observables, En outre, laction sot 0 qui, par analogia,
pout 6n~ peasd. comme one "force do rappol' h un diet initial (liE pose des problbmes do convergence if cet dtat cit inexact, notamnment
lorsqulon tient compte do Ia connaissanco sur Is vitesso do S. Unction sur W quo nous avons utilisde llmize Ia taille des corrections AX

L'iddo do base do I& mdthode ddveloppdo cat d'jouter one information compldmantaire fictive sun Its composantes 'nil
ddzrmtindos do Idiat afin do limiter les variations do l'estimait on, Pour quo cotte information natt~ro pasi Ia pricIsion des rdsultats ailsI
poursulto deviant observable, iell cat adaptdc h chaque Instant en fonction do linformation contonue dans los mesuros.

Lalgorithme so prdsente done de Ia fagon sulvante, A partir du hesslen W, on ddtermine l'information rddulto' Ij 501s

chaquc co sante xj doeX et Ic compldment d'information ai tst firE par:
J e1-w1  3i Wj~ej

0 shiton (39)
o6 al eat un scull d'informatlon minimale sun )a composanto xi. On utilise iiil orithme do Gauss-Newton avec Ie hossien

compl~tE Wc - W + C o(1 C - diag~j). Le calcul des Informations wj cit rapide si on utiliso une d~composition do Cholesky do W.
Do plus, pour Ia TPA, iI auffit do consicldror los deux variables los moins observahlcs s et ý.

Cotta mdthode agli comma one nelaxation adaptic dunant los phases pcu obscrvablcý. Si, par contre linformattion sur les
mesures oat suifluante, I& convergence nest pas affoctde puisque C - 0.

3.2 - Utiiastioza do I& connaaisaanco do ks vitessb do Is clible

Pour tenir coinptc do cette connulssanco, on minimise It critbre

4M(X - J(X + [ 2. ()12  (0

Los faux minimums quo l'on rencontre parfols (figure 13) proviennent de l'association des mesures do Is phase initiale avec
colts connulisance do Vs pour laquolle deux solutions sont possiblos, coest-A-dire doux minimums do rn6me valour pour Jv(X). Cc
phdnomnbne pout se poursulvre on phase obwevable car les mesores postdrioures I Ia premi~re manoeuvre do L sont alors inofficaces k
offacer Is fausse solution. 11 existe detix situations o(1 so manifostent cot probltmes do convergence:

*Phase initilal doublement Inobservable (V,. 0)
La composition des vitosses it w VS - V1L (figure 14), montre quo, dans cc cuo ob VR cit colindaire A z, il existe doux

solution,% do module Idenktiu pour le vocteur Vp. Lee deux cas possibles sont alors symdttiques par rapport It l'ortiogonal do l'azirnout.
Pour cono situation Vs n'apporto alots aucune lnt¶,rnstion sun Ia distance,

I L'ljfnnaiom r~ddsiwe piot nranti dama Is punsgaplho 4.2 at sad dgsle h l'inverns do Is varianc do Is cmposanto xj zi to hassion W neat Paz
siriluller.
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Vitesse lancour suiteowre k vitesse cible (10 0 t VL > VS)
Dans cc oas (figure ISa) deux couples de valeurs sont possibles pour Ia distance et Ia cap, Pour ce dumier, los deux

solutions sont symdtrlques par rapport & l'orthogonai du cap relatif (Cr). La simulation do In figure 13 correspond 4 une telle situation.
Si VL < Vs, les deux solutions pour Ie cap et Ia distance existent aussi mais lune delie con)porte une distance negative (figure 1 5b).
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Outre It fait do garantir la cohdrence des rdsuitats en phase peu observable, I& mdthode d'estimation prtsentde dans le paragraphe
prdc~dent foun'at Its niveaux d'observabilitd des variables p at a qul sont utilisda pour ddtectcr Ilapparition de ces deux situations,

Cos faux minimums impCliquent aussi 1lexistence do courbures n~gatives pour Jv qui rendent la minimisation plus difficile et
justifient Vemplol d'une mfthode g obale dans le but, par example, do relindariser Its Equations aprbs la convergence vera une solution
erronde.

Une fols les prdcautions prises pour so prdmunir do ces minimums multiples, la connaissanco a priori sur VS permet, dans
tous lea cas, d'am~liorer ]a pr~cision at la robuatesse des r~sultats et parfols do lover llinobservabilitE avant la premitre manoeuvre du
lancaur.

8.8 - Coscluslon

Dana cotte premihre partle, ant Qt prdsontds at anulysds divers algorithmos d'estlmation,

Ainsi lts coordonn~ea polaires nwodfides somblent tu~n adaptdes &Acc problkme do poursuito tant au niveau deg probl~me, do
lindarlsation quo do Is sonsibilitE numdrque. Pour la procddure doeatimation, une mWthodo globale no so justifie qua pour des Situations
trbs peu observabesa ou pour tonir compto d'une informaiwi a priori our Ia vitesso do la cibie.

Cepndat crtanosh~&es impifiatrceaoja6tEforulEs do fagon A corner les difficultds propros kAce probl~mo at It

cequl net'jml ~c nraii la oencsar otnrcr od perturbations sur I'dvolution do S. Lintrouctiorn d'un bruit

rn undiqo !l T utfo, 11 covenr de 1 sctlo nnr at, ntiomen Ianture do cc bruit afln do no pas perdre Is partic utile do
linformation contenue dana les meaures.

La prise on compto do perturbationa sur idvolution do S oat, i preml~ro vue, plus difficile pour vertains algorlthasos tel le
filtre do Kalman en polaires modifides fixes ou les mdthodes globales, ILe flltre do Kalman en coordonndes cartdalennes samble, per
contro It plus adaptdk & Introduction d'un bruit d'dvolutlon. En fait lalternanco des divorses mdthodes eat souhaltablo, L'algorlthme do
poursulto pout donacomportor plusleura Etapes comme, par exemple, un filtroe doKalman on polaires modifldes fixes ou uno nidthodo
global. avoc prist on compto do Vs pour lts phases peu observables qui commute our un filtre cartdslen itveu bruit d'Evoltition loraque It
niveau d'observabllltd eat suffisant,

Les caractirlitiquus do cc bruit, a& variance en partloullra, sont inconnues. Uts peuvent 6fte estimids, par exemple. par une
technique baydiienne qui consiato k quantifier lonsemble des valeurs possibles et k mettre k jour, pour chaque hypoitthe, una
probabilfid a posteriori.'tlne iddeo arginale diveloppde dans 125,26] conslste I udiliser un indice d!observabifitd au lieu des probabifitds a
posteriori pour pond~rer lea dit~drentes hypoth~ses, Cette mdthode appllqudE h )a TPA donne de meilltours rE~uitats.

L'dvolutian do Ia cible comnporte aussi des manoeuvras franches at t'algorithme devra done comporter une procddure do
d~tection et do traltement do ces Evolutions,

Au cours do la phase peu observable, certains param~tres peuvent etre d~terminds, z, zaet souvent p. A partir do ces trols
grandeurt, on pout, moyennant uno aramndtfisatlon de Ia distance, calcuier Ia valour du cap at do la, vitesse do la cible, Cotto technique
ddveloppdo au CAPCA (81 permet SIexploiter linforniation sur la cible avant quo lap oursu Ite no soil observable, La superposition deso
rdsultats assoclds k doux so grients roctl~gnoa do la trojectoire du lancour panme: aussi Fla cd~termination des Eliments do S.

L'optimisatlon do la trajectoire du lanceur permet, outre l'amdlioration apportdc A Ia qualitd do Vestimatlon, do rendrto
I'algorlthme plus robuste aux partloularlts ditficllement moddlisabtes do Is poursuito rMele.

24me PAIRTIN - OPTIMISAMION DEC L TRA3iCTOM3 IDU LANCJEUIR

4 - CALCUL DIUN DINDCZ CALAWE D'ODSRVADIUTE

La d~termination d'un indice d'observabitltd reprtsentatif do la prdcision de testiniutlon est une Etape indlsponsjble pour
t'optimlsation do I& trajectoire du lanceur. Cependant tala qu'its furent initiatement introduits dana la thdorie des syst~mes dynamiques,
lea concepts d'observahllltd at do gouvernablitE no fournissont qu'unc rdponse binaire, It savoir It systtmeoset ou nest pas observable,

Pour le calcul do cot indict, nous nouN piacarons dana )e cadre gdndral des systimcs tindaires varlitnts discrets. Pour lts
syst~mes non lindaires, on supposora quo los crit~res calculds par lindarisation autour d une bonne trajoctoire (trajectoire estimde)
fournissent des mesures acceptables du nlveau d'observabllltd,

Un Indict d'observabilitd qualifle lntuitlvamcnt Ia fagon dont pout 9tre reconstitud lNtat A p~artir do l'obscrvation des mesures
'14 la,..,,Zn)- Le gramien d'observabiliti eat souvent utitisd comma grandeur do ddpart pour le casicul do eat indict. Son expression

ess donndo par

W~r N ( I, tHRH1 44 1  (41)

ala 0 eat Ia matrice do transition du syst~me et tr un temps do r~fdrence.

Si Iaon envisage lestlmatlon do lUtat X~tr) h l1instant tr par Is mininilsation du crittre J(X) sur Its Mesures (Equation 8), on
montre alora quo, pour un syst~nlo llnfaiire,
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A%.'nsi la matrice W reflte I& forma du crit~re J autour du minimum R.Si W eat "grande' dana toutes lea dircctions do
l'espace, J(X sera alors urbs creust etlIs determination do X sera moins sensible I d dventuelles perturbations. Si, par contre, ii existe
une direction ob W eat faihic, lUtat sera mal d~termind suivant cot axe.

Dans 1. cadre d'unc interpretation stochastique, lat variance PN d'un rilure do Kalman sans bruit d'dvoluuion est donn~e par

'F ýmlN, t0) PC0 ~(N, tt~ +WNtN, N) (43)

Pour It cas general oti It systbme comporte un bruit devolution, Is variance de cc filtre vdrifie lea indgalitis ([141)

( V""5PNSr.w + V (44)
ot V oat le granion de gouvernabilitd asiocl6 au bruit d'6volution, Enfin l'inverse do W calculd par lndarisation d'un syst~me non
lishier It Evolution d~torministo (equation 10), eat Ia borne de Cramer-Rao, W eat dgal, dans cc cas, k la matrice d'informatlon de

Plusiours Etapos interviennent dana It caicul d'un indice d'observabllltd sur W.

4.1 - Choix du temips do s6f~ronce

1.a valour do tr We, pas dimnportanco pour lUtude "binalre' de i'observabllltd. En offot, nous avant It correspondancet
T

1'V(tt,, N) uo *tr 1 It Wt' 1 O , N)Il qt1  f (45)

Puisque~ eat soujours inversible, iea propridtds de singularitd du gramilon sont inddpondantes du temps do r~frence, Par
contra, ocur In definition d'un indict do qualitd, 11 Imtporte do choisir uno valour adaptio, Le choix natural pour tr elt l'instatit de calcul
do l'~tai qul eat en geniral dgal, pour les problbmos d'estlimation, I linstant do Ia domlroir mosure prise an compto,

4.2 - Calicul data. infonuatiosi viduito
Pour uortains problbrmes, toutes les composantos do Ildtat no prdsontont pas le mmem intirkt, En effe:, des tomes pouvont

avoi ftE Introduits pour tenir compto do phdrinoAnas physiques (In coloration des bruits par example), Dana lea problbmea do powsulto,
on utiliso des modbles d'dvolutlon du Iont ott du 26me brdre, trais en definitive, settl Is position do In cible hliInstant tr importe pout-

SIre&lutllisalour.

si x - 1422 repirdscrnt tine partition do lUtat oh X I sont lei composantes d'intdrGI, It grantilon W pout so d~composer sous
Ia formro ouucaspondanto do matrices bloc:

Pour ropirdsentor It qualitd do l'eudmation do X1, on pourrait considdror ia mantrce WII appoldo sensriblllrd onl X) [ 17, 181.
D'un point de vue probablllato WI I- roprdsonte Ia variance do lorreur sur X I condltlonnide par l'Mvdnremnt X2 M R2, Pour un
examplo do dinwi slon 2 (figure 16), Ia grandeur 11 - IAW,1I reprdsante Ia variation possible do X1 dana leallipsoyde b I sigma on
SUPP0sant X2 - W(2.

Pour obtenir uno bonne estimation, it eat donc desirable d'avoir uno senslbilitd importante. Cepotidant cotto matrico no tiont
pas 'omrpte des corrdlations entire XI 01 X.2. A Is limite, comma nous to verrons pour Is TPA, los senisibllltds On X1 I01 X2 peuvent 6tro

nnsin fuli?.rr alors queW oat singulibre at Idtot X inobsorvable, En d'autres tonmes, uric grande scissibIilid est une condition
ndesa e 14 no q~fxat porotei estimation prdteiso

FIQUFL6BBJ.- Illustration do I& senisibllitt et do linformation rdduito

Afin do tonir cumpte dui couplage entre X1 ot X2, it faut considdenr ibtAorrmarion ridulte an X1

Oil W27# tat Ia pseudo-inverse do WV22.



En Vabsenco do singgulariti, W1 ost linvorso do la variance non conditionnie sur X 1. Pour 1lexemple do dimension 2
(figure 16), 1& graindriur S1 - I1/ j reprtsente lerreur A I sigma sur X1 en autorisant Icnscmble des composantes do X h parcourir
l'ellipsoide d'incertitude.

Au niveau des singularitds de W, la matrice WItI ne refltte pas cellos qui sont propros As W22, c'est-i-dire Its vecteurs du
noyau do W do 14fmvPrcnrlsate i&Wrtsntrma elspoeat uculg nr 1a 2srn

Lmsias I at W11 i V dirastI atton Wcouncemo ouvon du s no rand do natecurv ,c ecu ut done dnil dlfdrontos di noyus dhisso s W u1
Ahigmnal padapotIueneniiitd W1 1,enie les pooraon didents sutr aqe Xom do W t vaApotn onduirsue hdos rasutinats d'prlmisat 8o

ortre spnablardo IsW) iegliisara de pendoratnt rdoeuites W tlae porca1 opoat olrt Pu ap.aI o nie

IiImorte lemdoun do nodrdt T sa oil mtro do fancon vela rcndre aidlansonelTle0 do dtat obtnr put calculre par) unt rins~quo
drobImm taype, Anein.formaton prE t osuite pi WT pa t or unio I reaticodaonal enosiTtX itve i~rVnorainW ot6r

c~ato~ dow lesimdration.DrsI (U s ob I& mAtini Waips ond sirora oteni una oivrrur a sur lunprs sni~trobtpusb l ormentioA passoirde

Laneu. Patroemie s'ilo vacteu dWt conmp orvto des composant do postion at don d'uiioso oifrnts Spout choisits pndrtons

Onlbr poutir par) cexample hosera dedo aont de ntradutirodos anours rolaqvsiue ius i composantes (oIdPorIipUrn deindicesI ou
canalyser lar ortion (U miedo desg (lNriddai)) ifrne u hqeteed tv odieAde dtlasdotms

4. Rdismolar as c risle oralu

1a1 Iapr ltdontu [d92o nonmli cuve o nmbrieudo cagndkI& edat a: iesonlea bei ncir ()itisoa
probbme nW)d Au rrcents fi a quntird dnoiat otm lonli pari Ine disrieto dIsnolna pobsitveb:

qul st [30,al s linversa drpoe ainc do lonsdrerIsreur aiae ~~u o ottede u hqecipsned
*ev qule eat viceversemen c rportlnnel mu volm dofni unelllpslde diqincortltudesorusdsiaio n e itn
trdiat tfi qu'l orduit d Ia kensi n dosisotiesna tat 4qiveto k l netat urd In

One po)4 utmu Iar exadpleonnemant :uie rfago Ia AtpaiurI: desorrnoniirealo pstivess los proptis sulscm osr Uh dalta X1e1)pour ko

pmnW) qiroridrdi(b) ddIni quano d'ntormsation dons Isdirctio p :ela port insi Iberabconiaasnd ~ser rtrs un'
d 4s unitis teit alaI koxega l'inverso olodui varianceol'ru

(t')u eat inversmdelndgltS tprirlngualr auvoue Ion ranlipolto h'nberitudloei dnIndllto ahmtqeduor'ue

Chse -r7MActmgnwd It ooajitioinra uiantqui Iaponute 4 Eputan deinfobsrmainbloroau hs osaospW)mpW)-.
O conta 'ntreausi rdonur totalas plu spI W o ca pas siun~ probbe tmtd(25,3 0) luomna1.,dcen otirreinotocso

phasc. Conta prSipridtE pu t i usic s'obwjustile par u'na so nbl dus aorctaur sydo o ro ues ps itivensio ato suopidrle ouilt spur cat.

LaW pr- 0: (d) tadu!I t qouo ImesureWti inobservabletd oat Wnrn~u au 0) rm osdrEd itd n o~ilsr

rrLea propridtd (4) sitndispensbepuu p sokttu diItgu dunegmtdeI normtarcele nfio, binenra mlre In trabilitdnemwloalr
Lu a Indio dbsrviitd (berfnt une niosurWdosaptio des idiens p2] los auteuprsmontentn qauom des10 idic pluvieun rt tret cAlul par In

desmulticnils : lr oto ck 'nes ' aine



Pour diffirentes vultura a, on trouve lea critkres suivants. ((181, [371):

s--I mnr(W t)

s I

Cependant [31, stuis lea indices calculis pour s 10 vir~flent les propridtds 49 ot sont donc acceptables conime indice
d'obscrvabilitd, Leur Evolution toujours crolssante en fonotion desa eat Iliusire par I a figure 17,

Amax

~min

-~ 0 1S

FQJIGURE Evolution do pR(W) en fonction de a

Pour lea deux indicts exutrmos:

P-.~ (W) - ).miii(W) oat une marge d'ubservabilitd
* PO(W) UN reflbto Is quantiti totale dfr~formatlon contenue dans les niesurea

Les autreN valenra do a constituent donc des interrnddiaimi et le conditionnnement traduit Ia disparlid de IIs rdpartition do
I'information ot donc des valeurs do ces indices. Notons otissi quo la maximisation de %.min favoriste k Is fois Is, ddoroissance du
conditionnoment et l'augmentation de Is quanfitd d'information alors quo l'optirnisotion du detrminant nasaure pas I'amndlioration du
conditionnement,

4.5 - Cozanluson

'a nature du probibme truitd guidora I& idlection d'un indice udaptE. Copendant, pour l'optimisation do l'obsorvubilitd, lea
couitrainteri du problbine pot~vent liniter los actions possibleg otila solution obtenue Otm ainsi peu sensible h lindico retenu.

En ce qui concerne Is ITA, l'analyse des matrices d'informution dlu prochain peragrupho pormoitra do justifier en parfic
Yindice clioisi pour l'optimisation do Ia trajecoftoe dui Janceur,

5 - ANALBSE DES MATRICES DINPORMATION UE LA TPAN

Nous allons dtudier, dans cette seordw, It comportomont do linforimtion totmb ot dec linforniation rddulte en position do Is
TPA pour [a cas d'uno fo rtulation on coonionndos caiidsienats,

Dkns le paragraphe 1, ces coordonnies dtalent apparuos main3s daptees Aux nut' lindarls de ce probltmo. Cependunt. la
tvatrice d'inforrnation calculde par relindarlsatiov do fensemble des Inesure~ se rdvble m(,ins sensible au choix dnii syam~e do
coordonntes loraque le niveau d'observabilitd au mento D'autre part, I'dtude des dquations eni coonionneos cartdsiennos pormnet une
,walayse thdorique plus facile des trujoctoires favoraleo..

IA niatrico dinfoimation totale W(t01N) peut %o d~comvposer 5ous lit foinme:

W i es matrices A et C sent les sensihilitds en position ot on vitosse et lit mauirie B, qui osit idi ayinitque, traduit Ie couplage position-
vitease, Commr. lei tormos do cos ruatricub no dipendent que des siquences ti, zi, Dj, l'observebilit do lit poursulto sere entitre-ment
diterminde par la w4Jectoire retwive du lanceur dam Is repire hW d la vible.

La matrice dinformation riduito en. position It dono pvur expression:
W~(t 1,N) -A -3C 13 (52)

Puisque nous sonmmes concernfs par l'observabilitd de lUist k linctant tjq de le derni~re mesure, Ie temps de r~fdronce
dvolue on m6me temps quo N (Or - iN). 11 Cst d~one intdresani d'::, anincin Is ddpendance des matrices W oi Wp par rapport. h cc& doux



parhm~tres. Cette trajectographie oat, d'autre p art, caractifriste par une faible observabiiit6 memo parfois pour des configurations Oil la
variation do l'azimut cat grande. L'analysc de colic particularith nous pormetira do ddgager des principes pour des manoeuvres du
lanceur favorablos & Ia qualitd de Iestimation.

5.1 - Evolution temporolis do l1information

A chaque nouvello meaure, RUvolution dog matrices W at Wps:a ddpendanto do l'apport d'informadion do cotte mesure mais
aussi du changoment du temps de r~ftrence passant de tN.1. A tN.

A trftxd, Idvolutlon deoW sw rdalise suivant Ildquation:

ob H oat la llntarisation an tr do l'quation do mesure, Ainsi W(tr,N) eat croiaaantc avec N. C'est-&-dire la diffdrence
W(tr,N) -WOOr,. 1) eat uno instance positive, Pour Wp(t,,N), on montre aussi quo, A t, tixi, It traitomont d'une nouvelle mesure so
tracdult par [a croiastance do cetts matrice.

Si noups uppoaons N ftiE, l'6volutlon do linformation par rapport I tr cit rdglo par l'dquation 45, Pour un modble
d'Evolutlon k vitesso constants, corisines caractdristiques do W se ,dv~lent inddpendAntos do t1:

1* laesnuibilild en position A
- It ddteniinantdo W
* l'intormsittlon r~dulte on vitosse W1,.

Par contra, l'lnforination rddulte en position Wpcat Ia sensibilitd on vitoase C sont d~pondantos do tr. Dana It ons particulior
analysd dons It parogiviphe 53 ob B(trt,N) = 0, nous avons ]os indgaliths

WOW,2 N)!:Wp(tr1. N) at C(t' 1 . N)2:C(tr, .N) (54)

L'lllustratlon do cc dernier cas par un oxample de dimension 1 (figure 18) montre quo 1eallipsofdo d'incortitudo dont It
volume resto constant a'itire suivant laxe position loraquc tr1 s'dloigne do trt Le chansement du tempa do r~fdrence ontratno donc line
iedistribution do Ia m~mo quantitd d'information suivant des directions diffdrentes ot so traduit, pour cotte situation, par une diminution
de l'informAtion Wp on position.

1P / VT constante 01 I0

OP I / P P O
* 1/v'W~ constainte

FIlUE18 ~j.- Evolution des informations ot des jensibilltds on foniction do tr

Pour I& TPA, leg rdsultats awnt plus complexes car Ia matrico Wp pout crottre suivant uno direction et dicroltro sulvant In
direction orthogonale. Cepondant, cette rdflexion imontro intuitivomoent Is fagon dont dvoluent Its diveracs grandours ct expliquent
pourquoi la qual~it dot 1estimation do la posillon xo dit~iarao pawfols au coors de la poursu Ito. Dana cc cas, on effot, l'information
apport~e par les mciuroe cat insuffisanto k componser Is digradation r~sultan do le6volution du temps do rdfirence, Cotte analyst pout
aussi se Sdnidraliser k tout systhme It Ovolution & vitosse constante ou acc~ldrattion constanto.

5.2 - Anabiob. do I& maltrice d'lnfovssatlon total@

Dana cc parAgrapho, Is senaibilitd en position A at Ia matrico do couplage B vont 6tre bribvoment dtudidos. Nous
examinorons aussi comment aso monifesto l'inobserviibilitd do Ia poursuite au nivoau do ]a matrico W.

Btd 3.do 4 coniposanteu do Is matalcet d~infonmatlon

IA matrice do xenslb(Itit on position A constitue une torte diddal" pour Is, matrico Wp puisq us, d'aprbs It paragraphe 41,,
ella reprdsenterait linformation en position si la vitosso do la ciblo italt parfaitomont connue. Cette matrice oat singuiitre si et seulemont
ai Its Rzimuts sont constants. Sea El4mants propros so caiculent facilemont, D'aprbs Ia ddppndantce en I/Di2 does vatlours propres, do
falblei distanceR d'observatiori sont favorabics It l'amdlioration de A. Cependant in ripartition dos valcurs propres, notammont It
conditionneomnt do A ddpndra do It sdquence des mosures. Pour Etudior co lin, doux schnarios thdoriques qui comportent une distance
dubservation ot uno pdriod. d'Echantillonnage constantos, out dtE analysis,

Pour It premier example, nous auppo3erons uno variation unifortno des azimuts zi - is tj + ro. La figure 19a illustro un
exemple do trajectoire. Les valours propros do Asont alors Egales It

(55)
ob az cot. licart total un azimut soit az a z - zo, -Dana cotte Equation, It second torme traduit la rdpartition des valeurs propres. Son
dvolution en lbriction de Az oat tracE sur Is. Figure 20n.



Lorsque N et D sont fixes, ii existe une sdquence thiorique des mesures qui donne de plus faibies valeurs du
conditionnement pour Az • 900*. Elle consisto A rdpartir Its azimuts en deux groupes autour d'une valour moyenne z salt:

Por N - Az
Por : Zin Z 7  (56)

Pour N A.z+

dni uPour conte siquence qui constitue notre deuxibmc exempia, iilusird par la figure. 19b, la r~partition des valeurs propres est

1 :t Cos Az (57)

CelIe-ci permet un gain d'un facteur 3 A 4,5 sur It conditionnement (figure 20b). Si cc scdnario est irrialiste, ii montre quo,

pour anridliorer Ie conditionnement do A lorsque Az 90', los mesures doivent etre r~partics aux points extremes do ]a trajectoire.

(a) Exomple I(b xml2

EFIGURE 19 - Illustration des scenarios thdoriques

Concernant le couplage 80rN), il s'agit, afin dauginanter l'infomnation riduite en position ou en viesse, de diminuor voire
d'annulor la valour de B, L'examen des termeE do cotte inatrice rdvble quo trois dgulit~s doivent Otte vdrifidcs pour avoir B -0,
notanmmant:

On en ddduit to !9 tr .5 tN Si Irt pdriode d'eichantilionnage et ]a distance sont constantes, cotta dgait6 implique quo
tr- (tO+tN)I2. Ainsi un couplage strictement nul no pourra etre obtenu Pour tr 0 N.

Lorsque lts masuras no sorn p as constantes, Its sensibilliti; A at C no sont pas singulitms Capendant, iursque Its doux
navires suivent uno trajectoira rectiligne, i1 eat thoriqueniont possible d'obtenir une variation d'azitnut Az 1800 sans faire apparaftre
Yubsorvabilitd. Dana ce cas, la singularit no petit provenir que du couplage B.

*Etude do.I& singuliwritt do 1. mkatrlao dlinformatlon

Insan et v inp u t paspsiinoOn pout varactdrisor la direction inobservable de W par ars projections u O e'Nt C4 u eapaspoiine
vitoaso. En recharchant It quelle condition la restriction do W au plan (u~v) eat singuli~rc, on montre quo W sera !nobservablo si

3 y Vi sI n~,a.yt~ slnkip) (59)

Si It lancour ot la ciblo suivent des t rajectoiros rectilignfea, cotic expression nous pormet do rotrouver Its direction-;
inobsorvables on position at on vitossa diablies an introduction (fgurc 2) 1) savoir

, 1'
ý;I t' ( t (60)

Ainsi los tomnes do cogfiaj:c~i ddgradont toujours l'information rHduite par rapport h ia aensiblillid, sont, pour cotte
sittiation, responsabies do la singulpte

5.3 - Etude do k* mnatirlc d~infonnatiosi r~dulto an position
Ldtude dc la trace do cotta matrice montrera l'existence d'une valour opti-naie pour Wp, Des traijectoires du lanceur qui

permettent la diminution des offots du; coupiaga at do tendra vers la valour optimala do Wp bartni ensuite Etudidas,
*Valoeur optimnale do Wp

Contrairement aux matrices A, B et C, In trace de Wp cst lide hisa siquence des niestures zi. Cependant, en supposant C
inversible, on montre VindgalitEi:
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mi~•~ rax ~ (61)

L'dgalitd a lieu si ot seulemont si B a 0, ou B at C sont diagonallsables dans uno inemo base ot posswdent It memo
conditionnement. La borne supdrieure Tra eat, bion ontendu, indipondanto des azimuts.

Uno inigalitd similaire pout atre dtablio pour linfomation rdduitc en vitoase Wv, Cos dcux indgalitds sont rdvdlatrices do Ia
d~gradation causde par les couplages. Una situation Wdale strait une sdquence de mnesures assurant Ia velour maximale pour lea traces de
Wp ot Wv. Dana cc cat on montre 1Edquivalenco.T l

[ e~w t tr(W,) iaximales<] p [w~ p A avoc P T (62)

LA mnawico p A oat donc lat valour optisnalo de W .LA rdparition optimale des valeurs pwopres de W eat cello, de Is aensibilitd
on position. Lo coofficient p virifie 0 1 p r. I ot no d~pang quo do N, tr et (D -11 tradui t une d~g47a2 tlon inivirable due aux
corrdlations posftlon-vitesse qui, dana ]a cia optimal, eit unifonne sur tolutes Its ADLlions do lespaco.

Pour tr - tN, et D ot at constantes, nous obtenons Ia valour p - 1/4. Pour cetto situation qui correspond aux deux examples
du paragraplie 5.2, Ia valour optimale do W oat A/4, Si Ia distance Evolue do fagon lindaire avoc le bemps, Ia -Sure 21 qui reprdscnte Ia
valour dt pon fonction du rapport D(tN)/DN), montro qu'une distance ddcroissmnte oat favorable car elie entralno l'augmentation do p
mais aussi dolIs trace do A.

DIST. FINALOUI5T. INITIAIE

7*wTstairm favorable. au d6couplage

Los figures 20c at 20d reprdsontont, pour Its doux examples du paragraphe 5.2, IsardpArtition en fonction do Az des vaicurs
propros do Wp(tN,N) nornialisdes afin quo Ia valour maximal. do lout demi-traco soit 6 ale A 1. Dana ces doux cas, on constato une
d~gradation importanto de Ia trace at du conditionnemont par rapport I [a matrice do is sonsibllltd, Notarnment, sur le premier example, I&
plus potite valeur propro do Wp, restc tbse faiblo pour dos valeurs Ax importantos.

PuisqueIldquation 58 interdit l'annulation des coupiages qui sont A l'origino do cos digradations, nous aliona 6tudior los
trajoctoires aninlu ant B1 au temps interm~dialre e - t+tN)t2. gana It cai g~n~ral uno solution consist. 4 rejouer & 1'envors le mmem
Scenario (dana le mropre li0 hS) k partir do linstant 6. 8Cod se traduit par Ios equations

tN.i- ()- e.I,
V i e[1,N/21 ZN.I*i N

DN.1 m D (63)

La tlguro 22 illustre o te toles tijoectuires construites I partir des doux exomples Etudids, La rdpartition des valeura propres do
WpQtN,N) correspondantos (figures 20c et f) confirm. Ia notte amadlioration apportee par cette stratigic au niveau do Ia trace ot du
conditlonnoment do Wp. Pour le premier example, It conditionnement passe on offet de 104 A 39 pour A~z -451. Pour Ie deuxitme
example, lamdloration porto surtout sur IQ trace do Wp,

1w1

(a) Exanmple I (b) Example 2

EICI. IR.E.22 - Trajectolres favorables au dicouplAgo position vitesse
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SENSIBILT EN POSITION

1.0 , , , - - --- - - -

0.0 0, 0 m ,3. 1,m

(a) (b)

II-EORMATION RED-UITE ERN POSITON

W0. im, M. M0 1. N

(c) Sc6narios de base (d)

S_.._.........,...

- - - - - - - -

0• L-.,0 -.- t ! • 1 , 0,01 ,

02 JEO} 0D, lEG)
(e) '3c6naros fav'orables au ddcouplage (f)

2-0 , , -- It,0 ••

I --- --- - ....

00 0,0

02 (II2V OZ (IE•)

(g) R~petiilon dc scnendos favorables (m=2) (h)

]1.URE2 -Vale il,'s propr,'s nonnmtibes do la sensibilitd et l'infonnation rduite en position
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"Trajectoixee thtoriquen Optlmalen

Pour une trirjectuire fir omblc in dicouplage quij virifie lts tquations 63, Its positions relatives do L par rapport A S aux
instants O ct tN sont drcnicdertique 11 cst alcis possible de rejouer It meme sc~nario (figure 23 pout les dotix examples traitis).

ii 6

, %"0

(0) Exomple I (b) Example 2

MIURE 21- Rdpdtiton do scinarios favorables au dicoupiago (mm2)

ltm It nombre dexicution du scdnario do base virifiant 63. D'apr~s l'expresslon des matrices d'information, on montre
que, lorsquo m croft, le coefficient p do couplage minimum (Eqirtiton 62) rý'f~roncde au temps final total tf lend 1/4. Do Ia menie fagon,
linformatlon r~duite en position Wli(tfN) tend vers A/4.

Ainsi la roptiftion d'un senariv, vrftlant les iquations 63 ptennot d'attindre I'oprimam thdorlque de Wp1 solt A/.

Dm pus, catte convergence eat rapide cotrnui IP, prolavent les figvoms 20g et 20h correspondant It m - 2 pour les deux
exemples Etudi s.

5.4- laicusiuuon

L'analyse th6orlque rdaiside dans cc paragraplie permet de formuier certains principes concemnant lea trujectoires du lanceur
favorables A l'estimation iorv~ue l'dcart-type des mesures est constant:

* distance d'obdet,:,Jon faible ou dkittlss-.nto
- 6carl W toie aalimut Az Important (64)
0 couplage position-vitossmfalble.

Los rdsultats sont amtdlords par unt r~partition adaptdc des azimuts at Ia rip~tition d'un sodnadio assurarn le ddc-ouplage au
temps intenMddlm. do Ia poirsulto.

L'optinuisaition de ]a trajectoire do L duit donc rdialises un compromis do cern princIpes tout en respectant lts contraintes
physiques du problbme. La comparalison des examples traitds montre aussi qu'une optimisation global., de Ia traectoire sur plusiours
manoeuvres du lanceur est pr~fmrble It une optimisation locale c'est-k-dire k chaque instant do manoeuivre.

6 - DErzRIMIATION DX TRAJNCTOURE OPTULMAL REimusize

Pour Ia ditermination d'une trajectolre favorable du lanceur, il importe tout d'abord do ddfinir un indice scalaire
d'observabiliti, Doautro part, lei contraintes du probl~me notarmmont Ia limitation de Ia vitesse du lanceur vont restroindre lts tbajectolres
possibles. Nous prdsenteros ensuite une opTimisation globale do Is ftrjectoiroO Jost let1lments cindmatiques do Is ciblc seront suppos~s
connus. Cotto optimisadton no sram, en pratiquc, r~alisable quo ii une estimation suffisaxment pr~cso ost disponiblo. Luoptimisation do
Ia premlibre manoeuvre du lancour sera, par contro, fonidde sur une connaissance partielle du vecteur d'Etat.

0.1 - Choix d~un hndia dlobsesybililtil

Divers indices issus do Ia forinule, 50 ont Mt analysds avoc Ia matrice Wp d'information rddulteoen position et aove Is m-atrico
WN qul eat Egale k l'lnformation totalo normaliado (Equivalence "ceiton-vltesse 1 kmn <w> I 1s/).

Une pronuire coniparalson a Etd effectude par lexamen de beur coniportement obtonu sur des simulations ott Ia prdcision do
1'estimnation Emiat connue. Utiu optimisation locale (I chaque instant d'dchantilionnage) du cap do L a dtd aussi r~allise. En effet,

l'otimsatonconstituant Ia motivation principalo do Ia difinition d'un indict, ce denieor test oat bien adapti h l'anAlyse des
performaces des diverse, solutions Etudines.

11 est ainsi apparu quo Ia grandeur qui semble Ia plus apto A loptimisatlon des trojectoires ust la plus peuite valeur propre die
l'information iieenpsto:XitW tNN.

sant sptcifiquos deI P.DopluJs, lecalcul 'ni ited'bevbl sur Wp dvito If, choix d'une normalisation itrbitralre surtO
composansos do l'itat.

LA plus petite valour propre do conte niatrice vdrifie Los propridtds 49 souhtaltables I un indict d'observabilite, Son Evolution
roflteo fidtlement I& qualitE do ]'estimation do fagon plus sonsible quo los autres valeurs de a (Equatlon 50). LeE rdsultats do
l'optimisation locale du cap sontsaussi colidronts avoc lea principes 64 du paragraphe prdcddeiit.Cet in dice a aussi uni: interprdtation
physique pulsqu'il permet It calcul do l16cart-type maximum do l'erreur d'astlmatlon en position, Enfin, Ia maximisation do cette plus
petiteuvlour ptopre sm oeklior s foisleoconditionnement et Icvolume do linformaition on position.



8.2 - Contraintew Impos6es par la vitoaae mnnLmulie du lancesar

Si 18 vitese VL du lanceur esi supdricure AlIa vitesse VS do Re cible, on pout thdoriquecmcnt respecter los t-iis principei (4
Pour amitiorer l'obstivabilltd, Los contr~tintcs, dans ce cas, proviennent do Ia rapiditi des vari'ations de D et z qui est firniite at de )a
dur&e de la poursuite.

S1 VL < VS, ]as dvolutions du lanceur dans It rep~re lid A Ia ciblo sont restrointes. Conceenant I'dvo!ution do Ie distance, on
peut d~termilner brois zones dans cc repbru (flgzie 24a).

4 -AD-s V G)- -LVS Lx Arsi S

ýI) La distance sore d~croissante quel quo soit It cup du lanctur
M A distance pout 8tte crolssarne on dicroiassunte suivant CL

(3) La dlistance vat totujours croissanta,

Similairement A R'dvolution do I& distance, on pout ddflnir trois zones pour RNvolution do Pazimut (figure 24b).
(A) Des variations d'azlmwu do algae quelconque sent possiblos daiis cotte zone ot Cool pormet des manoeuvres faviorables ao

ddcouplago. Cepondant, &I l'on quitto Cotto rdgion, It rotour dens catte zone oat Impossible.
(B) Le sonts do variation do R'azirnut ost unique (1a 1ancour so fet ddpasser partIs cilbk.) co qui expiquo le ftloa hiapossble~ on zone A,.

AinlIsi lma noeuvres favoreblos au dicouplage no seront pas rdalisablos,
(C) Des variations do signeti quelconquos soin possiblos male la variation totale at eat Rimit~e A 2a.

D'autre pan, pour de t'aiblcp distances d'obseivation, Its variations d'azimut pouvont 11tro plus repicios. Cool ajotuto done un argument
suppldmontairo an favour do l'obtontivu' Cdufi distance faible,

Un oombinant cas doi' rdsultetp., on d~termine suivaut I& position do L per rapport & S, queiles sent les limitations sur
l'dvolution do I& distance et do Ilazimut. li den, certalnes zones, notarntnent colic en avant do Is cibl, I1 ost pos.ibla drobtonir des
6volutions de Doat z favorablos, oWas sent, dens Ios estmer Cos, Rinutdss,

Cette Etude perract par I'analseo pt-fement graphique do Ia trajoctoird ot compto tonu dos rdsultats du paragrapho 5, do
d~terminer uno in~talisation cohdrente prsur l'optimisation do I& trajoctoire Rancour.

8.8 - Optlndaatoa gliobale do lic trajeotoase du lancour

En supposant connus Its didments cindmatiquws do S. on peut, pourt une trajectolit du Rakncour donnio, calculer Ia matrice
d'informadon et donc l'indico d observ'tbflikd assoc~ie. k cost ainsi possible de ddterrdlner, & un Inst~nt donnE, Rs rrajectoiro do L qui sorm
favorable k lcastimedomi En pratique, ur - toile 1,rucddure p.-ut 6tre utilisde lovsq dune estimation assez pricise do Ra cibic est disponible.

Pour cotte optimisation, nous feron. Ihypotntso pour Ito lacour d'une tr~joctoire ractiligno par nicoceeux do durde fixde, 11
s'aig alors do ditermniner une sequence do M velours do son CAP CL ct sa vitesac VL- 31 Ia limitation do Ia vitesse do lancour riduit
parfois fortement lts dviRutions possiblos, d'autre-i contralnttrr interviennent ausnid

*LA rnanoouvrabillt6 qul limite Its varimdons du cap et de la vitesse
*L'dcrt-type des MmsUro 6,~ qul etatn WaL fonction dv Ia distance, do ia ý Itesse do 1,et du gisemnent ai dolI& cible
*La distance dobdrvation qui dolt Etro borndo Infdricuiament,

A partir d'uno position initiaeo do L par rappot & hS fixde, AI est possible, pour un jou quelconque do valeurs do CLoat VL, do
talcular pir intid dton unetojcof du lanceur qi tient coaspte dJ'i manocuvrabdit(s en cap ot .ýn litesse. Le critber d'observabilltd qui
dolt reflIc~r I& dpndance do at pAr rapport i D, LI vt a ot Is dstance minimalo sur Re oirjoctoire soen diduisont aisdmont,

L'oilmsaton strdalis&_par uepmoEddure deprogrammatlors'indair,e avoc contraintes et consiste dowt A rechercher Ie
vecitrr Y w ICLI, VL1, .. t,, M VI'MJ qul maxinilsc XmI,,WptNN)) sous It . contreintos D k Dmin Ot 05S VL1 5; VLMI,

tl existo pertois plusleurs soluticr~s do quelitt tr~s diffEiren~is A cc probltme surtout lorsque Ie contrainte sur Ia distance est
active vcst-h-dixt lornque Ia distance attnint Is tt rnite inf~riturc Dml '.'pendant Ies rdsultats dit paragraphic prdcddent permettent
gdniralensont do 16-ite minee' une inltilelnrdon velable 'qui Ovite Ia convergence vers des trajectoires inappropridos. flous evons sinsi
vtrift, ýne des trojoctuires trdibstes fonddes sur les examples thdoriquos du iwaagraphe 5 consftiualt un optimumn pour I'aleorithme.

La igure I5 oil Ia ~Atesoo maximale du Rancour est Infdrieure hi Vs ot l'dcart do R'azimut conbstant, r~vtlo Its rdsultats do
l'optimisation Uour tr.26 positions initialre diffdrentos du Rancour. Sur I& figuro 25c, on constatc d'ailleurs quo lo passage do Rancour
dune zone Isa!o iric u ne ?one wlrrer so treduit par un changcernen do strasd~zio.
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Lorsque la contrainte sur la distance minimale, n'est p as active et l'dcart-type c@z constant, la vitesse optirnale est dgale i la
vitosse mraxirnale cc qui so Ju~tifie faoileincnt de faiqon intuitive. Cependant, si la manoeuvrabiliti du lanCeUr est plus faible et I'dartitypc
de la mesure ddpendant du gisernont, des manoeuvr~s en vitesse se riv~lent parfois favorables.

6.4 - Optlamflston do Is 16i. maaoeuvre du lanceur

L'diude pr~ciddnte n'ost applicable i I& ditermination de I& premitre dvolution quo si la connaissance a priori do VS
* ~~(paruapho 9.2) %ppoleo uno information suffisante, Dana Ia plupart des cas cepondant, ai faut so contentor, k l'instant final tj do la
* ~~premlfr phasedo ltre~ac~olre do L, quo do renseignoztients partials accumuIds pendant Ia durdo Ito,tlj do cotte phase. Cello-cl peut eutr

simplemonti Inobscrvable et z, i, A sont coo nut ou doubloment inobservable at souls z, 1 sont d~termin~s. 11 s'agit donc de calculer la
manoeuvre 4u (Inuour do talle sort. qu'mvtc lei mesure3 du prochain segment 14l,12] do [a trajectoire, lit pricision do 1'eatimatlon k
l'instatnt t2 soitlit maillkure possible,

vaor uPout Itocalovi do cotto ianoeuvre, loespace des grandeurs inobsorvables (Doat iventuollement D) oat alors paramntrE at lea
vlusducap C. at de 1& vitoase VL2 *~ I doua6Me phase sont d~termindes do fagon analogue au paragraphe pridd~ent. Catto

optimiratilon ext elficudo partr des yoordonn~es polairm modifids qul sont adapties Aux phases Inobsorval: . m crit~ro
d otind.sation udlisd est Vinformstion WOdOt on 01istance Au temps t2 qul, sauf pour des situations tr~s observables, ceat p, Aiquement
dcale k (W ) Leý ttht*' ct~ht~ntes physiqu6jes q * rct~emment ont dtd adopties. En outre, lit limitation do la vitesse de § permot

do osroidr I. ~ogt d vritios o ot Eventulellment D

Poor das cOntrititrtes physiques Identiques i I& figure 2!l,la figure 26 fait appwdutre lea rdsultata d'optimisation I partir d'un
W~i~do rtoubltment inobses'vabli.

Conwito priecddemment, si Is cowuainte aur 1) West pas active, I& vitosso optimale de I& seconda phase est Ia vitosme
* ntmaximalo, Pour dautros configurations copendant, ure manoeuvre en viteste pout atro favorable. En outre, lorjque Dl croit, le CAP CL2

tend vera une limio qui, pour tsemns doubloment inobservables, oat commune Auxc diffdrentes hypothses sur D.Cotte limite pout Emre
milst on Ovidence do foon thdurique en fa4i3ant tendre D vers Jinfini et en formulant des hypoth ses simplificaftices (manoeuvrabillti
infinle du lanceur, doart-typo do Is mesure constant), Dane cc cas, Is manoeuvre thdorique qptimale du lanceur ost cello qul maximise en
valour absolue, Is coniposante Vc transvoriAle k l'azimut 4 l'instant ti do ]A Variation VL , VL2 do la vitoaso do L, on obtiont dono:

9L21 VLmg

t)+ VA' qi sin [CL. z~tl

L&I An~ ml [n CLl. tit] > (65)

Ce rdsultat oorrcobore lot notions intuitives milsts on Evidence en introduction gdndrale, En effot, lit composanto WC du
vectour -AL (Equation 7) do: Ia aecondo phase eat Epalc, sous ces hypothbses simplificatricoa h:

Wct)msit-t I) VC (66)

01aximism VC revitint donc kt niaximlier l'onsomble des valeurs WC do Is meonde phase. Pour des disatnces d'observutions
importantom, cette puadeur est Is fagon lit plus directo et Is plus efficaco d'intorvonir stir ldvolution do l'arlmut (figure 4b). Par rapport
Aux rdsultats do~ paragraphe $, cette action permet une diminution des couplages d'autant plus favorable h l'amdlioration do
l'observabilitd quo as eat faiblo.

Dana It cas de I& figure 25, It cap thEorique 65 oat (Sal & B60 qui eat proclhe do la valour obtenue dana l'hypothtso
D w 30 km (CL2 N 950),

6.5 - Conaclusion

Litude It I& fois thdorique ot expirimental. men~e dana cotta panice fait apparaltre- dos concepts stmples pour l'61abotation do
nwsjcoires favorables pour I* lanceur :
"* Obtendon dAne distance finale la plwsfaJ ble possible.

En effoc, une distwoc faible enjandre uno augmentation do !a matrice do sensibiitE on position ot pormet des variations plus rapides 01
plus Importmitets do l'azimut, D'autro part, uno distance d~crolssanto dana It temps so traduic par une diminution de Ia d~gradation
minimalo provenant des couplages poaltion-vitesse. Dan& los cas oiý cello d~croissanco n'est pas possible, 11 faut sopposer k son
augmentation.

"* Eart angulaire tooal Az b~porant.
Cello grandeur eat favorable k Ia sonsibilitE on position et A ]a rdpartition des valours propres. Cmrpendant l'obtention d'uno valour
importaneo do As eat souvont contradictoire Avec unc Evolution favorable de la distance,

"* Evolationsj do signset opposis vas contrari~s de l'azlmut.
Cellos-ci permottent Ia diminution dos effets ddgradarita des couplages position-viteaae au moins sulvant Ia direction do lmw plus petite
valour propre do Vilnformation rWulte c-, position. Certe action eat tr~s Importante car olle pormet, memaoen prdse-nce do vrtleurs A~z
falibles, d'augmenter conaididrablonicnt Ia qualitE des tdsultata

Ce dernier point qul s'attAque directemoiat h lit cause inlmae do l'inobsorvabilitd de la pours-ite (les couplagos position-
vitesso) justifie notarmmont Ia premitre manoeuvre du lancour (Oquwmtion 65). Cos rbglos permottent d'dbaucher graphiquement et
facilement des trujoctoirem favorables pour Ie lanceur. Ces r~sultals peu .ent etre ensuito affin~s par un programme d'optimisation tenant
compte des contralntes physiques do I& poursulte.
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UR•.2• - Optimlisalon gilobnl do la trajectolre du lanceur

ETISTANCE EN 1i 0K41

(a) Scnd do.. base (b Rd"utat do l' o -"i--isa i

- 19.

FG E6\TANdl lir m e dR11u

SEST DISTANCIE E•I •1 N•Il

(at) Scdnario. do base (b) RIsudsuits de l'optimisation

D• .- * S ks ....... D - 9 kt
D~h)r~ei - 12." km •- 0 kt

1) =- 19kt

EJ•,2 - COptimis'ul'n de la 1+re manoeuvre du lanceur



CONCLUSION ODNIRAIS

Parmi ls diffirents aspects abordds lors de cotte confdrence, deux prdsentent certaines similarit6s: la sonsibilitd numdriquc
ot l'observabilitd car €lles sont Ifids aux termes do couplage des matrices do covariance ou d'informaticn, Afin do clarifier Ia diffErence
entre ces deux concepts, on pout schdmatiquement divisor tin problbme gindral d'estimadon en deux niveaux

SUe niveau wilisateur oý lei difftxentes $randeurs en jou ont une signification physique
* Le nlveau calculaseur ob lei grandeurs sont considdrdes comma des nombres sur lesquels sont appliqudes des opdrations

mathmadques.

Au ndveau utilisateur sont ddfinies des grandours Intrinsiques au problime traitd comme l'observabilitd qui correspond &
certains cdtrl (erreur do Ilestimation infirieure It un scull donnE). Ceux-ci sont done inddpendants de Is mdthode ot do limplaniation
udlisde pour realitr Ilestination,

Au nlwau calculateur les grmndeura ont perdu leur signification physique, Co qui importe slots c'est Is fagon dont sont
effectuds lea calculi (rapiditd, prdcildon, tabilitd). Ainsi lei sensibilftds des matrices (Equations 27 et 29) seront compades It Ia prdcision
t du calculateur et vont Justifier It choix d'une implantation,

Ceett classification sommaire dolt aussi so refldter au niveau do Ia programmation. Des langages do programmation
fortement typds cosnue ADA permettaent pour Io niveau udlisateur de naduire Ia signifIcation physique des grandaunt et done do veiller h
Is cohlrence des rdsultats, Les anomalies twile Is divergence d'un algodithni ront sInsi ddtectaes.

Los do Is conception d'une procedure d'estimation, il s'agira do traduire las souhalts parfois flous do l'utilisateur ious une
forme mathdmatiquement exploitable (d~finition d'un indict d'observabilitd par exemple), Le problbme principal cependant conceme Il
moddlisation des conditions do Is poursuite do fagon It extraire l'information utile contenue dans les mesures. Parmi toute leas
reprdsenwtsons EquiValentes, cortalnes sont parfois plus adapties (coordonndes polaires modifides pour )a TPA). Ce demier point reste
actuellement un domalne do recherche partictili4rment ouvert.
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